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Abstract

This thesis considers the introduction of space priority mechanisms in Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) networks, as a means of optimising network utilisation and evaluates the impact of controlling traffic through Usage Parameter Control (UPC) mechanisms.

The work focuses on the Partial Buffer Sharing (PBS) mechanism with two levels of priority, which only accepts low priority cells into an input buffer while its occupancy is below a given threshold and it shows that a network’s throughput can be improved by utilising priority mechanisms. It uses a cell-rate simulator where an approximate version of PBS is implemented, which assumes that the queue size above the threshold is zero. This approximation simplifies the implementation and only affects results for high priority traffic.

An exact fluid-flow analysis for a single On/Off source feeding an ATM buffer has also been modified to take priorities into account. The exact analysis has been applied, both to the approximated version of PBS implemented in the cell-rate simulator and to the exact PBS mechanism. Results from simulation and analysis indicate good agreement between the two approaches.

UPC mechanisms aim at protecting network resources and to this end, they take actions on any misbehaving traffic by discarding or tagging violating cells. Tagging cells implies changing high priority cells into low priority cells, which will affect the Quality of Service (QoS) of traffic with priorities. This thesis investigates several possible scenarios for deciding when tagging or discarding of violating traffic should take place. The implementation of the different scenarios again makes use of the prioritised cell-rate simulator.

The thesis also includes an application of the work to a real ATM network. Traffic experiments are performed which aim at validating the prioritised cell-rate simulator, using the simulator to investigate priorities and policing.
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNI</td>
<td>User Network Interface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UPC</td>
<td>Usage Parameter Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VBR</td>
<td>Variable Bit Rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VC/VP</td>
<td>Virtual Channel/Path</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCI/VPI</td>
<td>Virtual Channel/Path Identifier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VSA</td>
<td>Virtual Scheduling Algorithm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1. Introduction

This thesis describes work on space priority mechanisms for traffic in Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) networks and their relation with the ATM control function, Usage Parameter Control (UPC). In particular, the space priority mechanism Partial Buffer Sharing (PBS) has been implemented in a cell-rate simulator, confirming the improvement of a network’s throughput when using priorities. An analytical model is also extended to cater for traffic with priorities and results from both simulation and analysis show good agreement. This is the new work in the area. UPC is then applied to several environments to identify the best action (either to tag or discard cells) to be taken by the policing function when a network encounters traffic that does not respect its own declared parameters. Finally, the thesis presents an application of the work to a real ATM testbed. Traffic experiments are carried out to validate the cell-rate simulator and thus determine its utility to help predict the behaviour of a real ATM network when traffic with priorities is taken into account.

ATM has been agreed to be the transfer mode for Broadband Integrated Service Digital Networks (B-ISDN) (see [ITU90c]). It is a technique that enables information to be transferred across a network asynchronously with its arrival at the network; this is done by mapping the information sent by users onto cells (see [Cuth93, pp.2-5]). This transfer mode is said to be asynchronous because the cells that contain the information from a user will not necessarily appear in the network at time intervals directly related to the user data.

ATM can be used in a wide range of environments and it has been designed to support a great variety of services, with different Quality of Service (QoS) requirements. However, this flexibility implies addressing the areas of resource management and traffic control in order to achieve a specific network performance. In particular, the resource management mechanisms cell-level quality control (priority control) and congestion control must be considered to optimise the utilisation of network resources. Priority control refers to the introduction of priorities in ATM cells, with the objective of determining which cells are considered less important (and
therefore, most probably lost in a situation of congestion in the network). The assignment of priorities can be done either,

*implicitly* ..... using separate identifier pairs, called Virtual Path/Channel Identifiers (VPI/VCI), for each priority level; in this case, all the cells in a connection will have the same priority, *or*

*explicitly* ..... using the Cell Loss Priority (CLP) bit in the cell header, which may be set by the user (through the terminal equipment), with CLP=0 referring to a cell with high priority, while a low priority cell has its CLP bit set to 1; in this case, it will be possible to have different cells in the same connection with different priorities.

It has been verified (see [Krön90]) that the use of implicit priorities (although the simplest to implement) usually leads to a poorer performance than explicit priorities.

On the other hand, *congestion control* consists of a set of actions related to the selective discarding of cells by taking into account their priority level. In a situation of buffer overflow, low priority cells will be discarded first. Nevertheless, the QoS requirements are still met for low and high priority traffic.

Before a source can start sending data through an ATM network, it must (at the call set-up phase) provide information to the network to characterise its traffic; this information is given in the form of traffic parameters and is called the *traffic contract*. The function that acknowledges the traffic characteristics of a source and thereafter decides whether to accept or reject its connection, while still guaranteeing the QoS of other connections already established in the network, is called Connection Admission Control (CAC). The traffic characteristics given by the source at call set-up are then used by the UPC function to monitor the traffic being generated and protect the network resources from misbehaving traffic. This thesis also considers the effect of controlling traffic with priorities by using UPC mechanisms. The reason for this study comes from the fact that the actions (like tagging) taken on misbehaving traffic may affect the QoS of traffic with priorities that is respecting the traffic contract.

When a real system (e.g., a link in an ATM network) needs to be studied, three techniques are usually available: analysis, simulation and experiments. The first solution makes use of mathematical methods (such as probability and queuing theory)
and gives exact information about the system, provided the system is simple. However, as the system’s complexity begins to increase, known analytical techniques become too difficult to evaluate. This is when resort must be made to simulation. With this technique, a model of the system is evaluated by using numerical methods. Simulation is thus a valuable method in that it helps to reproduce the behaviour of complex real systems and it can also help predicting the behaviour of a modified real system without being necessary to previously change the system itself. Since there are no real ATM networks fully operating yet, experiments are not necessarily realistic and simulation techniques have therefore, been extensively used in ATM studies. This thesis makes use of cell-rate simulation, which operates at burst level and has been shown in [Pitt93] to provide a good comprise between processing speed and accuracy, making it more suitable than cell-level simulation in many applications.

This chapter has introduced the focus of the thesis and the main areas of study that needed to be addressed. Chapter 2 reviews the origin and evolution of Broadband Integrated Services Digital Networks (B-ISDN), the types of services that this kind of network can support and the protocol reference model agreed by the Comité Consultatif International Télégraphique et Téléphonique (CCITT) for B-ISDN. CCITT has recently changed its name to International Telecommunication Union - Telecommunications Standards (ITU-TS); the shorter acronym ITU will be used throughout the text to refer to CCITT, even in the reference to documents that were issued when CCITT had not yet changed its name. The same chapter also refers to some issues that remain to be standardised in B-ISDN networks in order to make them a reality.

Chapter 3 gives an overview of ATM related concepts and traffic issues, as well as its context in B-ISDN networks. A particular focus is on the various priority mechanisms for ATM networks that have been devised so far and how they perform. This part of the thesis also gives a detailed description of the concept of UPC and the mechanisms suggested to police traffic in ATM networks. The chapter ends with a brief summary of the views on ATM and its standards from the ATM Forum, another organisation that has been working towards the definition of standards.

Modelling is used in ATM networks to describe the traffic behaviour of sources. This subject is dealt with in Chapter 4, where several traffic models are presented and
examples are given of real sources and associated models used to characterise them. Among these source models, two in particular are of special interest, as they are used throughout the thesis to carry out traffic experiments and validate the developed software tool referred to before: the On/Off traffic model and the General Modulated Deterministic Process (GMDP) model. Traffic source modelling is closely related to simulation, which has been the platform used to develop the present research work, since it is still not easily possible to collect results from a real ATM network, especially if it is required that they take traffic with priorities into account. Chapter 4 also addresses simulation methods; the main focus is on the so called accelerated simulation techniques, of which the cell-rate simulation is an example.

The model for PBS and respective implementation in the cell-rate simulator (see [Fons94a]) are described in Chapter 5. This includes a brief description of the original cell-rate simulator and is followed by the presentation of the validation process (see [Fons94b]), which compares previously published results (from other researchers) with the ones obtained from the prioritised cell-rate simulator. In this Chapter, the new work developed by the author comprises the implementation and validation of the PBS priority mechanism in the cell-rate simulator.

The prioritised simulator was also validated against a fluid flow analytical model (see [Fons95a]), developed in [Scho94]; this is presented in Chapter 6. The analysis considers a traffic source modelled as an On/Off source with On and Off periods Geometrically distributed. This model has been extended in the thesis in order to study traffic with priorities (see [Fons95b]). The chapter also explains the concept of fluid flow approximation. The extension of the fluid flow model to the case of priorities and subsequent comparison against the prioritised cell-rate simulator represents new material developed by the author.

Chapter 7 is dedicated to UPC and its impact on traffic with priorities and it starts by describing in detail the implementation process of UPC in the prioritised cell-rate simulator (used especially when tagging is the chosen UPC action on violating traffic). Next, the scenarios studied are described and some results comparing the effect (in terms of cell loss probability) of taking particular actions on misbehaving traffic are used to derive some conclusions on how UPC should be applied. The implementation of several policing scenarios in a cell-rate simulator represents new work in the field,
since (so far) policing has only been implemented at cell level.

An application of the developed work is given in Chapter 8, where an ATM testbed is used to carry out traffic experiments which aim at validating the cell-rate simulator without priorities. The priority mechanism PBS has also been emulated in the testbed, thus enabling to obtain results concerning experiments using traffic sources of low and high priority. Results from the simulator and the testbed are compared.

Finally, Chapters 9 and 10 conclude the thesis by assessing the work developed and presenting possible extensions of the research carried out.
2. Broadband Integrated Services Digital Networks

The main characteristic of ISDN is its capability of supporting both voice and non-voice applications in the same network; with ISDN networks, existing services and new services can be provided in an integrated manner.

ISDN networks have two interfaces: basic access, which consists of two 64 kbit/s channels and a 16 kbit/s channel for signalling, and a primary rate access, with a 1.544 Mbit/s channel (or a 2.048 Mbit/s channel) plus a 64 kbit/s signalling channel. This type of network is sufficient for services like telephony. However, services like video and interconnection of Local Area Networks (LANs) require greater bandwidths, which has led to an effort in trying to establish standards for an integrated broadband communications network (the B-ISDN network) that consists conceptually of a number of customer premises and a network of nodes, links and switches that connect those premises. The developments on B-ISDN that are still going on aim at achieving a world-wide network topology that will facilitate the exchange of information between subscribers.

The next sections will present some of the features of B-ISDN networks, its protocol reference model and issues that still remain to be standardised.

2.1. Types of Services

The concept of broadband is defined in ITU's Recommendation I.113 [ITU91] as being “... a system that requires transmission channels capable of supporting greater rates than the ones provided by the primary access rate ...”; at present, the B-ISDN interfaces support up to 622 Mbit/s. It should be noted that there are already broadband communication systems in operation: LANs, which work at 10 Mbit/s. However, there is no concept of integration in this type of networks, i.e., customers must use a different network if for example they want to use a telephony service.

What is a B-ISDN network? This question can be briefly answered in one sentence, by saying that it is a connection-oriented cell-switching network, which has adopted ATM as its transfer mode. A summary of B-ISDN concepts can be found in
ITU Recommendation I.121 (see [ITU90c]), from which a brief summary has been taken to give an overview of the possibilities offered by such a network:

* support of switched, as well as permanent, point-to-point and point-to-multipoint connections;
* support of on-demand, reserved and permanent services;
* support of connections from services in circuit and packet mode, of mono and multimedia type, of connectionless or connection-oriented nature and in bidirectional and unidirectional configurations;
* support of services with constant and variable bit rates.

Before giving examples of applications and services for B-ISDN, it is worthwhile defining the meaning of each concept. A service is what the customer pays for and the way in which he makes use of a service is an application. Broadband applications have been divided by ITU (see [ITU90b]) as follows:

- interactive services
  
  conversational
  retrieval
  messaging

- distribution services
  
  without user-individual presentation control
  with user-individual presentation control.

Conversational services include services for which a real time end-to-end information transfer is needed and the information flow can be bidirectional or unidirectional; this category of services is the one that more closely corresponds to the services in current telecommunications networks. Examples belonging to this category are telephony, videotelephony and high-speed data transmission.

Video and document retrieval services (and generally, any multimedia archive) are characterised by allowing their users to retrieve, at request, information that has been stored elsewhere in the network. These services are called retrieval services.

When services do not demand a real-time operation and the communication between users is done via storage units with store-and-forward or mailbox functions, they are referred to as messaging services. The video mail service (integrating the current electronic mail and phone messages) is a typical example.
Distribution services without user-individual presentation control provide a continuous flow of information distributed from a central location to a number of authorised users, which have no control over the starting time or the order of presentation. One common example is broadcast television (TV). On the other hand, distribution services with user-individual presentation control provide broadcast services in which the users can select individual information and control the start and the order of the information. The information distributed in this fashion includes text, graphics, audio and still images, as well as mixed documents that integrate more than one of these services; teletext and video on demand are such examples.

More examples of B-ISDN services and their features can be found in [Cuth93, pp.37-47] and [Onvu94, pp.2-6].

2.2. The B-ISDN Protocol Reference Model

The ambitious aim of B-ISDN to support a great variety of services and applications can only be met through a complete standardisation. The first step towards this objective was taken with the first published recommendation on the subject by ITU (see [ITU90c]), followed by recommendations that addressed the fundamental principles and initial specifications for B-ISDN. The protocol reference model shown in Fig.2.1 was part of those recommendations; its structure is similar to the Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) model developed by the International Organisation for Standardisation (ISO) for use in computer networks with a view to establish standards allowing computers to communicate.

![Image of the protocol reference model for B-ISDN](image-url)
Since then, all B-ISDN standards have been developed by taking that protocol into account. It is therefore worthwhile explaining briefly what is the function of each part of the protocol.

Bit timing, network clock and maximum bit-error rate are some of the services provided by the physical layer; it represents the underlying transport of the network. The adaptation layer, as well as the transfer mode layer, is used by the control plane and user plane to convert data units into cells. The transfer mode layer defines the way in which the physical layer is to receive the information coming from the higher layers; the adaptation layer provides adaptation functions like connectionless and packet-mode services. The set-up and release of connections are controlled by the control plane, while the user plane is used to transmit data coming from the user, when a connection is established. The way in which the management functions (which provide network supervision functions) relate with the two higher planes is also defined by the protocol.

2.3. B-ISDN Open Issues

Section 2.1 presented the wide range of services and applications that B-ISDN networks propose to support. One or more of the following attributes characterise that multitude of services,

* high bandwidth;
* bandwidth on demand;
* varying parameters for QoS;
* point-to-point/multipoint or multipoint-to-multipoint connections;
* constant or variable bit-rate services;
* connection oriented (e.g., telephony) or connectionless services.

This implies that B-ISDN networks must be able to perform tasks such as,

* assign usable capacity dynamically on demand;
* switch all types of services;
* take the bursty nature of certain services into account when allocating the available bandwidth.

The problem of providing high bandwidth to B-ISDN networks has been solved by introducing reliable fibre systems into the access network. Nevertheless, other
problems remain to be dealt with; for example, it is still not clear if existing transport protocol such as the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP), which was designed to provide reliable data delivery between two end nodes, are adequate for B-ISDN services or if another protocol will have to be designed. Other areas that need to be further studied are traffic control and congestion control. In fact, B-ISDN networks will support the existence of several connections (with different QoS requirements) simultaneously; thus, the simple call admission mechanism that exists in the current telephone network cannot be used anymore and will be extended to a more complex Connection Admission Control.

2.4. Conclusion

This Chapter provides an introduction to the need for broadband. It also introduces the protocol reference model used to visualise the layered functions in a B-ISDN network. Finally, it defines (in a general way) the classes of services that this type of network aims to provide and it emphasises the fact that there are still some technical/conceptual issues to be solved.

The (brief) description of the protocol reference model helps to put in context the layer in which this thesis concentrates: the ATM layer.

On the matter of the issues still to be solved, reference is made to the necessity of further effort being put into the study of both traffic and congestion control methods. This is the main focus of the present thesis, which addresses a congestion control mechanism, priority control, and a traffic control mechanism, policing.
3. Asynchronous Transfer Mode

It was noted in the last chapter that ATM is the transfer mode chosen for B-ISDN networks; this means that ATM will define the way in which information from users is matched onto the physical network. With ATM, information from users is transmitted using packets of fixed size, called *ATM cells*. These are 53 octets long, with an *information field* (the cell payload) of 48 octets and a *header* (containing network information, such as routeing) of 5 octets (see Fig. 3.1). Unlike the conventional Synchronous Transfer Mode (STM) that switches data according to a position in the recurrent structure (i.e., a frame), the switching of ATM cells is executed by using labels in the header of cells that contain routeing information.

![Fig. 3.1 - Format of an ATM cell.](image)

A closer look at the cell header (which is used to route cells between switches) shows its different functional parts (see Fig. 3.2). In brief, the *Generic Flow Control* (GFC) field is reserved to indicate congestion (although it has not been standardised yet), while the *VPI field* gives a high level of routeing for ATM cells, representing a set of VC connections; the *VCI field* gives a low level of routeing, representing one single VC connection. The type of data contained in ATM cells (e.g., maintenance cells) is identified by the *Payload Type* (PT) field, while one of the functions of the *Header Error Check* (HEC) field is to execute a checksum over the cell header for bit error detection/correction in the header. Finally, the *Cell Loss Priority* (CLP) bit can be used to tell the network that a cell is or is not considered less important, in which case, when there is loss of cells, the “less important” ones are lost first. This field can be used either by the terminal or when the cell is found by the UPC function not to be
respecting its traffic contract. One last remark should be made about the fact that the cell header’s structure shown in the figure below is used only at the User Network Interface (UNI), the point at which users have access to the network; at the Network Node Interface (NNI) - i.e., between network nodes -, a similar structure is used, but no GFC field exists and instead, the size of the VPI field is increased.

![ATM cell header structure](image)

**Fig.3.2** - Structure of an ATM cell’s header.

In an ATM based network, the information is transferred in an asynchronous way with its arrival at the system input. When information arrives, it is put into buffers until there is enough data to fill an ATM cell, after which it is transported through the network. When there is no information to be transmitted, an unassigned cell will be transmitted (see [Cuth93, pp.2-5]).

The rest of this chapter will give an overview of ATM, as all the work described in this thesis is directed to be applied to ATM based networks; it will start however with a reference to the transfer modes currently in use and their relation with ATM and it will then look at subjects like priority mechanisms, traffic control and traffic measures.

Recently, another organisation involved in the definition of standards for ATM based networks (the ATM Forum, formed by a consortium of vendors), has defined concepts such as a new service type, the Available Bit Rate (ABR) service. This chapter also reports on some of the work carried out by the ATM Forum and its possible consequences in the global process of standardisation.

Additional information on ATM and ATM related subjects can be found for example in [Gilb91], [Hong91], [Izma93], [Okad91], [Pryc91] and [Robe92].
3.1. Current Transfer Modes and ATM

A transfer mode is a technique used for transmission, multiplexing and switching aspects of communication networks. Currently, the following types of networks exist, if considered according to the transfer mode they use (see [Port94]):

* circuit-switched networks (e.g., telephone networks)

In this case, a circuit is established for the whole duration of a connection between two entities wanting to exchange information. Each channel has a fixed bandwidth and it is possible to multiplex channels onto a link; once the circuit has been established, traffic will flow continuously for the complete duration of the connection. For this type of networks, the transfer mode minimises the connections’ end-to-end delay; the total delay can be expressed by,

\[
\text{td} = \text{pd} + \sum_{i=1}^{n} (\text{st})_i , \quad n \in \mathbb{N}
\]

(3.1)

* message-switched networks (e.g., data networks)

The message switching mode considers each information unit as a message transmitted in the network, independently from other messages; this is possible by the addition of a header to each message that indicates the destination node. After receiving a message, each intermediate node stores it until it is processed and then transmits it. The processing of the message consists of finding out which is the next node that the message should be sent to, by looking at the header information field.

* packet-switched networks (e.g., X.25 networks)

The packet switching mode tries to combine the qualities of the last two transfer modes, by operating as a message mode but with the size of the message not being greater than a few thousand bytes; thus, some messages may have to be partitioned into packets before transmission, which means that it is possible to have overlapping of reception and transmission. Similarly to the message-switching mode, each packet is treated independently; the difference is, all the packets belonging to a message have to be reassembled at the receiver end, so that the original information unit
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can be formed and then passed to the user. Packet streams are handled in one of two ways:

- **datagram packet switching**
  In this case, each packet is again treated independently but it can take different paths to arrive at its destination; therefore, it is possible for packets from the same message to arrive out of the original sequence.

- **virtual-circuit packet switching**
  For this type of switching, logical end-to-end connections can be established in a similar way to the circuit switching mode, before the transmission can start. All the packets from a message have the same size and may follow the same path, which guarantees sequencing, but a call set-up phase is still necessary.

All the transfer modes that have just been described could be candidates to be the chosen one for B-ISDN networks. However, the B-ISDN transfer mode must have the properties:

* to support all known services and to support future services whose characteristics are still unknown;
* to use network resources efficiently;
* to minimise the switching complexity;
* to minimise the processing time and the number of buffers at intermediate nodes;
* to guarantee performance requirements of existing and expected applications.

Therefore, *circuit switching* is not adequate for B-ISDN networks, where both constant and variable bit rate services can coexist, due to its required fixed bandwidth per connection. On the other hand, for *packet switching*, the problem lies in the fact that the transmission of a message requires extra information, given by the packet header, when compared with *message switching*.

Although the *packet switching mode* could be used in B-ISDN networks, ATM has been chosen to be the transfer mode for B-ISDN, as it combines the best from the circuit and packet switching modes; this can be seen by looking at some basic features of ATM (see [Sait94, pp.3-5]):
blocks of fixed length, called *ATM cells* (as it was seen in the beginning of this chapter), carry the information;
* the header of ATM cells contains a Virtual Path/Channel Identifier (VPI/VCI) pair that includes information about the routeing address, in order to allow network components to distinguish between diverse traffic flows; these labels are used in multiplexing and they represent, respectively, a unique identifier value for a Virtual Channel (VC) describing unidirectional transport of ATM cells and a unique identifier value for a Virtual Path (VP) consisting of several VCs that can be switched as a whole (see Fig.3.3);
* in an ATM based network, flow control and error recovery are performed on an end-to-end basis;
* cells are transported at regular intervals and are generated only when there is information to be transferred; idle periods carry unassigned cells;
* cell sequence is preserved;
* short cell lengths keep delay to a manageable value.

![Fig.3.3 - Links, VPs and VCs.](image)

This transfer mode can be described as a connection-oriented packet switching mode, which means that virtual-circuit packet switching is the most like ATM, which can be considered as a virtual circuit switching technique; in fact, before information from a user can be transmitted in the form of ATM cells, a path (comprising a sequence of VCs and VPs) to the destination has to be established first.

More detail on the transfer modes described in this section can be found in [Onvu94, pp.13-17] and [Pryc91, pp.26-96].
3.2. The ATM Protocol Reference Model

When the protocol reference model for B-ISDN (see Fig.2.1) is combined with the ATM concept, another protocol is obtained that emphasises the ATM role in broadband networks (see Fig.3.4).

![Protocol Reference Model for ATM](image)

The transport of ATM cells between two ATM entities is a function of the physical layer, while cell multiplexing, cell demultiplexing and routing functions using the VCI and VPI fields of the cell header are performed by the ATM layer, which is common to all types of services.

The ATM Adaptation Layer (AAL) provides the functionalities, through specific protocols (AAL1, AAL2, AAL3/4 and AAL5), required for each service class to reach its desired QoS. The information that the AAL receives from higher layers is segmented or put into ATM cells; a reverse process occurs when the information comes from lower layers. This layer also ensures that cell sequence is maintained for each source. Table 3.1 shows which protocol is used for each type of service.

Some of the functions of the Constant Bit Rate (CBR) part of the AAL are variable compensation of delay and cell assembly/disassembly. The functions of the AAL bursty data services include actions on lost cells (e.g., recovering of lost cells by transmission in most data applications) and segmentation of information units into cells, as well as the reverse process.

Similarly to the case of the B-ISDN protocol, the ATM protocol reference model is the reference point that helps the standardisation process. For more details on this protocol, see [Cuth93, pp.7-36] and [Onvu94, pp.19-33].
Table 3.1 - Adaptation layer protocols and service classes (*X.25 is the ITU packet level protocol for data terminal equipment).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service class</th>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Protocol used</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>circuit emulation, CBR video</td>
<td>CBR; connection-oriented; required timing relationship between source and destination</td>
<td>AAL1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(e.g., telephony)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VBR video and audio</td>
<td>VBR; connection-oriented; required timing relationship between source and destination</td>
<td>AAL2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(e.g., compressed video)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>connection-oriented data transfer</td>
<td>VBR; connectionless; timing relationship between source and destination not required</td>
<td>AAL3/4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(e.g., X.25* and frame relay)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>connectionless data transfer</td>
<td>VBR; connectionless; timing relationship between source and destination not required</td>
<td>AAL5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(e.g., Ethernet LANs)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3. ATM Traffic Classification

Until recently, sources generating traffic in ATM based networks were generally divided into two categories, according to their bit stream pattern: *Constant Bit Rate* (CBR) and *Variable Bit Rate* (VBR) traffic sources. The first type of sources produces a periodic bit stream at a constant rate (where the inter-cell interval is determined by the rate of the source) and they can be fully characterised by just their maximum bit rate (i.e., the peak bit rate). CBR services are usually sensitive to delays and delay variations; as a consequence, they require peak bandwidth allocation (see Section 3.4). On the other hand, it is much more difficult to characterise VBR sources, as they generate a continuous bit stream at varying rates; parameters usually used for this purpose include,

* peak cell rate (i.e., the maximum cell rate generated by a traffic source);
* average number of cells in an active period (i.e., a period in which cells are generated);
* average time cycle (i.e., the average time from the start of an active period to the start of the next active period);
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* average cell rate;
* burstiness (i.e., the ratio between the peak and mean cell arrival rates).

Note however, that other definitions have been proposed to measure burstiness, such as considering the ratio of the standard deviation to mean of the interarrival intervals of the source’s arrival process (see [Fros94]). The former definition of burstiness (although widely used) has the disadvantage of its accuracy depending on the interval length used for the measure.

The next table (Table 3.2) shows some examples of these two categories of traffic sources (CBR and VBR traffic sources) and Table 3.3 gives typical values for the peak and average bit rates of some applications (see [Mase91]).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Traffic Class</th>
<th>CBR</th>
<th>VBR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examples</strong></td>
<td>telephony, fax, data retrieval</td>
<td>video conference, TV, CAD, HDTV</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.2 - Traffic sources classified into CBR and VBR.

Note that the peak bit rate values indicated in Table 3.3 do not consider the effect of using the standard for compression known as Moving Picture Coding Experts Group (MPEG); for example, when using MPEG, the peak bit rate of broadcast TV can become as low as 2 Mbit/s.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Average Bit Rate</th>
<th>Peak Bit Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>voice</td>
<td>64 kbit/s</td>
<td>64 kbit/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>video</td>
<td>20 Mbit/s</td>
<td>34 Mbit/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDTV</td>
<td>100 Mbit/s</td>
<td>136 Mbit/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>video conference</td>
<td>400 kbit/s</td>
<td>2 Mbit/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>interactive image</td>
<td>64 kbit/s</td>
<td>1 Mbit/s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.3 - Typical values for some traffic parameters.

Two other classes, Available Bit Rate (ABR) and Unspecified Bit Rate (UBR) have been added since (see [Bono95] and [Newm94]) to CBR and VBR source classes (which are now part of just one class, named guaranteed traffic class), mainly due to
the influence of the ATM Forum. A traffic source is classified as ABR (e.g., file transfer and LAN interconnection) when it has no possibility of describing its traffic characteristics in a very precise manner, giving however some minimum traffic requirements such as the minimum cell rate, which means that it will be sensitive to loss. On the other hand, an UBR service (e.g., a talk session in a computer that uses the User Data Protocol (UDP)) does not provide any descriptive traffic characteristics; consequently, this type of service does not get any QoS guarantee from the network.

For the **guaranteed traffic**, the network must assure very stringent QoS requirements. The objective of introducing the ABR and UBR traffic classes (which are not sensitive to delays) is to utilise dynamically the bandwidth unused by the guaranteed traffic, therefore maximising the usage of the bandwidth available.

The need for a new classification of traffic classes is the result of the increasing importance of data traffic in communications networks. With these traffic classes, it is possible to accommodate in one network the so called **socialist traffic** (predominant in private networks such as data communications, where the bandwidth is shared), as well as the **capitalist traffic** (typical of public networks such as telecommunications, where the bandwidth is negotiated) (see [Bono95]). Note however that this thesis only uses guaranteed traffic; this suggests that future work should be undertaken in order to test the research work developed against the presence of ABR and UBR traffic types in ATM networks.

Introducing new traffic classes implied the development of traffic control mechanisms that can handle them. In particular, the following methods were developed to be applied on ABR traffic:

− **Credit Based Scheme**

  This method regulates the input traffic on a switch on the basis of the buffer occupancy of the receiving switch, which decides on the number of cells that the source can send. This number is called a *credit number* and it represents an authorisation for the source to transmit cells. The calculation of the credit number aims at avoiding loss in the receiving buffer.

− **Rate Based Scheme** (or Backpressure mechanism)

  This is the recently adopted traffic control method for ABR traffic and it provides an end-to-end congestion avoidance mechanism. With this
mechanism, *stop* and *go* signals are sent from the downstream nodes to the upstream nodes. When the buffer occupancy of the downstream node reaches a fixed threshold, a *stop* signal is sent to the upstream nodes; from this time instant until the buffer occupancy of the downstream node drops again below another fixed threshold, the source cannot send any traffic. When that happens, a *go* signal is sent to the upstream nodes and the source can send traffic again.

A significant amount of research is being carried out with that objective (see for example [Anti95], [Balt95] and [Mitr95]).

### 3.4. Statistical Multiplexing versus Deterministic Multiplexing

Communications’ networks need to have some process that can control the way in which the resources are allocated, as this prevents congestion and loss. Thus, the way in which *bandwidth* (i.e., the bit rate or transfer capacity necessary for a given service or link) is allocated inside a network is crucial for it to obtain a good throughput and to operate at acceptable levels.

Determining the bandwidth required by a connection, so that the network can provide it with a certain QoS, is the function of *bandwidth allocation* (see for example [Fisa91]). This can be done in two ways:

* using *deterministic multiplexing*

  With this approach, the bandwidth given to each connection is its peak bit rate (i.e., the maximum speed at which the source can generate its traffic). Applying this to bursty connections will imply a great waste of bandwidth, especially if the connection is characterised by a large value of

  \[
  \frac{\text{peak bit rate}}{\text{average bit rate}}. \tag{3.2}
  \]

  However, this approach (see [Gilb91]) can minimise *cell level congestion* (which happens when there are several cell arrivals occurring more or less at the same time); nevertheless, there is still a very small probability that buffers will overflow and cells will be lost. Deterministic multiplexing is not adequate for ATM, as it restricts the utilisation of network resources and does not take advantage of the multiplexing capacity that ATM offers.
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* using statistical multiplexing (see [Gall89])

In this case, the bandwidth that is allocated to each source is less than its peak bit rate but greater than its average bit rate; this amount of bandwidth is commonly known as statistical bandwidth (also sometimes called equivalent bandwidth and effective bandwidth) of a source, whose value should guarantee the source its required QoS. So, with this approach several sources can share a link with a capacity that is less than the sum of the sources’ peak bit rates; it is therefore assumed that the sources will operate at their peak bit rate for very short periods of time (see [Gilb91]). Obviously, the efficiency of this multiplexing technique will be better when the sources’ statistical bandwidths approach the respective value of average bit rate. Statistical multiplexing gives better utilisation than deterministic multiplexing because, given a certain amount of bandwidth, it allows more connections to be multiplexed. However, its adequate use (i.e., when resulting in some multiplexing gain) produces congestion at cell level and potential cell loss.

The calculation of the equivalent bandwidth of a traffic source has been studied by several authors (see for example [Gall89], [Habi91] and [Hong91]) and it seems to be dependent on the following factors, by decreasing order of importance:

- **ratio of the source’s peak bit rate to the link rate**, which should be smaller than 0.1 in order to obtain some statistical multiplexing gain (see [Hong91]);
- **burstiness**, which becomes important when the previous factor has a very low value (i.e., there is multiplexing gain);
- **burst length**, since cell loss and delay increase when there is an increase in this factor.

For example, [Pitt91c] and [Pitt91d] apply burst-level simulation to various traffic mixes in an ATM link, in order to find what is the relation between the bandwidth allocated to a traffic mix and the proportion of VBR services. The authors conclude that, when there is a decrease in the proportion of VBR sources in a traffic mix, the bandwidth (per source) allocated to those sources must increase, so as to maintain a constant cell loss probability.
Although statistical multiplexing seems to be the best way to allocate bandwidth in an ATM network, its significant gain (or not) depends not only on the burstiness of the sources to which it is applied, but also on the sources’ chosen traffic parameters and the traffic models used to describe the cell arrival process.

Finally, it is worth noting that even using statistical bandwidth, an ATM network may not allow the loading of a link bandwidth at 100% and the bandwidth available to users may not exceed 80% of the link’s peak bandwidth.

3.5. QoS in ATM

The expression *quality of service* has been used before in this document without any definition being given; this is because of the intuitive meaning of QoS. However, its real meaning and role in ATM networks is far more complicated than it would seem to be.

This section will define, according to ITU, the concept of QoS and will present some of the performance measures of ATM multiplexers that can help in the difficult task of quantifying quality of service in ATM networks. Some of the measures described in this section have been used to produce results from simulations relevant to the research work described in this thesis.

Apart from being intuitive, the definition of QoS is also subjective, as it depends on the user's view of a service; to complicate things even more, in B-ISDN networks, there are also different types of users and services. The definition that ITU gives for QoS in its Recommendation I.350 (see [ITU88a]) says that, “... it is the collective effect of service performances that determine the degree of satisfaction of a user of the specific service ...”. Table 3.4 (taken from [Fisc94]) shows the QoS requirements of some applications.

Some of the parameters that are used to quantify the connections’ QoS are characteristics of end-to-end delay, cell loss probability and bit error rate. The traffic related measures for QoS in ATM networks can be divided into two classes:

* *connection level parameters* that are associated with connection-oriented networks,
  - connection set-up delay;
  - connection release delay;
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- connection acceptance probability (called blocking probability in telephony networks);

* cell level parameters defined for packet networks,

  - Bit Error Ratio (BER);
  - Transfer Delay;
  - Cell Delay Variation (CDV).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Traffic Characteristics</th>
<th>QoS Requirements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>real-time video</td>
<td>4 Mbit/s to 6 Mbit/s, CBR traffic</td>
<td>low average delay and delay variation; very low cell loss (&lt; $10^{-10}$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(using MPEG)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>electronic mail</td>
<td>each message size ranging from less than 1000 bytes up to several Mbytes, with very long message interarrival times</td>
<td>maximum delay should be in the order of a few minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>software download</td>
<td>file sizes up to several Mbytes</td>
<td>maximum delay in the order of a few seconds</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.4 - ATM applications and their QoS requirements.

Connection set-up delay represents the time that it takes for a call set-up message transfer to be acknowledged, excluding the user's response time. This parameter should usually have a mean value of less than 4.5ms and 95% of the delay values should be less than 8.35ms (see [ITU88b]). On the other hand, connection release delay is the time that it takes for a call release message transfer to be acknowledged. In this case, the mean value should be less than 300ms and 95% of the values for delay should be less than 850ms.

Connection acceptance probability is defined as the quotient

$$\frac{\text{accepted calls}}{\text{total number of calls}},\quad (3.3)$$

calculated over a long period of time, while the BER is given by,

$$\frac{\text{number of bit errors}}{\text{total number of bits transmitted}},\quad (3.4)$$
with respect to the information field; for example, videoconference should have a bit error ratio of $10^{-11}$ (not counting the error handling in the AAL). The quotient,

$$\frac{\text{number of lost cells}}{\text{total number of cells sent}}$$

(3.5)
gives the cell loss ratio (CLR), which has a great impact on the QoS provided to users. The videoconference service (with a mean bit rate of 5 Mbit/s) should have, according to [ITU92], $\text{CLR} = 4 \cdot 10^{-9}$ (without error handling in AAL), and an ordinary voice communication tolerates an end-to-end cell loss ratio of $10^{-3}$.

Different types of services react differently to cell losses; for example, data services need to have low CLR values, but voice traffic can tolerate moderate cell losses. The simulation results shown in this thesis concentrate on this measure.

Transfer delay between two points in the network is the time necessary for all the bits of a cell to go from the first point (which can be a switch) to the second point. Some of the factors that determine transfer delay in ATM networks are,

- *packetisation delay*
  
  It is the time needed to accumulate the necessary amount of bits in order to form an ATM cell; this time depends on the type of AAL used, as well as on the source bit rate (it will be longer for low bit rate sources).

- *propagation delay*
  
  This type of delay depends on the distance between the source and the destination and it represents the amount of time that is necessary for a signal (e.g., a bit or a cell) to travel along the transmission medium. For coaxial cable, the propagation delay is $4 \cdot 10^{-9} \text{ s/m}$.

- *transmission delay*
  
  It corresponds to the time that is necessary to wait until all the bits of a cell arrive from the transmission link, before they can be processed. The transmission delay becomes negligible when the transmission speed is very high.

Finally, there is another parameter, Cell Delay Variation (CDV), that has been defined in a number of ways according to the utilisation purpose. One of them says that, if $W_i$ is the random delay component of the $i$th cell, then CDV is the variance of the transmission delay of a connection, i.e.,
This is the so called 2-point CDV (see [ITU93]), used to measure the end-to-end delay of a connection. Another definition of CDV represents it by the complementary distribution function of the difference in transfer delay between consecutive cells (see [Kühn95]); this is also called 1-point CDV (see [ITU93]) and it is used by the UPC function.

CDV becomes more noticeable with services like speech transmission, for which the difference in delay alters the user’s view of QoS; services with this characteristic are called delay-sensitive services. The next table (Table 3.5) gives some values for CDV taken from [Onvu94, pp.81].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Delay (ms)</th>
<th>CDV (ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>video conference at 64 Kbit/s</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>compressed voice at 16 Kbit/s</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDTV video at 20 Mbit/s</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.5 - CDV values for some services.

Of all the QoS measures described, propagation delay and cell loss due to errors in the header field during transmission contribute to degrade QoS; however, they are independent of the traffic type considered. According to [Sait94, pp.135], cell loss and delay in ATM nodes are the parameters that more significantly contribute, at cell level, to degrade ATM network performance. It is worth noting that the control of each of these parameters has a special impact in the other parameter; for example, real time traffic such as voice can tolerate some cell loss but is very sensitive to cell delay, while non real time traffic such as file transfer can allow for some cell delay but not cell loss.

One last remark should be made about a measure for the network traffic performance and to which not much attention is usually paid: the users’ Grade of Service (GoS), which is closely related with the QoS. The parameters associated with that measure are the end-to-end cell delay and end-to-end cell loss. These are determined by combining the information obtained for the cell delay and cell loss,
respectively, at each of the intermediate switches of an ATM connection (see [Cuth93, pp.141-142]).

3.6. Traffic Control

The set-up of a connection in an ATM network implies the specification of a cell stream’s traffic characteristics. After this declaration, the connection will only be accepted if the network has enough available resources to accommodate both the new connection and the already established connections, without compromising the QoS of those connections. During the life time of the connection, monitoring is performed to ensure that the traffic characteristics of the cell stream agree with the ones declared at the connection set-up phase; if there are any discrepancies, penalties are imposed to the user. This global process is called traffic control, while the decision of accepting a connection and allocating network resources to it is called Connection Admission control (CAC). The monitoring mechanism is called Usage Parameter Control (UPC); these are the two most important traffic control mechanisms.

The procedures that should be followed to decide how to provide resources and monitor the sources are still partially unsolved problems. One of the reasons for this is that ATM networks allow a great diversity of traffic characteristics and QoS requirements, which makes it difficult to take decisions on a network scale. Another problem has to do with the CDV that occurs in a subscriber line; in fact, even if the users specify the traffic characteristics at the terminal, then the network is unable, because of CDV, to determine the true characteristics of the traffic offered to it.

The rest of this section presents possible parameters that may help to determine the admission/refusal of a connection and once admitted, the subsequent monitoring. The description of UPC in this thesis is to give an introduction to the subject, which will be analysed (in relation to traffic with priorities) in a greater detail in Chapter 7. CAC is defined because of its close relation with UPC. For a general introduction to traffic control mechanisms, see [Eckb92].

3.6.1. Connection Admission Control

CAC consists of a set of actions taken by the network at the set-up of a VC or VP connection that determine if the connection can be accepted or not. The acceptance
decision is based on,

− the estimated traffic characteristics of the VC;
− the QoS requirements of the VC;
− the current network load,

and it is made for each VP and VC along the connection route. The estimation of the traffic characteristics takes into account the values from the traffic descriptor (defined in Section 3.6.2) and the CDV values, while the estimation of the current network load is usually based on the traffic descriptor values of the existing connections; if possible, a measurement of traffic is also taken into account.

CAC will only admit the new connection if there are enough resources available for the network to maintain the existing connections’ QoS and to provide the requested QoS to the new connection. The VC connection will only be established if it is accepted at each VP along the route. If CAC decides not to admit the connection, then the routeing algorithm will have to try to find another route; the connection attempt is lost and cleared if there is no other route.

Several approaches have been suggested for CAC algorithms (see for example [Cast91], [Mase91] and [Lee92]) which differ mainly in the method used to characterise the traffic and predict future traffic. However, so far, the methods for characterising traffic (that are needed as an input to CAC) have not yet been standardised but some guidelines can be found in [ITU95a] and [ITU95b]. These documents propose as mandatory traffic parameters the peak cell rate and the cell delay variation tolerance for that peak cell rate. The aim of the approaches developed is to produce an algorithm that is simple (in terms of processing and storage requirements), robust (to guarantee network performance) and efficient (in order to obtain statistical multiplexing gain).

Most CAC algorithms make use of the concept of effective bandwidth of a source. This represents the bandwidth required by a source in order for the network to be able of providing the requested QoS. Several methods have been devised to calculate the effective bandwidth of a source (see for example [Guér91]). In [Miya93], a CAC algorithm is developed that, unlike others, takes into account the variations of QoS being received by individual connection types over time (due to the burstiness of traffic). [Mura91] reports on a CAC algorithm that considers a bufferless fluid model.
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for both homogeneous and heterogeneous scenarios of On/Off traffic sources characterised by their peak and mean rates. The CAC scheme is based on estimating the cell loss quality of individual bursty sources.

The simplest approach to execute the CAC function is peak rate allocation (see Section 3.4); however, this does not take advantage of statistical multiplexing inherent in ATM networks. Other possible approaches include,

* linear

This algorithm is simple but it can produce results that are close to peak rate allocation. Two quantities are compared, assuming that there are \( m \) types of traffic sources in the system:

- the sum of the calculated effective bandwidths required by the total number of sources in the system plus the new source,

\[
f(N_1, N_2, ..., N_m) = \sum_{i=1}^{m} B_i \cdot N_i,
\]

(3.7)

where \( B_i \) is the effective bandwidth for each source of type \( i \) and \( N_i \) is the number of sources of type \( i \);

- the link capacity \( C \) (which is a previously calculated percentage of the maximum capacity).

The new connection will only be accepted by the system if the following condition applies,

\[
f(N_1, N_2, ..., N_m) \leq C.
\]

(3.8)

* two-moment allocation (or Gaussian approximation)

With this scheme, two parameters (the mean bit rate and the standard deviation) are used to describe each connection present in the system. The arrival of a new connection to the network implies the evaluation of the bandwidth necessary to accommodate all the connections, given the existing link capacity. To this end, it is assumed that the aggregate bit rate follows a Gaussian distribution. The drawback of this type of algorithm is that, usually, it only leads to good results if the peak bit rate of each connection is a small percentage of the link capacity.
In this case, it is assumed that there is a knowledge of the bandwidth distribution for each service type in the system. With this information, the distribution of the aggregate traffic is calculated by convolution and a new connection will be accepted by the network if the obtained values for parameters like the maximum allowed load and congestion probability are within previously fixed bounds. Although this algorithm is relatively accurate, it is computationally heavy.

A description of these approaches can be found in [RACE92]. CAC can also be combined with priorities; this is the so called hybrid CAC (see [Sait94, pp.112-120]) that can be applied to connections requiring a different QoS by providing two cell loss ratio classes (by making use of the CLP bit in the header of an ATM cell) and introducing a priority mechanism at the output buffer. On the other hand, [Esak90] considers CAC and priorities simultaneously to develop a CAC mechanism that works in real-time; the traffic sources used are characterised only by their peak and mean bit rate.

3.6.2. Usage Parameter Control

According to ITU Rec. I.371 (see [ITU94]), UPC “… is the set of actions taken by the network to monitor and control traffic, in terms of traffic offered and validity of the ATM connection at the user access network …”. In other words, after a connection is accepted by the network using a CAC procedure, it must be ensured that network resources are protected from malicious or unintentional misbehaviour of the source producing the call, which can affect the QoS of other already established calls in the network. This is the job of the UPC function, sometimes also called traffic policing, situated at the access point to the network, i.e., at the end of the first link. Typical locations for the UPC function include the entrances to a local switching node and a cross-connect.

The monitoring of traffic sources in a network is performed by both detecting violations of traffic parameters negotiated at call set-up and taking actions, if violations occur. To this end, UPC is performed for each user VP/VC pair being used in the network and the following tasks are executed:
* to check the validity of each VP/VC identifier;
* to count the number of cells that are arriving and that belong to a certain connection;
* to check the agreement between the counted value and the declared value at the connection set-up phase; if they do not agree, then a penalty should be imposed on the connection.

UPC is performed for each traffic parameter of a source traffic descriptor, where a 
*source traffic descriptor* is a set of traffic parameters that specify the traffic characteristics of a connection at the time it is set up (see [ITU94]). Every traffic parameter that is part of a source traffic descriptor should be understandable by the user and have significant use in resource allocation; the peak cell rate is one such traffic parameter that is mandatory in a source traffic descriptor.

When a violation is detected by the UPC, this traffic control can either cause cells to be discarded or it can mark them, so that they can be lost first when the network is congested (see [ITU94]). The latter action implies a method to mark cells; this is still under study, but a method has been suggested that uses the CLP bit in the cell header. This means that, when a situation of congestion occurs in the network, marked cells will be lost first. An alternative way to tag cells could be to use the payload type field present in the cell header (see [Sait94, pp.73-76]). Other actions that a policing function can take in case of contract violation are,

* delaying violating cells in a queue so that the departure from the queue agrees with what was declared in the contract;
* controlling the traffic in an adaptive way, by informing the source of when it starts violating the contract.

Each request by a user to establish a call in the network requires a traffic contract. This comprises the declaration by the user of certain traffic parameters that describe the characteristics of the call request. So far, the only traffic parameter standardised by ITU is the peak cell rate, although the last released version of ITU Rec. I.371 (see [ITU95b]) also indicates as mandatory the associated cell delay variation tolerance and proposes the use of the sustainable cell rate. Other parameters have however been suggested to characterise traffic sources (and have been used in research work, e.g., [Butt91] and [Cast91]), such as:
- average cell rate;
- burstiness;
- burst duration.

The problem with some of these parameters is that, although they contain more information about the traffic source that they represent, it is felt that normal users may not be able to be very precise about the traffic characteristics of their sources. As a response to this problem, a new class of traffic sources has been defined by the ATM Forum: the Available Bit Rate (ABR) traffic, which was described in Section 3.3. Importance is also given to ABR traffic by ITU in its last released version of Rec. I.371 (see [ITU95b]).

### 3.6.2.1. Policing Algorithms

A policing algorithm should always be able to detect and quickly respond to any traffic violation in the network. It should also not take any action on traffic that is compliant, i.e., traffic that does not violate the traffic contract negotiated at call set-up. Several policing algorithms have been proposed (see for example [Butt91], [Habi91], [Okad91], [Guil92], [Cuth93, pp.113-118] and [Onvu94, pp.134-145]) to regulate traffic flows in a network, by controlling the sources’ traffic parameters. In most cases, the controlled parameters are peak and mean cell rate. The algorithms can be divided into two main groups:

- window based mechanisms;
- Leaky Bucket.

The first group considers algorithms in which fixed or variable time windows limit the number of cell arrivals, while the Leaky Bucket mechanism (and its variants) is based on a counter that is incremented whenever there is a cell arrival and decremented in the opposite case.

Examples of window algorithms (see [Butt91] and [RACE92]) are schemes like Jumping Window (JW), Triggered Jumping Moving Window (TJMW) and the Exponentially Weighted Moving Average (EWMA). In the JW mechanism, fixed and consecutive intervals with X time slots are observed; they allow a maximum of Y cell arrivals. If more than Y cell arrivals are observed in a time window, the first Y cells are allowed to pass and the others are lost (or marked). When each time window ends, the
counters used to evaluate the number of cell arrivals and time slots are reset and a new time window begins. TJMW is a variation of this mechanism; it considers time windows that are started by a new cell arrival; thus, the time windows are not necessarily consecutive. Although similar to the JW, the EWMA scheme does not consider a fixed maximum number of cell arrivals in each time window. The number of cell arrivals that can be accepted in each time window is an exponentially weighed sum of the number of accepted cells in the previous time window and the mean number of cells. In other words, if we take

\[
T = \text{window size} \quad m_i = \text{number of accepted cells in the } i\text{th window; } i = 1, 2, \ldots \\
m = \text{average number of cells}
\]

then

\[
m_i = \frac{m - \delta \cdot S_{i-1}}{1 - \delta}, \quad 0 \leq \delta \leq 1, \text{ where } S_i = (1 - \delta) \cdot m_i + S_{i-1}; \quad i = 1, 2, \ldots \quad (3.9)
\]

The variable \( \delta \) controls the flexibility of the mechanism on what concerns the traffic’s burstiness and \( S_0 \) is the initial value of the mechanism’s measurement. In the particular case of \( \delta = 0 \), this policing mechanism reduces itself to the JW mechanism.

*Leaky Bucket* (see Fig.3.5) is probably the most well known algorithm that helps UPC judging a violation in the connection set-up phase and a number of variants can be found in the literature (see [Ahma90], [Butt91], [Cast91] and [Chao91]).

![Fig.3.5 - The principle of the Leaky Bucket mechanism.](image)

The idea behind Leaky Bucket is that, when a cell arrives to the network, a token is introduced in a token pool (also called *bucket*, hence the name of Leaky Bucket for this policing mechanism). If the token pool is not full, then a token is added to the
token pool and the token pool size is increased by one. The token pool is emptied at a constant rate and it works as a virtual finite queue. Cell arrivals are discarded (or tagged) when the token pool is full. The algorithm can be schematically described in its simplest form by the following:

1. decrement a counter $C$ by 1 every $T$ seconds down to 0 if there are no cell arrivals; $(0 \leq C \leq M)$
2. increment the counter $C$ by 1 for each transmitted cell;
3. drop (or tag) cells when $C=M$.

$M$ represents the maximum burst size, while $1/T$ is the peak cell rate of the traffic source being observed. The rate at which the counter is decreased is called the leak rate and the counter $C$ represents a bucket being filled with tokens, as referred to before. This mechanism can also be used to police the parameter mean rate; in this situation, the size of the bucket is taken to be a large value, while the leak rate is set to the mean rate of the source being policed (see [Mitr94]).

When Leaky Bucket is used to police the parameter peak rate, then the bucket size is fixed to have to have a unitary value and the leak rate is taken to be equal to the peak rate of the policed traffic source. This changes when CDV is catered for (see Section 3.6.2.2), as in that situation, the policing rate will be slightly higher than the declared peak bit rate of the source.

A quick look at the mean and peak rate policing methods shows that when policing the mean rate, the time taken by the UPC mechanism to detect traffic violations will be much longer than for peak rate policing; therefore, the use of mean rate policing leads to an ineffective protection of the network against misbehaving traffic (see [Butt91]).

It should be noted that the variants of the Leaky Bucket mechanism usually consider buffering before the traffic is analysed by the UPC. Although this helps shaping the traffic (this subject will be dealt with in Section 3.7), it also introduces extra delay. Examples of this approach can be found in [Kim92] and [Wu93], where bursty input traffic is modelled as an Markov Modulated Poisson Process (MMPP) and buffered Leaky Bucket is considered.

The Leaky Bucket scheme can monitor traffic at VP or VC level. When VP policing is performed, the only measure of interest is the aggregate declared bit rate
offered to the VPs, which can usually be easily policed; therefore, the contents of each VC multiplexed in a VP and their source characteristics are ignored for policing purposes. However, when policing is executed on a VC basis, it becomes more complicated to control the sources’ traffic parameters, as in this case, the sources have to be characterised by at least their peak and mean cell rates. In [Butt91], the fluid flow approach was used to derive a formula for the cell loss probability of On/Off sources having their activity and silence periods exponentially distributed. This paper shows that, while peak cell rate can be easily controlled by the Leaky Bucket mechanism, the same does not happen with the control of mean cell rate; this is due to the long time needed to collect statistics leading to an accurate estimation of the mean cell rate of a traffic source, which prevents the policing function from giving a quick response to possible traffic contract violations.

Several authors have addressed the problem of comparing the performance of the different policing mechanisms proposed (see for example [Rath91], [Butt91] and [Kim92]). Of the window mechanisms, the JW scheme is considered to be the simplest but also the one that gives the worst performance. The Leaky Bucket algorithm is usually agreed to give better results than window based schemes and it is also the policing mechanism recommended by ITU (see [ITU95b]).

It has been demonstrated (see [Grav91b]) that sources’ traffic streams are better controlled when violating cells are discarded, as opposed to tagging them. However, this solution implies stringent requirements for the violating probabilities of well-behaving traffic sources. For example, [Yin91] considers the analysis of Leaky Bucket for On/Off data sources modelled as two-state Markov modulated rate processes. Both unbuffered and buffered Leaky Bucket algorithms are studied with either discarding or marking of non compliant data. The authors derive explicit expressions to calculate the bucket size (queue buffer size) as a function of the loss (tagging) probability and source characteristics (according to whether non compliant cells are discarded or marked, respectively). It is shown that there is a logarithmic increase in the necessary bucket size as the loss or tagging probability decreases.
3.6.2.2. Effect of CDV on UPC

In an ATM network, the cell delay experienced by cells of the same connection can vary. This is called Cell Delay Variation (CDV), which was defined earlier in Section 3.5 and is caused mainly by buffering at ATM switching nodes. Since CDV can change the traffic characteristics of sources in the network, the bandwidth required by those sources can also change. Therefore, UPC should take CDV into account when deciding whether cell arrivals are or are not violating the respective traffic contract negotiated at call set-up. In this case, the maximum allowed CDV should be an extra parameter to be included in the traffic contract (see [Skli93]).

When UPC takes CDV into account, it introduces tolerances in the amount of traffic from a source that is compliant to the respective traffic contract. It is thus possible that some cells that are really violating the traffic contract are not discarded. One way to compensate for this effect is for the network to introduce shaping (see Section 3.7) just before UPC is performed. This reduces the CDV generated in a network (see [Sait94, pp.125-126]). Shaping is used to smooth the clumping of cells from a traffic source by using buffers where cells are put before they enter the network. The buffers are read at a rate determined by the shaping process. Although this process can reduce the clumping, it does so at the expense of delaying the traffic generated by the source; thus, it is a process that can only be tolerated by traffic not sensitive to delay.

3.6.2.3. Policing and Standardisation

Recently, two organisations (the ITU and the ATM Forum) have been addressing the subject of policing. The policing algorithm used by ITU (see [ITU94]), known as Continuous-State Leaky Bucket Algorithm (CSLB) and which has an equivalent in the Virtual Scheduling Algorithm (VSA) also defined in the same document, takes two parameters: the peak emission interval \( T \) (which is the inverse of the peak cell rate of an ATM connection) and the CDV tolerance value \( \tau \). Let,

\[ C = \text{value of the Leaky Bucket counter} \]
\[ \text{lct} = \text{last compliance time} \]
\[ t_{\text{arrival}} = \text{time of a cell arrival}. \]

The algorithm is then as shown in Fig.3.6.
record first cell arrival in t_arrival;
C := 0;
lct := t_arrival;
while there are cell arrivals do
  begin
    record a cell arrival in t_arrival;
    C := C - (t_arrival - lct);
    if (C < 0) then
      begin
        C := 0;
        C := C + T;
        lct := t_arrival;
        (* arrival in t_arrival is a compliant cell *)
      end
    else begin
      if (C > τ) then
        (* arrival in t_arrival is a non-compliant cell *)
      else begin
        C := C + T;
        lct := t_arrival;
        (* arrival in t_arrival is a compliant cell *)
      end;
    end;
  end;

Fig.3.6 - The Continuous-State Leaky Bucket algorithm.

The decision of considering a cell as non-compliant implies one of two actions, as referred to before: tagging or discarding. In the first case, the tagging of a cell consists of setting the CLP bit to 1, thus turning it into a low-priority cell. Two scenarios are possible (see [ITU94]) for deciding on whether to allow a cell (be it low or high priority) to pass, to mark a cell or discard it:

a) no cell tagging

With this strategy, UPC starts by checking if the CLP=0 stream (representing high-priority traffic) is compliant (i.e., is respecting the agreed traffic contract). Any cells that are found to be non-compliant will be discarded. A second conformance test is then performed on the aggregate traffic stream (i.e., the CLP=0+1 stream). The aggregate traffic stream is now the sum of the compliant CLP=0 traffic (after the first conformance test) and the CLP=1 traffic (i.e., low-priority traffic). The second conformance test will again discard any cells (irrespective of their
CLP bit value) that do not respect the agreed traffic contract.

b) cell tagging

Two conformance tests are performed in this case. The first will again check whether the CLP=0 stream is respecting the traffic contract of the corresponding traffic source. Cells that violate the traffic contract will be tagged (i.e., their CLP bit will be changed to 1). After this test, the CLP=1 traffic stream will consist of the original CLP=1 stream and the tagged CLP=0 cells. The second conformance test is once more applied to the aggregate traffic, which consists of the CLP=0 and CLP=1 traffic streams’ sum. Any cells (be it low priority - CLP=1 - or high priority - CLP=0) that are found to violate the traffic contract will be discarded.

The conformance tests are executed by making use of the chosen algorithm, which in this case is CSLB.

The Generic Cell Rate Algorithm (GCRA) proposed by the ATM Forum is basically a VSA algorithm (see [ATMF94]). However, this organisation is also considering UPC algorithms with three components:

- a peak rate controller for the aggregate cell stream (CLP=0+1);
- maximum sustainable rate controllers for both low and high priority cell streams (CLP=1 and CLP=0 streams, respectively).

The GCRA algorithm is characterised by two parameters, representing:

- an increment, proportional to either the peak cell rate or sustainable cell rate;
- a limit, which determines the bucket size used (this limit reflects either the CDV or the burst tolerance, respectively).

The drain (or leak) rate has been fixed by the ATM Forum to be one, so both the increment and the limit are normalised to it.

Finally, another UPC algorithm (based on the Leaky Bucket algorithm) is being considered by the ATM Forum (see [ATMF92], [Rama94] and [Mark95]): the dual Leaky Bucket algorithm. With this scheme, two Leaky Bucket algorithms are executed in parallel and two new concepts are used: sustainable cell rate (defined as an upper limit for the maximum allowed average rate of a connection) and burst tolerance (the maximum time during which a source can send traffic at its peak cell rate).

The two Leaky Buckets are described by the parameters \((T_1,M_1)\) and \((T_2,M_2)\)
for Leaky Buckets 1 and 2, respectively, in an analogue way to the description of Leaky Bucket given in Section 3.6.2.1. This means that $T_1$ and $T_2$ are the leak rates and $M_1$ and $M_2$ are the bucket sizes. Each cell arrival will go through both Leaky Buckets and it will be considered to be compliant if the following condition holds:

$$C_1 \leq M_1 \quad \text{and} \quad C_2 \leq M_2,$$

(3.10)

where $C_1$ and $C_2$ are the Leaky Buckets’ counters. If $T_1 > T_2$ then the first Leaky Bucket is known as peak rate Leaky Bucket and the second is named sustainable rate Leaky Bucket, from which it follows that $T_1$ is called peak rate, $T_2$ is the sustainable rate and $M_1 + 1$ is the burst tolerance.

In [Rama94], a series of traffic classes are defined, each with a specific set of control parameters. The UPC mechanism used thus enables or disables the appropriate controls when in presence of traffic from a certain class.

It is felt that a double Leaky Bucket mechanism will be more efficient in terms of policing traffic sources than a simple Leaky Bucket algorithm. Note also that the policing schemes proposed by ITU (see [ITU94]) consider a process with two Leaky Buckets (one for the CLP=0 stream, i.e., the high priority traffic, and another for the CLP=0+1 stream, i.e., the aggregate traffic).

### 3.7. Traffic Shaping

Many Variable Bit Rate (VBR) sources (defined in Section 3.3) generate cells at their peak bit rate during the so called active period; during the silent period, no cells are generated. In order to reduce the peak rate of such type of sources, cells can be buffered before they enter the network so that they leave the queue at a smaller rate, when compared with the peak rate (but still greater than the average bit rate, to prevent the queue from becoming unstable). This process is called traffic shaping and it is used particularly for bursty sources. Although the process can reduce the peak rate of a source, it does so at the expense of delaying the traffic generated by the source; thus, it is a process that can only be tolerated by traffic not sensitive to delay (such as file transfer). Another disadvantage of using shaping is the potential necessity to have additional buffer space (see [Gilb91]).

The shaping function allows the users to control their traffic parameters, like the
peak bit rate and the maximum source activity (fraction of time during which a source transmits) allowed in a given time period (see [Yazi92]); it also maintains the cell-sequence integrity of a connection. Fig.3.7 shows a general block diagram of traffic shaping where the traffic shaper represents the function that determines how the spacing of cells is executed.

![Diagram of traffic shaping.](image)

It has been shown (see [Yama92]) that the use of traffic shaping improves the link efficiency for VBR traffic, especially if the bursts are small. Other references to this mechanism can be found in [Cuth93, pp.118-119] and [Sait94, pp.125-126].

### 3.8. Priority Mechanisms

In order to optimise the network utilisation, while meeting the requirements of each type of traffic source, it is possible to use priority mechanisms. The user may generate different priority traffic flows by using the CLP bit capability and when buffer overflow occurs, cells from the low priority flow can be selectively discarded by network elements. The need to classify traffic/customers into priority classes can be found for example in computer systems and in the computer control part of digital switching exchanges; it becomes especially important to guarantee that information as vital as control and signalling messages is transmitted rapidly and securely across a network.

Priority mechanisms include time priorities and space priorities. *Time priority mechanisms*, such as the Head-Of-the-Line (HOL) scheme (see [Hong91]), take into account that some services may tolerate longer delays than others (e.g., specific data services *versus* voice). No explicit support for time priorities exists in ATM, but the subject has been studied. On the other hand, *space (or loss) priorities* propose to provide several grades of services through the selective discarding of low priority cells; this type of priority mechanisms exploits the fact that any traffic source may generate
certain cells that are less important than others and may therefore be discarded in the case of congestion, without significantly compromising the sources’ QoS requirements. The use of priority mechanisms affects mainly two traffic performance measures: the cell loss probability due to buffer overflow and the waiting time, translated into delay. In other words, the cell loss probability and waiting time of high priority traffic is decreased, when compared with the no-priorities case. On the other hand, the low priority traffic suffers in many cases, but not all (see [Schw87]), a small increase in the waiting time and cell loss. However, it should be noted that a conservation law is verified for the waiting times, provided an infinite waiting space is considered). In fact, if there are $n$ traffic priority classes in a system, the weighted sum of the waiting times of all the classes is always conserved, as represented by the following equation:

$$\sum_{k=1}^{n} \rho_k \cdot E(W_k) = \rho \cdot E(W)$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.11)

where $\rho_k$ represents the traffic intensity of traffic class $k$ ($k = 1, \ldots, n$), $E(W_k)$ is the mean waiting time of traffic class $k$, $\rho$ is the traffic intensity of the system without priorities and $E(W)$ is the mean waiting time of the system without priorities.

In Chapter 1 it was noted that, due to the possibility of using the CLP bit in the header of ATM cells, it is possible to assign priority levels either at cell level (in which case sources can have both low and high priority cells) or at connection level (in this situation, all the cells generated by a traffic source will either be of low or high priority). In the second case, called route separation, different queues can accommodate the low and high priority traffic. Some authors have considered this situation (see [Alon89] and [Gall90]).

Many studies have addressed priority mechanisms; more information can be found in [Grav91a], [Roth90], [Ren94] and [Krön90]; [Robe91a] gives a summary of some priority mechanisms developed and points to specific papers in this area.

The sub-sections that follow will describe several types of priority mechanisms that have been studied so far.
3.8.1. Time Priorities

It was referred to in the last Section that time priorities are not explicitly identified in ITU Recommendation I.361 (see [ITU90a]) on the specification of the B-ISDN ATM Layer; however, they could be implicitly represented by using VPI/VCI combinations.

HOL is the most well known mechanism applicable to time priorities. This is a simple scheme to serve multiple classes with various delay requirements, by classifying the traffic into $k$ fixed priorities. The input buffer is divided into $k$ queues and an arriving cell is placed in its corresponding queue. As long as the class 1 queue (representing the highest priority) is not empty, cells in this queue are served. When the class 1 queue becomes empty, cells from the class 2 queue can be served. When both the class 1 and 2 queues become empty, cells from class 3 can be served and so forth. This method is useful for continuous bit rate traffic, since it will always have service priority. However, performance is poor for lower priority classes. The delay for these classes can become too large if there is a large volume of high priority traffic.

HOL with Priority Jumps (HOL-PJ) is a variation of HOL that tries to solve the problem of giving too much priority to one class. The basic idea is that cells in lower priorities should also have some chance to transmit even if there are higher priority cells in the queue. This will put some bound on the maximum delay that lower priority cells will encounter. The method consists of allowing a cell to jump to the next higher priority queue when that cell has spent a time in a queue that is greater than the local delay limit for that queue. The implementation of this method has been shown to be simple (see [Eckb92]).

Time priorities have been studied for example in [Grav91a], [Scho91] and [Scho92]. In the first case, the study combined time and loss priority mechanisms (HOL and Pushout, respectively). [Scho92] presents algorithms for calculating steady state waiting time probabilities for cells of any priority level in ATM queuing models; the algorithms include an arbitrary number of non pre-emptive time priority levels (i.e., in which a cell of the highest priority goes to the head of the queue on arrival but cannot get into service until the cell that is being serviced finishes, even though this cell may be of a lower priority) and represent an extension of the GEO/D/1 queuing model. Another example of research that considers both time and loss priorities can be found
in [Huan94]. In this paper, the objective is to develop a mechanism, using a Markov chain, that can guarantee both the delay and packet loss requirements for each traffic class present in the system (an $N \times N$ ATM switch with a buffer of size $B$); the arrival of packets (or cells) is a Bernoulli process with a certain traffic load. The algorithm proves to have a time consuming implementation, even for small size switches.

### 3.8.2. Space Priorities

The mechanisms investigated in the literature are fundamentally the Partial Buffer Sharing (PBS) and the Pushout mechanism. Both mechanisms provide more than one QoS. To this end, each source marks every cell with a priority level indicator. Thus, each source may have so called low priority cells and high priority cells. High priority cells (that can also be designated by Class 1 cells or vital cells), are cells that should have a very low loss rate and low priority cells (also called Class 2 cells or ordinary cells) are cells that may be lost in case of congestion. Thus, when the proportion of vital cells is small if compared with the amount of ordinary cells, the cell loss requirement will be lower, which means that it will be possible to increase the load. For the description (given in Sections 3.8.2.1 and 3.8.2.2) of the two space priority mechanisms, a queue is considered with a server attached to it, to which cells of both priorities may have access and that serves those cells according to the mechanism implemented.

Performance studies (see [RACE92]) have proved that a significant improvement of the admissible traffic load can be obtained when cell loss priorities are applied. This allows smaller buffer sizes to be chosen, therefore reducing the complexity of the implementation.

A description of several space priority mechanisms is given in [Krön91], along with a study of their performance characteristics; results are presented for sources with Poisson input and for On/Off sources with exponentially distributed On and Off periods. [Lin91a] makes use of the model $D^{[A_1, A_2]} / D / c / B$ to study the performance of various space priority mechanisms, taking also into account the possible correlation between cells of different priority levels. In [Garc92], matrix analytic methods are applied to evaluate the Pushout and the PBS, modelling the input traffic by means of a Markov Arrival Process (MAP); this process is at the same time
analytically simple and possesses properties that make it suitable for the approximation of complicated non-renewal processes (renewal processes are defined in Section 4.1.3). Numerical results are given for the case of an MMPP (also described in Section 4.1.3), which is a particular case of an MAP process. In [Garc91], a fluid flow approximation model is used to study the multiplexing gain that can be achieved for different classes of VBR sources as On/Off sources. The PBS and the Pushout mechanisms are applied by modelling the system with an M/G/1 queue; both fixed and adaptive thresholds are studied (see [Krön90]). The second case aims at taking the best threshold value when varying the load of the system, in order to maximise the admissible load.

A final remark should go to the work developed in [Dagi93]. In this paper, an algorithm is proposed that combines the philosophy of both the Pushout and PBS mechanisms. The mechanism is very similar to PBS up to the full occupancy of the queue (described in Section 3.8.2.2), i.e., it only accepts low priority traffic up to the threshold of the queue and it always accepts high priority traffic, provided the queue is not full. However, if a high priority cell arrives at the queue when the buffer is full, then that cell may take out of the queue the last low priority cell stored and be inserted at the end of the queue.

**3.8.2.1. Pushout Schemes**

In the Pushout mechanism, a high priority cell may enter the queue when in its full state, by taking the place of a low priority cell already in the queue (usually, it is the last low priority cell that entered the queue). If a low priority cell arrives at the queue when it is full, then it will be discarded. With this mechanism, vital cells will only be lost when the queue is full and there are no ordinary cells waiting for service in the queue. An analysis of this mechanism, using the model M/D/1, is performed in [Hébu90].

Fig.3.8 shows the way in which cells are accepted or rejected by the queue, according to their priority level. The main disadvantage of this mechanism is its complex implementation. While high priority cells are replacing low priority cells, it is still necessary to ensure that the sequence of cells is preserved. Hence, the buffer can no longer have a First In First Out (FIFO) discipline, which means that it will be
necessary to keep track of where the low priority cells are stored, as well as the sequence of both high and low priority cells and overall sequence of cells. However, this mechanism can assure a very low cell loss to loss sensitive traffic (thus considered as high priority traffic), even in the case of a variable load of the low priority traffic (see [Robe91a]).

A recent work (see [Leme94]) has proposed another type of Pushout mechanism; it describes the so called \textit{Multiple Pushout mechanism}, which is based on the utilisation of the features, both from the AAL and ATM layers and on a particular definition of the CLP bit. By making use of the two layers, the authors intend to avoid a problem that occurs with other loss priority mechanisms in case of overload: the discarding of cells without any semantic information about the type of cells, which causes, at the destination, the discarding also of all the fragments from corrupted messages, since the ATM layer cannot detect cell losses and does not provide selective cell retransmission mechanisms.

\subsection{3.8.2.2. Partial Buffer Sharing Schemes}

With the \textit{Partial Buffer Sharing mechanism} (see Fig.3.9), both vital cells and ordinary cells are accepted by the queue until it reaches a threshold (usually taken to be about 70\% of the total length of the queue). When this threshold has been filled, only high priority cells will be accepted, provided the queue is not full. The implementation of this mechanism is simpler than the implementation of Pushout, but its efficiency is not as good, since in this case, high priority cells do not have priority over low priority cells at all times (e.g., when the queue is full and there are ordinary
cells waiting for service, arriving vital cells will be lost). However, it has been shown that the correct use of Partial Buffer Sharing may improve the maximum admissible load in a network (see [Boud91]).

The main problem with this approach lies in the determination of the threshold value. If it is set to a very low value, low priority cells at the buffer may be unnecessarily discarded (i.e., allowing more low priority cells would not affect the QoS given to high priority cells), thus restricting the effectiveness of marking cells. On the other hand, if the threshold is set to a large value, the performance of high priority cells may deteriorate, since there may not be enough space left to accommodate them. Besides, even though the threshold value depends on the characteristics (like load, burstiness and correlation) of both types of cell flows, more importance is given to the high priority cells’ characteristics in order to guarantee their QoS requirements. Therefore, it may be necessary to adjust the value of the threshold when a change occurs in the characteristics of the traffic at the buffer. However, contrary to the Pushout mechanism, PBS can be implemented using the FIFO discipline without much complexity.

![Fig.3.9 - The Partial Buffer Sharing mechanism.](image)

The analysis of Partial Buffer Sharing mechanisms is reported in several papers. In [Boud91], algorithms are proposed to determine cell loss rates and the input sources utilised are modelled by a Markov Modulated Bernoulli Process.

[Liao94] has considered a discrete-time queuing model for PBS with two Markov modulated Poisson inputs, that can be used to analyse the effects of PBS on system performance for cases of bursty services. In [Bae92], the scenario studied comprises a queuing system with a finite buffer and heterogeneous sources, modelled as a Markov Modulated Poisson Process (MMPP) in continuous time and as a Markov Modulated
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Bernoulli Process (MMBP) in discrete time. This study then calculates the loss probabilities for a priority packet discarding scheme (in this case, the PBS mechanism). A three-state Discrete Time Markov Chain (DTMC) is used in [Kang93] to model sources generating bursty traffic in a system with loss priorities. The three states of the model are: one *idle state*, where no cells are generated; one *low priority state*, where low priority cells are generated; and one *high priority state*, for the generation of high priority cells. The analysis is presented for the case of two types of services (or calls), but it becomes computationally intractable for a greater number of call types. [Izma93] considers a system (in particular, a multiplexer) with a PBS mechanism where two main classes of traffic coexist: VBR video traffic and CBR traffic. For the first class of traffic, a Markov modulated fluid model is applied. The work developed gives exact expressions for the loss probabilities and delays; it is also possible to determine the buffer size requirements of the multiplexer. In [Meye93], the model used to evaluate the loss and delay performance of an ATM switching element is a finite state Markov process; the priority mechanism applied is again the PBS scheme. This paper then uses the analytical results to dimension the buffer capacity and the threshold level of the queue, in order to obtain the cell loss probabilities required by each type of traffic; it is also shown that the loss performance and the utilisation of resources by the switch improve in presence of a priority mechanism like PBS.

Until now, all the references in this thesis to the PBS mechanism have been considering it as handling only two priority levels for cells belonging to a traffic source; this is because only one bit in the header of ATM cells is available as a priority indicator. However, systems with more than two levels of priority, the so called *nested threshold discarding systems*, have been studied and search techniques have been devised to determine the set of thresholds that can maximise the offered load, for example in [Petr91]. Also, the work described in [Elwa92] and [Elwa94] considers the analysis of a stochastic fluid model with loss priorities (using in this case, the PBS mechanism) for Markov Modulated fluid sources; the study comprises both the case where only two levels of priority are present and the more general situation, for an arbitrary number of priority levels. One of the characteristics of this analysis is that it provides a complete delay distribution for each priority class.
3.9. Conclusion

This Chapter describes ATM aspects with the objective of showing the relationship between diverse functions like CAC and UPC, as well as indicating the issues that this thesis addresses; at the same time, the Chapter tries to give an idea of the state-of-the-art in terms of standards for ATM.

The Chapter starts by comparing the characteristics of current transfer modes (such as STM with circuit-switched networks) with ATM including the basic building block in ATM (the cell).

The classification of traffic into categories gives an indication of the main characteristics present in each traffic type; this includes examples of the applications that fall in each of the traffic categories. This thesis only considers guaranteed traffic, particularly VBR traffic; this is explained by the fact that the idea of having non-guaranteed (i.e., ABR and UBR) traffic types in ATM networks only appeared half way through the development of the research work.

Another aspect that this Chapter describes is the role of QoS in ATM networks and the parameters used to describe that measure. Of the QoS parameters mentioned, the present research work has concentrated on the cell loss ratio.

Then, the two main traffic control mechanisms, CAC and UPC (intimately related to each other), are discussed. Attention is paid to the existing standards (from both the ITU and the ATM Forum) and the various algorithms available to execute those mechanisms. The UPC function depends on the CAC to gain a knowledge of the traffic that it monitors, so as to be able of taking actions when the traffic appears to misbehave. The research work described in this thesis assumes that the CAC function is performing well and then analyses UPC and its possible actions in the presence of misbehaving traffic; the UPC mechanism used is the Leaky Bucket.

Finally, the last important ATM aspect described in this Chapter concerns priority mechanisms, their advantages and their drawbacks. Several approaches, comprising time and space (or loss) priorities, are discussed. This thesis makes use of the loss priority mechanism known as Partial Buffer Sharing, considered to be “... the only likely candidate for implementation ...” (see [Grav91b]), due to its compromise between simplicity and accuracy.
4. Modelling and Simulation

One of the most important objectives of ATM is to provide a platform for broadband networks that allows the transport and transfer of information that may originate from traffic sources with different traffic characteristics (e.g., bandwidth requirements, delay and error rate). Therefore, it becomes vital to have some form of representation of the various traffic sources supported by the services that a network supplies, so that it is possible to guarantee that the network optimises the usage of the available bandwidth, avoids congestion and maintains the QoS of the users.

A model that can describe the behaviour of a real traffic source (with a reasonable degree of accuracy) is an invaluable input to the simulation of the behaviour and QoS requirements of that source; in ATM systems, a source model describes the arrival process of cells.

The simulation of traffic sources relies on the right choice of a model to obtain correct results; in fact, even if the simulation technique is very good, the wrong choice of a source model to describe a real traffic source will produce wrong results. Apart from choosing the right traffic model to describe the behaviour of a source, the choice and quantity of traffic parameters is also important (see Section 4.1.4), as it can determine the degree of complexity imposed on the analysis of a traffic source. The traffic models used throughout this thesis are the Interrupted Deterministic Process (or On/Off model) and the Generally Modulated Deterministic Process (GMDP), defined in Section 4.1.3.

Simulation is one of the performance evaluation methods for ATM networks; measurement and mathematical analysis are the other two methods available. Simulation has been used in this thesis, as measurement methods require real ATM networks to be available for experimentation and mathematical analysis uses sophisticated traffic models that can sometimes lead to a very complex mathematical analysis; besides, this last technique is very restrictive for most real-time systems. Also, simulation is fundamental for validating results obtained by using approximate analytically tractable models. Simulation aspects are treated in Section 4.2.
4.1. Traffic Source Modelling

Stochastic processes and queuing models have been widely used in telecommunications for the most diverse applications, such as characterisation of real traffic sources, evaluation of network performance and network link dimensioning. They can be used in two ways: 1) as part of an analytical model; 2) to carry out a discrete-event simulation (described in Section 4.2).

In [Rama91], three queuing models are used to investigate the performance of an ATM switch as a function of the traffic model applied to its input lines:

a) a discrete time process with an associated four-state Markov chain (comprising two silent states and two active states, whose durations are geometrically distributed) that explicitly incorporates periodicity in the packet streams;

b) a continuous time MMPP process with two states;

c) a continuous time MMPP process with four states.

The study concludes that for traffic sources with very small interarrival times, the resulting cell loss probabilities are quite high and therefore, for traffic sources that are very loss sensitive, the desired QoS can only be achieved in lightly loaded networks.

The analysis of a DMAP/G/1 queuing model is studied in [Brie91]; the exact cell loss probability formula is derived and a special case of this stochastic process (the MMDP model with three states) is applied to study the characteristics of the Leaky Bucket algorithm in ATM networks. Studying the performance of different ATM systems where the input traffic results from the superposition of diverse traffic sources with different traffic characteristics is the purpose of the work developed in [Syka91a] and [Syka91b]. Two source models are used: the On/Off model with exponentially distributed On and Off states and the MMPP process. It is found that the latter model performs very well, except for low traffic load conditions, while the On/Off model is more suitable for heavy traffic load conditions.

[Dron91] uses the nD/D/1 queue to model a multiplexer for CBR traffic and calculates the corresponding delay distribution; the queuing model M/D/1 is applied as an approximation of the former model.

Other research work in the area of modelling can be found for example in [Magl88], [Guer91], [Pan91], [Robe91b] and [Stav92].
The next Sections are dedicated to traffic modelling, starting with the identification of the several levels at which the traffic generated by a source (or set of sources) can be modelled and analysed. The general behaviour of the main source types is then briefly reviewed, as well as the criteria that usually determine the choice of a particular model. Some examples of the most common traffic models are also presented.

4.1.1. Hierarchical View of Traffic

Published work (see for example [Hui88] and [RACE91]) has suggested that the traffic carried by a network can be considered in one of five *resolution levels in time*:

* calendar level
  The way in which a traffic source varies in time (either daily, weekly or seasonally).

* connection/call level
  The behaviour of a traffic source on a VC basis (e.g., the typical duration of a connection can vary between 100s and 1000s).

* dialogue level
  It represents the interaction between voice or data agents at both ends of a connection; in this case, the duration is about 10s.

* burst level
  At this level of resolution, the analysis is performed over the *bursts of cells* (i.e., cell rates that last for a particular time period during which the time between successive arrivals of cells is constant). For telephony, the active and silent periods have durations between 100 ms and a few seconds.

* cell level
  This level represents the statistical behaviour of cell generation, e.g., the minimum interval between two successive cells. In this case, each event is a cell. For example, in a typical connection, cells are transmitted over links with a bandwidth of 155.52 Mbit/s, which means that the interarrival time between consecutive cells is of the order of approximately 3 µs.

Fig.4.1 shows the time scale between call, burst and cell levels in ATM; the research work described in this thesis has focused on the burst level.
The main levels at which a traffic source can be observed are the call, burst and cell levels. In fact, if a time period of several minutes is considered, then it is likely that a complete connection from say, a voice communication, may be observed. If the observation period is reduced to a few milliseconds, then a few bursts of activity and of inactivity will be detected. When the observation period lasts no more than a few microseconds, only a few cells from a burst will probably be observed.

At the higher level just considered (i.e., the call level), it is possible to determine the probability of being able to access the network (which is analogous to the probability of a call not being accepted by a telephony network because of not enough available resources). The traffic parameters used are the arrival process of the calls and a description of the call holding-time process. At the lower levels (i.e., burst and cell levels), the traffic parameters of interest are the burst length and corresponding distribution, as well as the statistical measures of cell arrivals in a burst (e.g., cell blocking and cell delay).

The analytical treatment of a source model does not usually take into account more than one or two hierarchical levels at the same time; this is because the analysis becomes quite complex (see [Kühn95]).

### 4.1.2. Behaviour of Traffic Sources

Traffic sources may be divided into three main classes, according to their behaviour within the network and type of information generated: voice, data and video sources.
The statistics of a single voice source are composed of two phases and they normally depend on the technique of voice coding that is being used. The two phases are the active period and the silent period. It is possible to model the arrival rate of the events (i.e., cell arrivals) approximating it by a Poisson arrival process; the resultant arrival process represents an Interrupted Poisson Process (IPP), which is described in Section 4.1.3. This is a Poisson process that is alternatively turned On for an exponentially distributed period of time (the so called active period) and turned Off for another independent exponentially distributed period of time (the so called silent period). During the active period, the interarrival times of packets (or cells, in the specific case of ATM) are exponentially distributed, while no packets are generated during the silent period; all processes are assumed to be mutually independent. When integer interarrival times are considered, the Geometric distribution can be used to approximate the duration of each period. On the other hand, the arrival of the packets may be approximated by a Bernoulli distribution. As a consequence, the process (which is bursty) will easily be modelled by a Markov chain with two states.

Data traffic tends to behave in bursts of constant bit rate with an exponentially distributed duration followed by an exponentially distributed silence period. The Poisson arrival process may be used to model the data generated by a single data source for the continuous time case; the Geometric interarrival process is used for the discrete time case. When information loss occurs, this type of service uses retransmission as a way of recovering information. The retransmission of the complete data frame is executed every time there is cell loss, no matter how severe the loss itself is. In the case of interactive data transmission, cells may be generated one at a time while for bulk data transmission, (e.g., file transfer) a large number of cells may be generated at a time (also called batch arrivals).

Video traffic can be divided into still pictures and moving pictures. This type of traffic usually has severe QoS requirements in terms of cell loss rate and cell delay jitter. Services based on VBR video are less bursty than data services and error recovery can be performed by using Forward Error Correction (FEC). However, video sources containing scenes with high motion will generate traffic that is both bursty and has high bit rate (see [Habi92]).
Video services may be classified into:

− *communication video services*

  In this case, two or more parties use video links for an interactive conversation.

− *distribution video services*

  For these services, several destinations receive a video sequence (they usually require a higher bit rate than the communication video services).

Video images can be statistically characterised by four components that are dependent on the type of codec:

* line correlation (or spatial correlation)

  It occurs when data at one part of the image is highly correlated with data on the same part of the next line.

* frame correlation (or temporal correlation)

  It means that data at one part of an image is highly correlated with data on the same part of the next image.

* scene correlation

  It occurs because sequences of scenes may, to a greater or less extent, be coincidentally correlated with each other.

* white noise

  It is a memoryless process and there is no correlation associated with it.

For example, non-frame buffered video codecs (i.e., codecs for which the frames are not buffered) have all four of the correlations, whilst frame buffered video codecs (i.e., codecs that always have their frames buffered before being sent) only have scene and white noise correlations, of which the former can be reduced by buffering multiple frames. The information rate provided by CBR and VBR video codecs may vary between 8 kbit/s and 140 Mbit/s. Their information rate and statistical characteristics are dependent on the spatial and temporal sampling rate as well as on the type of video codec that is used.

### 4.1.3. Models for Traffic Sources

Traffic source models are usually divided into two categories, according to the way they consider the variable *time*, i.e., either continuously or in a discrete manner. In
the first case, the slotted nature of constant cell transfer events (i.e., cell arrivals and departures) is ignored; models with this characteristic are called *continuous time source models*. The models (such as the Bernoulli process, described later) belonging to the latter class are named *discrete time source models*.

In what follows, a description is given of some continuous and discrete time traffic source models. Let $\lambda$ represent a source’s arrival rate and $T$ be the random time between arrivals. If the interarrival times are assumed independent (i.e., not correlated) and follow an Exponential distribution and $t$ represents the variable time, then

$$A(t) = \text{Prob.}\{T \leq t\} = 1 - e^{-\lambda t}, \ t \geq 0$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.1)

is a *Poisson Process*. Therefore, the number of events that occur in the time interval $[0,t]$ has a Poisson distribution. This process is said to be *memoryless* because the following property is verified for any exponentially distributed variable $X$ (see [Çinl75]):

$$\text{Prob.}\{X > t + s \mid X > t\} = \text{Prob.}\{X > s\}; \ t, s \geq 0.$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.2)

In other words, knowing that an interarrival time has lasted already $t$ units of time does not change the probability of that interarrival time lasting another $s$ time units. Another analytical property of a Poisson process is the fact that the superposition of independent Poisson processes is still a Poisson process where the total arrival rate is the sum of the component rates.

Poisson processes can be used to describe the superposition of many traffic sources, when none of the sources dominates, but they are not adequate to model the cell level behaviour of individual sources with bursty characteristics. This type of process has been used mainly for buffer dimensioning in switch fabrics (see [Robe91b]).

A *Markov Modulated Poisson Process* (MMPP) is a double stochastic Poisson Process where the function $\lambda(t)$, representing the arrival rates over time, is controlled by another stochastic process with a finite number of states \{1,2,...,m\}; $\lambda(t)$ is called the *intensity function* and it represents the derivative of the so called *leading function* $A(t)$ that defines the average number of events over the interval $[0,t]$. The modulating process is a finite Markov chain with an infinite generator $Q$, such that:
\[
Q = (q_{ij})
\]
\[
q_{ij} = \text{transition rate from state } i \text{ to state } j \ (i \neq j)
\]
\[
q_{ii} = -\sum_{i \neq j} (q_{ij})
\]
(4.3)

The diagonal matrix \(\text{diag}(\lambda_1, \lambda_2, \ldots, \lambda_m)\) represents the intensity functions of the state dependent Poisson Processes. The next figure (Fig.4.2) shows a schematic diagram of an MMPP with two states, where \(\lambda_i\) is the arrival rate for each state and \(1/r_i\) corresponds to the mean sojourn time in the \(i\)th state (\(i = 1, 2\)).

Fig.4.2 - An MMPP model with two states.

When an MMPP process is considered with \(m=2\) (i.e., the parameters are \(q_{12}, q_{21}, \lambda_1\) and \(\lambda_2\)) and either \(\lambda_1\) is null or not (with the other arrival rate \(\lambda_2\) having a non null or null value, respectively), the resulting process is called an Interrupted Poisson Process (IPP) (see [Yama91b]). This type of process models the bursty nature of sources that are represented by two states (one \textit{On} state, where the source is active and one \textit{Off} state where the source is inactive). This is also the case of the Fluid Flow Approximation Model (first described in [Anic82]), which replaces the discrete cell stream by a continuous flow of information where the flow intensity is typically modulated with a Markov chain or an On/Off mechanism; this type of model removes the cell-level details and gives accurate results when the traffic considered varies in large time scales (e.g., for traffic sources like voice and video). A special case of the fluid flow model is the fluid flow version of the Talkspurt/Silence model, which is a particular case of the GMDP model (defined later in this Section). In this case, the source is defined by

* the information flow rate (or cell rate) in the active state, that corresponds to the inverse of the constant interarrival time in the original talkspurt/silence source model;
* the mean burst duration;
* the mean silent period.

Another continuous time model is the **Renewal Process** (also called a **General Independent Process**), which is characterised by statistically independent and identically distributed interarrival times. Since there is no correlation between the interarrival times, the process is completely defined by its probability distribution. The interarrival times can be determined in two ways:

* measuring the relative frequency of the interarrival times and using this as an approximation for the interarrival time distribution;
* deriving the corresponding interarrival time distribution, given the autocovariance function of the number of arrivals at successive time instants.

The Bernoulli (defined later in this Section) and Poisson processes are special cases of a General Independent Process with geometrically distributed interarrival times and exponentially distributed interarrival times, respectively.

In mathematical terms, the sequence $\{S_n; n = 1, 2, \ldots\}$ of successive occurrences of a given phenomenon is called a Renewal Process (see [Çinl75]) if the times $W_1, W_2, \ldots$ between the successive occurrences of $S$ are independent and identically distributed non-negative random variables (where the term “identically distributed” means that the interarrival times follow the same probability distribution). Moreover, the following relation is verified between the renewal times $S_n$ and the interarrival times $W_n$:

$$
\begin{align*}
S_0 &= 0 \\
S_{n+1} &= S_n + W_{n+1}; \quad n = 1, 2, \ldots
\end{align*}
$$

The source models described so far belong to the category of continuous time source models. The models referred to next reflect the slotted nature of cell arrivals; thus, they are called discrete time source models. The first example is that of a **Bernoulli Process**; at each slot interval, there is a cell arrival with probability $p$ and no cell arrival with probability $q=1-p$. Since the occurrence of a cell arrival is statistically independent of any previous arrivals, the process is memoryless. The interarrival time of two successive cells of such a process has a Geometric distribution with a minimum of one time slot $\Delta t$. Mathematically, if $\{X_n; n = 1, 2, \ldots\}$ is a stochastic process with
probability of success $p$ and $\{X_n\}$ demonstrates the conditions,

a) the random variables $X_1, X_2, \ldots$ are independent and they only take the values 0 and 1;

b) $\text{Prob.}\{X_n = 1\} = p, \text{Prob.}\{X_n = 0\} = q,$ for all $n; \ p + q = 1$.

then, $\{X_n\}$ is a Bernoulli Process that exhibits the following properties (see [Fros94]):

– the time between arrivals is geometrically distributed (given that $T$ represents the random interarrival time), i.e.,

$$\text{Prob.}\{T = i \cdot \Delta t\} = (1 - q)^{i-1} \cdot q; \ i = 1, 2, \ldots$$

(4.5)

– the number of arrivals in each time slot is binomially distributed.

This model is completely characterised by its mean interarrival time; since it does not include any correlation, it will not represent individual ATM traffic sources with sufficient accuracy, because they usually generate cell streams that are modulated at burst level and are therefore highly correlated. Another characteristic of this model is that it is also a renewal process, since the interarrival times are statistically independent and identically distributed.

On the other hand, the Generally Modulated Deterministic Process (GMDP) is a double stochastic point process; it is based on a finite state process having $m$ states (see [RACE92]). In each state, cells are generated with constant interarrival time, $d_i$, between successive cell arrivals in state $i$,

$$d_i \cdot \Delta t = \frac{1}{\lambda_i}; \ i = 1, 2, \ldots, m$$

(4.6)

with $\lambda_i$ representing the arrival rate in the $i$th state. The number of cells $X_i$ that are generated in state $i$ may have a general discrete distribution

$$f_i(k) = \text{Prob.}\{X_i = k \cdot \Delta t\}, \ i = 1, 2, \ldots, m; \ k = 1, 2, \ldots$$

(4.7)

Usually, the GMDP model includes also silence states where no cells are generated and the duration of these states may also have a general discrete distribution. The state changes of the underlying state process are governed by a $m \times m$ transition matrix $P = (p_{ij})$, where $p_{ij}$ is the probability that the source moves to state $j$ at the end of its sojourn time in state $i$ ($i \neq j$).

Fig.4.3 represents an example of a GMDP model with three states, where $\lambda_i$ is the
constant cell rate in the $i$th state ($i = 1, 2, 3$). In most situations, voice traffic sources can be characterised when using this model with two states, whilst video traffic sources need at least three states to be characterised (note however that with this model, it is not possible to obtain an unbiased estimation of the source traffic parameters - see [Cosm90]). In this thesis, the GMDP process has been used with geometrically distributed state durations (see Chapter 5).

![GMDP model with 3 states.](image)

If the modulating process of the GMDP model is a finite discrete time Markov chain, then the process is named Markov Modulated Deterministic Process (MMDP); thus, the sojourn times of the modulating process’ states are geometrically distributed. This type of process can be used to model the changes of distributed video at burst level (see [RACE91]); at cell level, it is used to model the cell interarrival pattern of traffic sources. Since the MMDP is a non-periodic Markov model, there is independence between the probability of any future state and past events; this probability depends only on the present state of the process. Hence, it is not suitable for modelling structures that exhibit correlation, such as non-frame buffered video codecs.

Another type of discrete time model is the Interrupted Deterministic Process (also called in the literature by On/Off Source Model, Burst/Silence Model or Talkspurt/Silence Model due to its application in the modelling of packetised voice - see [Srir86] and [Heff86]), which consists of an MMDP model with two states, alternating between phases of activity (i.e., a talkspurt or burst state) and silence phases (see [Hong92]). Within a talkspurt, cells are emitted with constant interarrival time. The model has cell arrival rates $\lambda_1 \neq 0$ and $\lambda_2 = 0$. In this case, the modulating
process can be described by the two parameters $\alpha$ and $\beta$ of the Geometric distributions for the On and Off states, respectively. Thus, they verify the following relations:

$$f_1(k) = (1-\alpha)^{k-1} \cdot \alpha \quad \text{and} \quad f_2(k) = (1-\beta)^{k-1} \cdot \beta; \quad k = 1, 2, \ldots$$

(4.8)

Also, the average duration of the On and Off states is $\Delta t/\alpha$ and $\Delta t/\beta$, respectively; e.g., with the voice application, the On state has typically a duration between 0.4 seconds and 1.3 seconds, while the Off state usually lasts between 0.6 seconds and 2 seconds (see [Schw95]).

![Talkspurt/Silence Model](image)

Fig.4.4 - The talkspurt/silence model.

Some of the research work described in this thesis makes use of the Interrupted Deterministic Process (IDP) process with both exponentially and geometrically distributed state durations. Finally, since both On and Off states are Geometrically distributed, the modulating process can be viewed as (see Fig.4.4):

- If the source is in the On state, then it will continue in that state (after each time slot) with a probability $1-\alpha$ and it will change to the Off state with probability $\alpha$;
- If the source is in the Off state, then it will continue in the same state (after each time slot) with a probability $1-\beta$ and it will change to the On state with probability $\beta$.

On the other hand, the Discrete Time Markovian Arrival Process (DMAP) consists of a discrete time stochastic process that is based on a discrete time Markov chain with $m$ states. In this model, the transition rates are governed by a transition matrix $P = (p_{ij})$; the probabilities $p_{ij}$ are formed by the probabilities $c_{ij}$ (relative to no cell arrivals) and the probabilities $d_{ij}$ (relative to cell arrivals) (see [Kühn95]); the cell arrivals are only generated at the time instants of state transitions and the number of arrivals depends on the particular state transition.
Finally, the Multi-Minisource Model (see [Magl88]) represents the superposition of \( n \) identical and independent talkspurt/silence sources (see Fig.4.4) in a single fluid flow model and it represents a special case of the GMDP; the duration of the \( On \) and \( Off \) states is exponentially distributed with mean durations of \( 1/\alpha \) and \( 1/\beta \), respectively, and thus, \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) represent the transitional rates. The model (i.e., the multi-minisource model) is based on a continuous time Markov chain with \( n+1 \) states describing the number of sources that are currently active (i.e., if the system is in state \( i \), then this means that \( i \) sources - of the total \( n \) sources - are active); also, the arrival rate in state \( i \) is given by \( ia \), where \( a \) is the information flow rate. The next figure (Fig.4.5) shows a diagram of this model, with the transition rates between any two adjacent states. [Magl88] has shown that a video source can be modelled as a number of identical On/Off traffic sources.

![Fig.4.5 - The multi-minisource model.](image)

A considerable amount of research in teletraffic engineering has been devoted to find adequate models to describe traffic sources in ATM networks. Table 4.1 shows some source models and their possible application in the characterisation of real traffic services.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Services</th>
<th>Source Models</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CBR services</td>
<td>renewal process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>interactive data (low speed); LAN interconnection</td>
<td>GMDP; interrupted deterministic process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>videotelephony (frame buffered); videoconference (frame buffered)</td>
<td>renewal process + multi-minisource model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>video (high quality); TV; HDTV</td>
<td>GMDP + multi-minisource model</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1 - Models suitable for each service.
The analysis of several published papers shows that it is possible to find a source model for every ATM source, except for non-frame buffered videotelephony and videoconference. Other published work about traffic source modelling can be found in [Çinl75], [Cosm90], [Syka91a], [Syka91b], [Lee92] and [Suth92].

Once a model (or stochastic process) has been chosen to describe a certain traffic source (according to the criteria defined in Section 4.1.4), in what way is it used in a telecommunication or computer system? The usual approach (see [Kühn95]) consists of four main steps:

1. use of the stochastic process to model the arrivals of the source(s) in the system;
2. model the behaviour of the system considered (e.g., a link or a network) by using a service system that consists of components like servers and queues;
3. model the operation of the system by using queuing disciplines (like FIFO, referred to before);
4. carry out a performance analysis of the system state process, queuing processes and obtained QoS characteristics.

The fourth step above is executed through the use and study of queuing models (see Table 4.2) based on the source models described earlier. More traffic source models are proposed in [Kouv94b], [Kouv95b] and [Lin91b].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hierarchical Level</th>
<th>Queuing Models</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>cell level</td>
<td>M/D/1, GEO/D/1, ΣD/1/D/1, ΣM/1/D/1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>burst level</td>
<td>Fluid Flow Approximation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>combined burst and cell level</td>
<td>MMPP/D/1, IPP/D/1, MMDP/D/1, IDP/D/1, DMAP/D/1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2 - Queuing models for ATM systems (from [Kühn95]).

The mathematical shorthand notation for queuing models - introduced by D. G. Kendall (see [Mitr87]) - is in general as follows: for a $X/Y/Z$ queuing model, $X$ represents the nature of the arrival process (e.g., $M$ designates Poisson streams and $GEO$ designates Geometrically distributed arrivals), $Y$ describes the distribution of service times (e.g., $D$ represents deterministic or constant service times) and $Z$ denotes
the number of servers; if the considered queue is of finite size, then a fourth parameter
is added to the abbreviated notation to represent the capacity of the queue.

The outcome of carrying out procedures 1. to 4. can then be applied to the
dimensioning of system resources (e.g., number of servers and buffer capacities) and in
network planning (taking into account data relative to load and QoS).

4.1.4. Selection of a Source Model

The selection of a source model for the characterisation of real traffic sources
must be performed according to some criteria; this section will consider some of them.

Important qualities of a source model are accuracy, closeness to reality and
physical meaning. The second quality is fundamental as the results given by the model
should describe as much as possible the reality. Also, source models should always
generate positive random variables because there can never be a negative cell
interarrival time or a negative number of arrivals in an interval.

Another important feature of source models is generality. This characteristic
represents the capability of the model to cover a large class of sources in order to
model a wide range of traffic streams with different characteristics.

It should also be possible, given a source model, to use it in simulations; this is
possible when the model is stable from the point of view of statistics. The statistical
stability is measured over a period of time that is proportional to the highest level of
resolution in time specified by the source model and the number of different states of
the model.

From the analytical point of view, a model should also be tractable, which means
that the source model leads to solutions that can be used for numerical computation. In
many cases, general methods such as iteration methods to solve large systems of linear
equations, aggregation methods to reduce the dimensionality or matrix analytical
methods (as described in [Rama91] and [Syka91a] for the MMPP/G/1/k queuing
model) could be applied to solve structured Markov chains, but often, the exploitation
of the special structure of the processes involved may make the model much more
suitable for numerical solutions, without losing its probability interpretation.

All the statistical models are required to be parameterised; hence, the method of
model parameterisation is another important criterion for selection. The preferred
method is unbiased estimation of the parameters for a given model. In this method, one or more equations of the model’s parameters (e.g., the mean, variance, autocovariance and probability distribution) are equated to the corresponding measured ones to solve for the model’s parameters. However, sometimes it is not possible or not applicable to determine the model’s parameters using unbiased estimation; in this case, they will have to be directly measured.

Finally, another criterion to take into account is the number of parameters of the model. In fact, as the number of parameters is directly related to the complexity of the model’s description and hence to the dimensionality of the model, a limited number of parameters is required and advisable.

4.2. Simulation Methods

As mentioned in the beginning of this Chapter, simulation is a widely used approach to study complex systems, especially when measurement and analytical methods cannot be applied; simulation is also important to help in the validation process of the results obtained by using approximate analytically-tractable models. When using simulation, it is not only possible to study a system over a long time frame in compressed time but also to maintain a better control over the experimental conditions than when handling the real system. However, there are several disadvantages with simulation:

1) the (sometimes high) computation time required;
2) the (sometimes) small degree of accuracy when simulating rare events, such as cell losses;
3) the fact that each run of a simulation model produces only estimates of the true characteristics of a model, for a given set of input parameters.

To avoid this last disadvantage and in the case where a valid analytical model is available, recourse should be made to analysis instead of simulation. The second drawback can be minimised by making use of special simulation techniques, called accelerated simulation techniques, which are described in Section 4.2.2. The research work contained in this thesis has used one such technique, called cell-rate (or burst-level) simulation technique.

Simulation has been used by several researchers in ATM studies. [Mant91] uses a
A cell-level simulator to assess the impact of broadband traffic mixes (where the traffic sources are modelled as GMDPs) on buffer occupancy and compares the results with the case where a renewal input traffic is assumed; the authors conclude that in the case of high burstiness or a large value of the ratio burst-length to buffer-size, the tail of the buffer occupancy distribution is significant and cannot be modelled by assuming renewal input traffic. Burst-level simulation is used in [Sun92] to study delay, delay jitter and cell loss in ATM networks. In [Sun93], a burst level simulator is applied to the study of the multiplexing and demultiplexing performance of an ATM switch fabric. Cell-level and burst-level simulation methods for ATM networks are compared in [Pitt91b], where the traffic sources are again modelled as GMDPs. Burst-level simulation proves to be a good alternative (in terms of accuracy and speed in obtaining results) to cell-level simulation, especially when the network utilisation is high and when the buffer capacity and the number of traffic streams multiplexed in the system are not of the same order of magnitude. [Pitt90] and [Pitt91a] show how burst level (or cell-rate) simulation can be applied in modelling several telecommunication topics such as UPC, CAC and in emulation for network management studies. It also points out that the usage of burst-level simulation implies a trade-off between the level of detail of the traffic source characterisation and the speed of the simulation; however, this does not compromise the accuracy of the simulation measurements. A simulation study of congestion and flow control techniques is carried out in [Fisa91].

**4.2.1. Basic Concepts**

Simulation is an important tool for the performance evaluation of communication networks and systems. In the following sections, the focus will be on some simulation modelling aspects (such as the use of discrete event simulation, random number generators, confidence intervals and validation techniques) that help making the best use of the output results obtained from simulation experiments.

**4.2.1.1. Discrete Event Simulation**

In a telecommunications network, users generate demands for network resources and protocols control the allocation of resources in order to satisfy those demands. This can be described by making use of discrete event simulation, which models a
system as it evolves over time, using a representation in terms of state variables to describe the system at particular points in time. These points are the time instants at which an event occurs, an event being an occurrence that may cause a change in the state of the system (e.g., the arrival of demands for network resources in a communications network simulation). Events are the fundamental elements in discrete event simulation; they may change the state of the system or cause an action concerned with measurement, monitoring or the progress of the simulation.

A discrete event simulator is formed by several functional components (variables or procedures) that aid the coding, debugging and future alterations in the computer program of a simulation model. The system state represents the set of state variables necessary to describe the system at a particular time. The current simulated time of an experiment is given by a variable called simulation clock whose value changes by random increments. A list, called event list, is used to store the next time when each type of event will occur and it contains events sorted in chronological order. Statistical information about system performance is stored in variables called statistical counters; they allow the estimation of performance measures that are computed by the report generator and are shown when the simulation ends. The initialisation routine is a subprogram used to initialise the simulation model at time zero. Another routine, the timing routine, calculates the next event from the event list and then advances the simulation clock to the time when that event is due to occur. The system state is updated by the event routine when a particular type of event occurs. Library routines generate random observations from probability distributions (determined before as part of the simulation model). Finally, the process of calling the timing routine to determine the next event and then transferring the control to the corresponding event routine to update the system state is executed by the main program.

Discrete event simulation has been applied in telecommunications networks as a basis for building simulation tools (see [Fros94]). In particular, this method has been used in ATM based networks, where the basic unit of traffic is a cell; it is then called cell level simulation (see also Section 4.1.1). Each cell arrival represents an event and cells are dealt with independently when they arrive to a network queue. This technique (which can be found in many network simulators) is described in detail in [Law91, pp.7-13].
4.2.1.2. Random Number Generators

The simulation of any system in which there are random components (such as the duration of calls in a telecommunications network) requires a method of producing numbers that are random. In other words, the method should be able to generate sequences of numbers \( x \), such that \( x \in [0,1] \), taken from the Uniform distribution and which appear to be statistically independent.

Random Number Generators (RNGs) should be fast and produce sequences of uncorrelated random numbers with long periods. RNGs should also allow the exact reproduction of a given stream of random numbers, as this can sometimes aid in the debugging or verification of computer programs using random numbers. The period of a RNG represents the length of a generated sequence of numbers before it repeats. Having a RNG with a long period is of utmost importance because when a sequence starts repeating itself, correlations will begin to appear in the results.

The simulation tool used in this research work makes use of a Wichmann-Hill algorithm (see [Pitt93, pp.65-66]), which has a period of about \( 7 \cdot 10^{12} \); this is sufficient for an application to ATM studies that use a cell-rate simulation method, as is the case of the present research work. In fact, because random numbers are applied to events and these represent many cells in a burst when used in cell-rate simulation (so that a small number of events can simulate many cells: the reason why it speeds up simulation), a period of \( 7 \cdot 10^{12} \) is enough to simulate cell losses as small as of the order of \( 10^{-10} \).

4.2.1.3. Confidence Intervals

A confidence interval gives a measure of the reliability from the results of a simulation. For example, when a simulation is performed with a 95% confidence interval, this means that for 95 out of 100 simulations runs where an interval is calculated, the exact value of the measure of interest (e.g., the mean value of a variable) belongs to the calculated interval.

There are several methods to calculate confidence intervals from measurements obtained with simulation experiments. One of them is the method of independent replications, which manipulates \( n \) estimates obtained from \( n \) independent simulation runs. The batch means method divides one single simulation run into \( n_b \) batches
(where each batch consists of a fixed number of observations, hereby denoted \( n_{\text{obs}} \)) and then it determines \( n_b \) estimates from those batches. The choice of the fixed number \( n_{\text{obs}} \) is important, as it is closely related with the correlation between batches. This was the method applied in the cell-rate simulator used for the present research work.

On the other hand, the \textit{regenerative method} uses a single simulation run, but it depends on the definition of a state (that is usually difficult to obtain) after which the process repeats itself in a probabilistic way.

From statistical theory, it is known that, given a set of Normal distributed random variables \( X_i \) \((i = 1, 2, \ldots)\) with mean value \( \mu \), the random variable \( t_n \) represented by

\[
t_n = \frac{\overline{X}(n) - \mu}{\sqrt{\frac{S^2(n)}{n}}} \tag{4.9}
\]

is t-Student distributed (see [Law91, pp.287-292]), with \( n-1 \) degrees of freedom (where \( \overline{X}(n) \) is the sample mean, \( S^2(n) \) is the sample variance and \( n \) is the number of observations). In this case, a \( 100(1-\alpha) \)% percent confidence interval for the real value of \( \mu \) is given by (with \( 0 < \alpha < 1 \)),

\[
\mu \in \left[ \overline{X}(n) - t_{n-1,1-\alpha/2} \sqrt{\frac{S^2(n)}{n}}, \overline{X}(n) + t_{n-1,1-\alpha/2} \sqrt{\frac{S^2(n)}{n}} \right] \tag{4.10}
\]

where \( t_{n-1,1-\alpha/2} \) is the upper \( 1-\alpha/2 \) critical point for the t-Student distribution with \( n-1 \) degrees of freedom; in other words, \( t_{n-1,1-\alpha/2} \) verifies the following condition:

\[
1 - \frac{\alpha}{2} = \text{Prob.}\left\{ T_{n-1} \leq t_{n-1,1-\alpha/2} \right\}, \tag{4.11}
\]

\( T_{n-1} \) being a t-Student distributed random variable with \( n-1 \) degrees of freedom. In this thesis, the confidence intervals obtained from the cell-rate simulator’s batch means method (see Chapter 5) consider

\[
n=40 \quad \text{and} \quad \alpha=0.01,
\]

which means that results are obtained with 99\% of confidence.
4.2.1.4. Simulation Validation Steps

After a simulation model is designed and implemented, either with the aid of a general-purpose language (e.g., Pascal and C) or with a simulation language (e.g., GPSS or SIMSCRIPT), it must be both verified and validated. In other words, it is necessary to debug the simulation program so as to ensure that it performs as intended (this is the verification phase) and to investigate whether the simulation model accurately represents the system being studied (this is the validation phase), as this shows that results obtained with the implemented simulation model should be representative of the real system.

[Law91, pp.298-300] describes several verification methods for debugging a simulation program and which can be used at each design stage; only four will be referred to here. One of the methods consists of using the modular approach, i.e., to write the simulation program as a set of modules for which errors can be more easily and gradually debugged. The second method considers a variety of settings for the input parameters and runs the simulation program under those assumptions; this allows the programmer to check whether the output is reasonable. Tracing is another technique often used; it consists of printing information about the simulated system (e.g., the contents of the event list and the state variables), after the occurrence of each event. The information thus obtained is then compared with hand calculations of what the simulation program should produce. Finally, one other method that can be applied consists of running the simulation model under simplifying assumptions for which the true characteristics are known (e.g., using an M/M/1 queue). The combination of these methods contributes to ensure that the simulation model is implemented in the correct way, i.e., it captures the true characteristics of the simulation model.

As mentioned before, the validation phase determines whether the conclusions taken for a real system (such as an ATM network) by using a simulation model are or are not reliable. To execute this task, a three-step approach has been proposed in [Nayl67]:

1. development of a high face validity model: this step consists of making sure that the model developed seems reasonable to people who are knowledgeable about the system represented by the simulation model, which implies making use of existing theory, experience, observations of the real system under study
and using results from similar simulation studies for comparison;

2. *empirical testing of the model assumptions:* sensitivity analysis is one of the techniques used, which consists of observing how much the simulation output changes when an alteration is introduced to an input parameter or in the level of detail of a subsystem; also, it is possible to check the adequacy of fit of a theoretical probability distribution which has been fitted to some observed data and used in the simulation model as input data;

3. *measurement of how representative the simulation output data are:* this is achieved by determining if the simulation results are close to the results expected from the real system being analysed; the comparison of simulator and real system can be performed by using a confidence interval approach, such as the paired-t or Welch confidence interval (see [Law91, pp.588-589]), where the difference between results from the two systems is considered to be statistically significant when the resulting confidence interval does not include the null value.

Note however that the difference between the real and simulated systems will only be significant in practice when that difference invalidates any conclusions about the system deduced from the simulation model.

### 4.2.2. Accelerated Simulation

Simulation allows complex systems to be studied in detail. However, it often requires large amounts of computer time to obtain results that have a small confidence interval. This is very important in ATM networks, as the values of interest for parameters like cell loss probability are very small (as low as $10^{-9}$). This has lead to the development of techniques (see [Law91], [Robe92] and [Pitt93, pp.73-82]) that aim at accelerating the simulation of rare events, using different approaches. These techniques include three main classes of methods:

* *hybrid models* combine analytical models and simulation to increase the efficiency of a simulation;

* variance reduction techniques use statistical methods to obtain more accurate performance measures (e.g., the RESTART method, which has been specifically designed for ATM networks studies) and thus improve
computational efficiency;

* Extrapolative methods use statistical methods to estimate the tail probability distribution outside the sample range.

Hybrid simulation techniques comprise methods such as *decomposition* (where the system is separated into several subsystems and where the solution involves the application of either theoretical models or simulation) and *reverse time model* (where the simulation results obtained are used as input to analytical models). The use of a hybrid simulation technique generally gives better results when a network must be simulated many times and the computational savings compensate for the effort put into the analytical technique.

Variance reduction techniques include *antithetic sampling*, *common random numbers*, *importance sampling* and the *RESTART method* (see [Alta91]). The first method takes two simulations that are run in parallel with the same input parameters but with complementary random number streams; this produces means for both simulations with smaller confidence intervals when the results are negatively correlated. The method of *common random numbers* is similar to antithetic sampling, except that the random number streams used are now the same for two or more simulations, in an attempt to have similar stochastic conditions. Little benefit will be gained when using either the antithetic sampling or common random numbers methods in the case of complex networks of queues, as it becomes difficult to obtain correlation between input and outputs. With importance sampling, some bias is introduced in an input distribution so as to increase the frequency of evaluation for rare events; the choice of the bias depends on the problem being analysed. Finally, the RESTART method (which is general enough to be applied to most simulation models) considers a rare event $A$ (the event that is of interest in the simulation) and defines another event $C$ which verifies both conditions

$$C \supset A \quad \text{and} \quad 1 \gg P[C] \gg P[A]. \quad (4.12)$$

The probability of occurrence of event $A$ is then

$$P[A] = P[C] \cdot P[A | C]. \quad (4.13)$$

To estimate $P[A]$, it is necessary to estimate both $P[C]$ and $P[A | C]$; although it is possible to accurately estimate $P[C]$, it is not normally possible to estimate $P[A | C]$. The estimation of $P[A | C]$ is improved in RESTART with repetitive simulation trials
of the time intervals in which the event \( C \) occurs.

When using extrapolative techniques, it is not necessary to make any modifications to the simulators. Tail extrapolation (used to dimension buffers for very low queue length probabilities) and extreme value theory extrapolative estimation are the methods included in this last category; the latter takes the obtained simulation results to estimate values beyond the simulated sample range.

Due to their characteristics, hybrid techniques can be considered as modelling techniques; the same can be said of the accelerated simulation technique used to develop the work described in this thesis (the cell-rate simulation method) as both techniques depend on the decomposition of a problem into parts. This last technique is an alternative model for the handling of traffic and the mechanism of queuing; it considers a hierarchical decomposition of the traffic (see Section 4.1.1) and only models the rate of flow of cells, instead of modelling the individual cells. Cell-rate simulation is able to simulate the same number of cells as a cell-level simulator, using less computing time; it does so by simulating many cells in each event. This number is determined by the characteristics of the traffic source. The method is fully described in [Pitt93, pp.83-121] and referred to briefly in Chapter 5.

4.3. Conclusion

The aim of this Chapter was to introduce some of the concepts related to simulation and modelling that are used by the work described later in this thesis.

On modelling traffic sources, a distinction was drawn between the various approaches to how traffic can be observed. Of the two most common approaches, burst level and cell level, the work described in this thesis focuses on the burst level. Then, the behaviour of voice, data and video type sources was described, followed by the most common traffic-source models (and some of their properties) used to characterise the behaviour of real traffic sources. Source models can be used both by simulators and by mathematical analysis. Of the source models indicated, two are used in this thesis: the On/Off model and the GMDP model. The On/Off model is used in a cell-rate simulator and in a fluid flow model (considering either exponentially or geometrically distributed On and Off state durations) and the GMDP model is used in a cell-rate simulator (considering geometrically distributed state durations). Finally, a
set of main rules was given that helps in deciding on a particular traffic model.

Simulation aspects were also covered in this Chapter. First, the concept of discrete event simulation was described; the (adapted) technique is applied in the cell-rate simulator, taking into account the differences between working at cell and burst levels. The need for using random number generators with simulation was then explained and the *Wichmann-Hill random number generator* was indicated as the chosen algorithm for the cell-rate simulator described in Chapter 5. Confidence intervals and methods used to obtain them were also discussed; the cell-rate simulator used in this thesis uses the *batch means method* to obtain (and group) samples of information for each simulation run. With this information, the width of the confidence intervals for each measure in a simulation is then calculated with the aid of the *t-Student distribution*. The Chapter ended with a quick reference to the steps usually taken in the process of validating a simulator, followed by a classification of the several *accelerated simulation techniques*, of which the cell-rate simulation used in later Chapters of this thesis is an example.
5. Application of Partial Buffer Sharing (PBS) to an ATM Network Simulator

The ATM technique, agreed to be the switching and multiplexing platform for B-ISDN networks, is characterised by its flexibility. Indeed, it has been designed to support a great variety of services, with different QoS requirements. However, this flexibility implies solving problems such as management and congestion control, in order to optimise the utilisation of ATM networks.

One specific problem that arises with ATM is the necessity of minimising the cell loss from traffic sources in a network. If the most restrictive services are taken into account, the value suggested for an acceptable cell loss ratio is $10^{-8}$ (see [ITU89]) and several mechanisms have been developed so far in order to achieve that value, including peak rate allocation (see Sections 3.4 and 3.6.1) and priority schemes (see Section 3.8). The latter have the advantage of taking into account the different cell loss-rate requirements of the services by determining priority levels for given traffic sources and dealing with prioritised cells in an appropriate manner. This is possible through the cell loss priority bit in the header of ATM cells (see [ITU90a]).

This Chapter can be divided into five main parts, most of the material being new; the first part gives a brief overview of the cell-rate simulator used to implement a particular space priority mechanism, the Partial Buffer Sharing mechanism. The second part explains how the mechanism was added to the original cell-rate simulator. The next part considers a set of experiments used to validate the prioritised cell-rate simulator against published simulation results in [Krön91]; it also contains a comparison of the cell-rate simulated results with an approximate burst level analysis that provides an upper bound for cell loss. Then, a verification of some general properties for priority mechanisms is performed with the prioritised simulator; in this process, some interesting observations are made that contribute to a better understanding of the PBS scheme at burst level.

Finally, the Chapter concludes with an assessment of the impact of including the PBS mechanism in the cell-rate simulator.
5.1. The Simulation Tool

The simulation tool used to implement the PBS mechanism, LINKSIM, was developed at Queen Mary and Westfield College (QMW), initially by Pitts (see [Pitt93, pp.102-121]). It is based on the cell-rate simulation method (referred to in Section 4.2.2) and it allows multiple traffic sources to be multiplexed into only one queue. This means that the incoming information is treated as groups of cells and the events themselves are the changes between successive bursts. The implementation of the PBS mechanism is new work by the author.

5.1.1. The Model

The cell-rate simulation method is a burst level method where the basic unit of traffic is a burst of cells; this means that during a certain time period, the time between any two consecutive cell arrivals is treated as being constant. Moreover, cell-rate simulation does not account for cell synchronisation; in other words, the inherently discrete nature of ATM cells is approximated and so, any burst of cells can contain a non-integer number of cells (in the context of the simulator). The events (see Section 4.2.1.1) represent the time instants between bursts of cells with different cell rates (see Fig.5.1). Thus, with this method, it is possible to simulate the same number of cell arrivals as a cell level simulator but with less amount of simulation time being required; as each event comprises several cell arrivals, the processing of traffic is no longer performed on an individual basis giving the increase in speed relative to cell level simulation.

![Fig.5.1 - Bursts of cells and events.](image-url)
The traffic sources modelled in LINKSIM are described by a group of states, each state having a fixed cell-rate with a duration given by a probability distribution (in the present case, either the Exponential or the Geometric distribution). In particular, it is possible to simulate GMDP sources, according to the model described in Section 4.1.3, for which the duration of each state is geometrically distributed.

The network topology used in LINKSIM (see Fig.5.2) is composed of a Network Termination (NT), which can act as a source or a destination, depending on the place in the model, and a unidirectional Network Element (NE), which receives the multiplexed traffic from the incoming NT. The NE then sends the cells that it has received to a destination NT; the NE represents in fact a delay propagation time and it is also the place where traffic calculations are carried out. The network element is characterised by its cell-rate capacity, delay and queuing capacity.

![Fig.5.2 - The network topology of LINKSIM.](image)

The execution of a simulation requires an input data file, which contains:

* **details about the call types**
  - number of call types,
  - number of states for each call type,
  - cell rate for each call type,
  - distribution of the duration for each state in each call type,
  - mean sojourn time of each state in each call type,
  - transition probabilities of changing from a state to another for each call type;

* **information about the network element**
  - propagation delay,
  - queue capacity,
  - bandwidth capacity;
* simulation run details
- seeds for the random number generator,
- number of sources (i.e., number of VCs) of each call type,
- details for the batch means method (see Section 4.2.1.3 and [Law91, pp.553-564]) used in the measurement of cell loss probability due to buffer overflow.

The details relative to the batch means procedure, which is the used method to take measurements, consist of data from the t-distribution (sometimes called Student’s t distribution) for the chosen confidence interval width and of the number of measurements. To obtain the t-distribution data, a value is chosen from the t-distribution (which has \(m-1\) degrees of freedom, for a sample of observations of size \(m\)) corresponding to the percentage confidence interval for 39 degrees of freedom. This value is explained because LINKSIM maintains 400 batches of measurements that, as the simulation progresses, represent averages of increasing numbers of individual measurements; the number of measurements for a given simulation run (at each intermediate stage of the simulation) comes to be \(400 \cdot 2^n\) for increasing values of \(n\), where \(n\) represents a positive integer (see [Pitt93]). When calculating the correlation measure and the confidence interval, these 400 batches are combined as 40 groups of 10 batches each, hence the figure of 40-1= 39 degrees of freedom (see also Section 4.2.1.3), where \(m=40\).

LINKSIM’s simulation runs produce information about the total cell loss probability of the system, as well as the value of the correlation indicator and the width of the confidence interval relative to the cell loss probability obtained. Other results include the total number of cells sent (i.e., the number of cells generated by the simulator), the total number of cells lost and the total processing time used by the simulator.

### 5.1.2. How does it Work?

The understanding of the queue’s operation mode in LINKSIM is important, as it represents the basis of the simulation tool. Two parameters are used to describe the queue: its buffer capacity (i.e., the maximum length of the queue in cells) and its service rate (translated as the amount of cells that may be serviced in each unit of
time). With these parameters, the states of the queue are calculated by taking into account,

* the size of the queue in a given time instant;
* the input rates of all the VCs that are accessing the queue;
* the queue’s parameters.

The way in which traffic is processed in a queue is represented in Fig.5.3; it shows that every cell entering the queue will always either be served, queued or lost. The rates that describe this are the input, queuing, loss and output rates; they have to satisfy the following relation at all times for each individual VC and all VCs in the system (mathematically represented by equation (5.1)):

\[
\text{Input rate} = \text{Queuing rate} + \text{Loss rate} + \text{Output rate}.
\]

![Fig.5.3 - The model for the queue.](image)

The previous Section defined an event, in the context of the cell-rate simulator LINKSIM, as representing input rate changes. When a VC suffers a change in its input rate, the impact is not seen immediately at the output of the queue, unless there are no cells waiting to be served in the queue; if there are cells being queued, then only the queuing or loss rates are updated at the input of the queue. After all the cells queued have been served, the previous change in the input rate of a VC is finally visible at the output of the queue; at this point, only the queuing and output (or acceptance) rates are updated.

In what follows, mathematical equations will be introduced in order to clarify what happens during the operation of the queue. They will be referred to in the text using numbered brackets. Bearing in mind the queue’s model, it is easy to see that it will be important to analyse what happens to arriving bursts of cells when the queue is either empty, full, is being filled or is being emptied. In the first case, if the sum of input rates from all VCs is less than the service rate of the queue, the VCs output rates will be equal to the corresponding input rates (5.2); this means that all incoming traffic
will be accepted by the queue. Otherwise, the queue will start being filled and the bandwidth of the queue will be shared between the VCs, proportionally to their input rates (5.3). The queuing rate represents the excess of input over output rates (5.4).

During the period in which the queue is not empty, the total output rate equals the server capacity. When the queue is full, no more cells will be queued (the queuing rate is therefore null) and the loss rate will be the excess of the total input rate over the total output rate (5.5). It should be noted however that this may not be necessarily true for individual VCs (see [Pitt90]). The size of the queue will decrease when the total input rate comes to be less than the service rate of the queue. In this case, the total output rate will equal the server capacity until the queue becomes empty.

Analytically, it is possible to describe the various states of the queue and values of the input, output, queuing and loss rates, using the notation given next. Let,

\[ C_{\text{max}} = \text{cell buffer capacity} \]
\[ O_{\text{max}} = \text{cell service rate} \]
\[ I(i,e) = \text{input cell rate for VC } i \]
\[ I_{\text{tot}}(e) = \text{total input cell rate} \]
\[ O(i,e) = \text{output cell rate for VC } i \]
\[ Q(i,e) = \text{cell queuing rate for VC } i \]
\[ C_{\text{tot}}(e) = \text{total number of cells queued} \]
\[ L(i,e) = \text{cell loss rate for VC } i \]
\[ L_{\text{tot}}(e) = \text{total cell loss rate} \],

where \( i \in \{1, \ldots, n\} \) indicates the \( i \)th VC and \( e \in \{0,1,2,\ldots\} \) indicates the \( e \)th event in the queue. Then, the most important relations (explained in the previous paragraphs) for each of the queue’s states are:

\[ I(i,e) = O(i,e) + Q(i,e) + L(i,e) \quad (5.1) \]
\[ O(i,e) = I(i,e), \quad \text{when } I_{\text{tot}}(e) < O_{\text{max}} \quad (5.2) \]
\[ O(i,e) = I(i,e) \cdot \left( \frac{O_{\text{max}}}{I_{\text{tot}}(e)} \right), \quad \text{when } C_{\text{tot}}(e) = 0 \text{ and } I_{\text{tot}}(e) > O_{\text{max}} \quad (5.3) \]
\[ Q(i,e) = I(i,e) \left( 1 - \frac{O_{\text{max}}}{I_{\text{tot}}(e)} \right), \quad \text{when } C_{\text{tot}}(e) = 0 \text{ and } I_{\text{tot}}(e) > O_{\text{max}} \quad (5.4) \]
After processing the traffic in the queue, the cell loss ratio is determined by using the next expression; it considers the ratio of the total number of cells lost to the total number of cells generated by the simulator and input to the queue:

$$\frac{\sum_{e \in \{0,1,2,\ldots\}} [I_{\text{tot}}(e-1) \cdot (t(e) - t(e-1))]}{\sum_{e \in \{0,1,2,\ldots\}} [I_{\text{tot}}(e-1) \cdot (t(e) - t(e-1))]},$$

where $t(e)$ represents the time instant at event $e$. A similar formula can be devised to evaluate the cell loss probability for each VC in the system (see [Pitt93, pp.97]).

5.2. Implementing the PBS Mechanism in the Simulator

LINKSIM, the simulation tool used to implement the space priority scheme PBS, has been written in the Pascal programming language. The code is divided into modules and it is possible to use the simulator both in the UNIX (e.g., SUN SPARC machines) and the DOS environments. The modifications by the author to the LINKSIM code, necessary for it to take priorities into account, were also executed in Pascal. The source code with this prioritised version is now approximately 5500 lines (representing an increase of about 28% on the original version of LINKSIM without priorities) and the executable code size is of the order of 260 Kbytes (which represents an increase of about 18%). The idea of implementing a space priority mechanism in a cell-rate simulator was first suggested by the author and described in [Fons94a] and in [Fons94b] the implementation of PBS in the cell-rate simulator was then validated against published simulation results from [Krön91].

Sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.2 will explain the main modifications necessary for the implementation of PBS, as well as the approximations considered.

5.2.1. Approximation for PBS

It has been noted (see Section 3.8.2.2) that the Partial Buffer Sharing mechanism divides a queue into two parts, the part above the threshold being accessed only by high priority cells. Sources can have both low and high priority cells in the new version of LINKSIM with priorities (e.g., like video sources); this has been specified by

$$L_{\text{tot}}(e) = I_{\text{tot}}(e) - O_{\text{max}}$$ (5.5)
indicating the cell rate corresponding to each priority and, in each state, the sum of the cell rates from low and high priority cells must therefore equal the fixed cell rate of the state.

The way in which the cell rate simulation method works suggested the consideration of the existing queue size to be the threshold, in the process of implementing PBS in the cell-rate simulator. The reason for this approximation is that burst scale queuing above the threshold only occurs if the total input rate of the high priority cells exceeds the service rate of the queue. This event is very unlikely (especially since the so called high priority traffic usually represents a small proportion of the total traffic) and therefore it is reasonable to assume a zero queue size above the threshold. When this happens, the bursty nature of the traffic (more evident when the traffic sources are modelled as GMDP sources, that have the On/Off model as a special case) will almost certainly become buffer overflow and hence cell loss, regardless of the actual capacity above the threshold. The benefit that this approximation brings is a much simpler implementation. Besides, the actual space in practice above the threshold deals with the cell scale queuing effects and cell-rate simulation only models the burst-scale queuing behaviour.

Fig.5.4 shows the burst and cell scale components of queuing behaviour; for small buffer sizes, losses occur due to simultaneous cell arrivals from the bursts, while for long buffer sizes, the losses are mainly due to burst scale fluctuations in the generation and termination of bursts. In the latter case, buffering tends to smooth the effect of cell scale fluctuations that normally happen with small buffers.
Normally, when the queue reaches the threshold (which in this case will correspond to the state full of the queue), the proportion of cells lost will have to be based on the amount of low priority traffic - i.e., the low priority traffic is the first to be lost. If the total high priority input rate exceeds the service rate of the queue, then the excess high priority traffic should be lost in addition to all the low priority traffic first (rather than model the queuing above the threshold). Modelling the queuing above the threshold would imply the analysis of more states in the queue (e.g., “below threshold”, “equal to threshold” and “above threshold”), which would be significantly more complicated (see the next Section).

5.2.2. Necessary Modifications

How was the PBS mechanism added to LINKSIM? This Section describes new work by the author. In this tool, the analysis of the queue is executed according to its current state. The state of a queue is determined by the buffer capacity and the service rate, as referred to before (see Section 5.1.1). Thus, there are nine possible states in a queue, as depicted by the Table 5.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size of the queue</th>
<th>empty</th>
<th>mid</th>
<th>full</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>input &gt; service rate</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>input = service rate</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>input &lt; service rate</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1 - Possible states of the queue.

However, knowing the current state of the queue is not enough; in fact, because LINKSIM models the propagation of cell-rate changes through the queue, it is necessary to take into account the state of the queue in the previous event, which would lead to the need of analysing 9·9 = 81 possible transitions in the queue. This task is simplified by the fact that some transitions are illegal (see [Pitt93, pp.110-118]), thus taking us to the final 39 possible transitions in a queue, shown by Table 5.2; the grey areas represent illegal transitions. If modelling of the queuing above the threshold
was to be implemented, then it would be necessary to analyse $3 \cdot 5 = 15$ queue states, which would take us to $15 \cdot 15 = 225$ possible transitions.

In the last section, it was seen that the modifications necessary to add the PBS scheme to LINKSIM take place only when the queue is being analysed in its so-called *full state*; this means that when the queue is in any of the other states, then equations (5.1) to (5.4) apply, both to low and high priority cells, since below the threshold (i.e., when the queue is not full), cells are served as if there were no distinctions between them in terms of priority levels. In the *full state*, low priority cells are accepted into the queue, provided the bandwidth available in the queue is enough for them, after accepting all incoming high priority cells. Therefore, it is necessary to investigate whether the input cell rate of high priority traffic combines to lesser or greater than the service rate of the queue.

In the first case, the output rate will equal the input rate (5.7) and what is accepted from the low priority traffic is the proportion of bandwidth still available in the queue (5.8). The loss rate for high priority traffic will therefore be null and for low priority traffic, the corresponding loss rate will be the excess of the input rate of this traffic over the output rate (i.e., what is accepted by the queue) (5.9), if the input rate of low priority traffic is greater than the bandwidth available.

On the other hand, if the input cell rate of high priority traffic combines to be more than the service rate of the queue, then the queue will accept only a proportion of the input cell rate of high priority traffic (5.10) and any incoming low priority traffic will be lost (5.11). The equations (5.7) to (5.11) below explain what happens both to
low and high priority traffic in this circumstance. For these equations, a similar mathematical notation to that of Section 5.1.2 has been used, making the distinction between low priority and high priority traffic simply by indexing the different cell rates. Then,

$$\text{for } I_{\text{tothp}} < O_{\text{max}}$$

$$O_{\text{hp}}(i, j) = I_{\text{hp}}(i, j)$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.7)

$$O_{\text{lp}}(i, j) = I_{\text{lp}}(i, j) \cdot \left( \frac{O_{\text{max}} - I_{\text{tothp}}(j)}{I_{\text{totlp}}(j)} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.8)

$$L_{\text{lp}}(i, j) = I_{\text{lp}}(i, j) - O_{\text{lp}}(i, j)$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.9)

$$\text{for } I_{\text{tothp}} > O_{\text{max}}$$

$$O_{\text{hp}}(i, j) = I_{\text{hp}}(i, j) \cdot \left( \frac{O_{\text{max}}}{I_{\text{tothp}}(j)} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.10)

$$L_{\text{lp}}(i, j) = I_{\text{lp}}(i, j)$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.11)

**5.3. The Validation Process**

The last sections have described how it is possible to implement a good approximation to the *Partial Buffer Sharing mechanism* by making use of the cell-rate simulation method; the reason for assuming a zero queue size above the threshold when modelling queuing was also explained. However, implementing the PBS in the cell-rate simulator is not enough; it is necessary to validate it by comparing the results obtained with analytical studies and/or other simulation techniques.

The process used for the validation of the implementation was carried out by the author in two main phases:

a) a *first phase* in which the results from the developed prioritised cell-rate simulator are compared against previously published simulation results in [Krön91] for On/Off sources;

b) a *second phase*, described in detail in Chapter 6, which meant the author having to extend an analytical fluid flow model in order to cope with priorities and again, comparing results from both analytical and simulation approaches.
In the first validation phase, another step was taken that consisted of comparing an approximate burst level analysis, also introduced in [Krön91], against the prioritised simulation results from the cell-rate simulator for priorities. This is described in Section 5.3.2.

### 5.3.1. Using Published Results to Validate LINKSIM with Priorities

A first validation was obtained by comparing the results from LINKSIM with those obtained by Kröner (see [Krön91]). There is a slight complication with the comparison in that Kröner’s simulation was not intended to calculate a cell-loss rate, but to compare the number of sources of the two types that could be carried for a given cell-loss ratio; Kröner does not state the actual values of cell loss ratio. The values on Table 5.4 are upper bounds for his experiments.

Two types of sources were used for the validation in the first phase: *video* and *data*, both modelled as On/Off sources with *On* and *Off* periods exponentially distributed. Each type of source is assumed to have cells of only one type of priority. Since video communications are usually very sensitive to losses, video traffic sources have been assumed to represent the class of high priority traffic and data traffic sources are classified as low priority traffic, because losses can be recovered in higher layers. Table 5.3 gives the parameter values assumed for each type of source.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Source</th>
<th>Traffic Parameters</th>
<th>video</th>
<th>data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>On</em> state mean duration</td>
<td>14.815 ms</td>
<td>100 ms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Off</em> state mean duration</td>
<td>25.185 ms</td>
<td>400 ms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>peak bit rate</td>
<td>10 Mbit/s</td>
<td>10 Mbit/s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mean bit rate</td>
<td>3.7 Mbit/s</td>
<td>2 Mbit/s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>burstiness</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.3 - Traffic parameters for each source type (from [Krön91]).

The transmission rate (taken from [Krön91]) used for the validation was 150 Mbit/s and simulations were carried out in order to confirm that a cell loss
probability of no more than $10^{-2}$ and $10^{-4}$ would be achieved for low and high priority traffic, respectively, when combining video and data traffic sources according to the experiments from [Krön91]; the characteristics of the system and expected cell loss probability results are summarised in Table 5.4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input System Characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>link transmission rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>buffer length</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>threshold size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>expected maximum low priority cell loss probability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>expected maximum high priority cell loss probability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>expected maximum global cell loss probability</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.4 - Kröner’s values for the simulated queuing system and QoS requirements.

Results were also obtained for specific combinations of video and data sources when no priority mechanism is present; in this case, the cell loss probability that should be obtained must be better than $10^{-4}$. This last set of results was necessary because it would not be reasonable to consider the output of the simulator for traffic with priorities if the original simulator’s output did not match Kröner’s results for the case without priorities. The number of sources of each type that are necessary to produce the required values of cell loss probability is shown in Fig.5.5 (taken from [Krön91]). The figure (Fig.5.5) shows that the introduction of a priority mechanism such as PBS allows a substantial increase in the number of admitted high priority traffic sources (i.e., video sources in this case) by the network, for the same number of low priority traffic sources (i.e., data sources in this case).

The cell-rate simulation results obtained are presented in Fig.5.6 and Fig.5.7 and can then be compared with the results obtained by [Krön91]; both graphs show the confidence intervals for the cell loss probability values obtained in each experiment. The first figure (Fig.5.6) gives the cell loss probability obtained for specific combinations of video and data sources (not considering priorities) with a buffer size of 64 cells; the number of sources used in each experiment is indicated in Table 5.5,
which also gives the combination of low and high priority traffic sources used to compare Kröner’s simulation results with the prioritised cell-rate simulator.

![Graph showing combinations of traffic sources](image)

Fig.5.5 - Combinations of traffic sources (from [Krön91]).

In Fig.5.7, results are shown for the low and high priority cell loss probability obtained in each of the experiments carried out, considering a queue size of 48 cells (which corresponds also to the threshold value indicated in Table 5.4 and used in [Krön91] only for the situation of traffic with priorities).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Traffic without priorities</th>
<th>exp#</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>---</th>
<th>---</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>video</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>data</td>
<td></td>
<td>30</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Traffic with priorities</th>
<th>exp#</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>video (hp)</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>data (lp)</td>
<td></td>
<td>48</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.5 - Number of video and data sources used in each experiment (from [Krön91]).

With respect to Fig.5.6, it can be seen that for each experiment, the simulation result obtained for cell loss probability is always within one order of magnitude of the expected corresponding value obtained by Kröner (see [Krön91]), even when the
The confidence interval is taken into account for each cell loss probability simulation result. The cell-rate simulation results are higher than the expected cell loss probability value, $10^{-4}$.

Fig. 5.6 - Simulation results using LINKSIM for traffic without priorities.

The results in Fig. 5.7 show that, for all experiments, there is a good agreement between the low priority cell loss results obtained with the cell-rate simulator and the expected cell loss values of $10^{-2}$ obtained in [Krön91]. The high priority cell loss results show a lower loss rate.

Fig. 5.7 - Simulation results using LINKSIM with the PBS mechanism.

To explain this, it is necessary to take into account the following. As described in Section 5.2.1, the implementation of the Partial Buffer Sharing loss priority mechanism
considered that the queue size above the threshold should be zero, without significantly compromising the accuracy of the results. Hence, in this case, the cell-rate simulation experiments took the threshold value of 48 cells used in [Krön91] as the queue size value. This means that high priority traffic will only be lost when both the queue is full and the sum of all high priority input rates combines to be greater than the service capacity of the queue. In the case of experiments 1 to 5, the total high priority input rate is never greater than the queue’s service capacity, so no cell loss is seen by the prioritised cell-rate simulator. The remaining experiments consider a total high priority input rate that is increasingly greater than the service capacity of the queue; hence, the increasing high priority cell loss simulation results obtained. In particular, the maximum value of high priority cell loss is obtained with experiment number 9, while no low priority cell loss is registered. This is because that traffic experiment considers only high priority traffic sources.

It is also worth noting the apparent trend in some of the low priority cell loss results (see Fig.5.7). A look at Table 5.5 shows that the number of low priority traffic sources always decreases by 6 between any two consecutive experiments. On the other hand, the number of high priority traffic sources increases by 3 between most (but not all) experiments. Therefore, overall and only up to experiment 6, the total number of sources is decreasing by 3 but the total mean bit rate is decreasing by 0.9 Mbit/s, because 3 high priority sources do not correspond to 6 low priority sources (see Table 5.3 for the sources’ mean bit rate values); this is why the low priority cell loss does not remain constant.

As a summary of this part of the first main phase in the validation of the prioritised cell-rate simulator, it can be said that the simulation results obtained agree generally with Kröner’s simulation results, especially for the low priority traffic. On the high priority traffic, it is possible to conclude that in the buffer above the threshold, the major component of queuing is the cell-scale behaviour (not modelled by the present cell-rate simulator), particularly when the proportion of high priority traffic is low.

5.3.2. An Upper Bound for Cell Loss at Burst Level

Up to the moment, no exact queuing analysis for systems with the Partial Buffer Sharing mechanism seems to be mathematically tractable (see [Krön91]). Therefore,
simulation (as used in the last Section) and approximate analysis are the alternative methods applied to evaluate the performance of such systems. In this Section, an approximate analysis, which has been introduced in [Krön91], is used by Kröner to derive an upper bound for the cell loss caused by congestion at burst level.

The occurrence of overload at burst level implies a loss of cells, since it cannot be buffered within the network. The analysis considers bursty traffic with priorities, but it ignores the buffering capabilities of ATM networks at burst level. Comparing the cell loss results simulated with the prioritised cell-rate simulator against the analytical results should give an indication of the prioritised cell-rate simulator’s accuracy, thus providing additional information to the validation process described in the last Section. The description of the analysis given here merely indicates the formulas used to compare the cell-rate simulation results with the analysis.

In order to understand the approximate analysis that will be used here, a few definitions are introduced that characterise the bursty On/Off modelled traffic sources to which the analysis applies. Taking into account that a class 1 traffic source represents high priority traffic and that class 2 sources represent low priority traffic, consider,

\[ N_i = \text{total number of class } i \text{ (i=1,2) sources in the system}; \]
\[ mbl_i = \text{mean number of cells in a burst for a class } i \text{ traffic source (i=1,2)}; \]
\[ iat_i = \text{interarrival time for a class } i \text{ traffic source (i=1,2)}; \]
\[ msd_i = \text{mean silence duration for a class } i \text{ traffic source (i=1,2)}; \]
\[ pa_i = \text{probability of a class } i \text{ (i=1,2) connection being in a burst (or active) state}; \]
\[ p(x_i) = \text{probability of } x_i \text{ traffic sources of class } i \text{ (out of the total number of sources, } N_i, \text{ for class } i \text{) being active}; \]
\[ h = \text{queue’s service time}. \]

With these definitions and using the Binomial distribution to calculate the value of \( p(x_i) \), the aggregate cell loss probability is then determined by the expression,

\[
B = \frac{1}{\frac{N_1}{iat_1} \cdot pa_1 + \frac{N_2}{iat_2} \cdot pa_2}, \sum_{x_1=0,...,N_1} \sum_{x_2=0,...,N_2} p(x_1) \cdot p(x_2) \cdot \left( \frac{x_1}{iat_1} + \frac{x_2}{iat_2} - \frac{1}{h} \right) \quad (5.12)
\]
that is valid only when the total arrival rate to the system combines to more than the queue’s service rate; in other words, the last term in the summation of equation (5.12) only contributes to the expression when it is positive. The formula takes also into account the mean aggregate cell arrival rate given by the inverse of the first factor in the equation.

How is the cell loss calculated for each traffic class? First, [Krön91] considers the case in which no priorities are taken into account; for this case, the cell loss suffered by each type of traffic on a certain system state \((x_1,x_2)\) is influenced by the fraction of traffic offered by each traffic class. Taking this into consideration, the cell loss probability for traffic class \(i\) \((i=1,2)\) is then given by,

\[
B_i = \frac{1}{N_i \cdot p_{a_i}} \cdot \sum_{x_1=0,...,N_i}^{x_2=0,...,N_2} p(x_1) \cdot p(x_2) \cdot \left(\frac{x_1}{iat_1} + \frac{x_2}{iat_2} - \frac{1}{h}\right) \cdot \frac{x_i}{iat_i}.
\]

In this last formula, the aggregate loss rate must again be either positive or null and the last term in the summation represents the fraction of traffic offered by traffic class \(i\), as referred to in the last paragraph. When priorities are considered, the loss probability of traffic class 1 should be smaller than in the previous case. Moreover, there should be cell loss for high priority traffic only when this type of traffic enters an overload situation. Thus, the high priority cell loss is

\[
B_1 = \frac{1}{N_1 \cdot p_{a_1}} \cdot \sum_{x_1=0,...,N_1} p(x_1) \left(\frac{x_1}{iat_1} - \frac{1}{h}\right),
\]

where again, the last term in the summation must be positive. On the other hand, the low priority cell loss is calculated by taking into account the conservation law for the aggregate loss probability \(B\) - as given by equation (5.12) -, that says: “... the product of the mean total arrival rate by the total cell loss of the system must equal the sum of the corresponding products, for low and high priority traffic cell losses ...”. In other words, the following relation is verified,

\[
\frac{N_1 \cdot p_{a_1}}{iat_1} \cdot B_1 + \frac{N_2 \cdot p_{a_2}}{iat_2} \cdot B_2 = \left(\frac{N_1 \cdot p_{a_1}}{iat_1} + \frac{N_2 \cdot p_{a_2}}{iat_2}\right) \cdot B.
\]

This equation is asymptotically exact for increasing burst and silence durations of the system’s sources, provided the buffers are large enough to cope with cell level
Making use of equations (5.12) to (5.15), it is now possible to compare the results obtained with the prioritised simulator against those given by the approximate analysis. Table 5.6 translates the sources’ traffic parameters previously given in Table 5.3 into the mean burst length, interarrival time and mean silence duration of each traffic class by taking into account the service rate of the queue.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Source</th>
<th>Traffic Parameters</th>
<th>video (class 1)</th>
<th>data (class 2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mean burst length (mbl)</td>
<td>385 cells</td>
<td>2604 cells</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mean silence duration (msd)</td>
<td>25.185 ms</td>
<td>400 ms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>interarrival time (iat)</td>
<td>38.4 µs</td>
<td>38.4 µs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.6 - Video and data sources’ traffic parameters (from [Krön91]).

With the parameters defined in Table 5.6 and going through the experiment configurations given in Table 5.4 and Table 5.5 (in this table, only for the case of traffic with priorities), cell loss results were obtained for the cases of traffic without and with priorities (see Fig.5.8 and Fig.5.9, respectively). The graph in Fig.5.8 plots the cell loss obtained with the cell-rate simulator for the video and data sources without priorities, as well as the corresponding cell loss upper bounds obtained with the approximate analysis; the combination of sources used in each experiment is the same as for the case with priorities (see Fig.5.9), so that it is easier to see what happens to the cell loss of both video and data streams in each situation: priorities or no priorities (Kröner used different combinations for the two cases). In both situations, a buffer size of 48 cells was used and for each experiment, the cell loss results for simulation and analysis are shown side by side.

It can be seen (see Fig.5.8) that the cell-rate simulator produces, in all experiments, better cell loss values (for both traffic types) than the upper-bound burst level analysis. This is because the analysis considers a buffer of size zero to calculate the cell loss. If the cell-rate simulator were to consider a smaller buffer size, the cell loss simulation results obtained would be even closer to the analytical results.
The graph in Fig. 5.9 contains similar information to that of Fig. 5.8 by using the same combination of video (now taken to be high priority traffic) and data (now taken to be low priority traffic) sources. However, in this case the cell loss upper bounds have been calculated by taking into account traffic with priorities.

The results from both the prioritised simulator and the approximate analysis for traffic with priorities are very similar, due to the small buffer size used with the prioritised simulator. However, it can be seen once more that in most experiments, the analytical cell loss is slightly higher than the simulated cell loss as would be expected.
In conclusion, the simulation gives good results when compared with the upper-bound cell-loss results obtained with the approximate analysis described in the beginning of this Section. This increases the confidence in the implementation of the priority mechanism in the cell-rate simulator.

5.4. Typical Behaviour of Priority Mechanisms: Verification with the Prioritised LINKSIM

Priority mechanisms in general and loss priority mechanisms in particular (as is the case of the Partial Buffer Sharing scheme studied in this thesis) produce an impact in the behaviour of the system where they are implemented that can be translated into a set of properties for a typical priority mechanism (see for example [Roth90], [Krön91] and [Meye93]). These are:

1. the use of a priority mechanism can improve the admissible load (or equivalently, the number of traffic sources) in a network;
2. for a system with a priority mechanism, a decrease in the threshold size of the queue causes an increase in the cell loss probability of the low priority traffic;
3. the performance of priority mechanisms is better when the high priority traffic represents only a small proportion of the total traffic than in the case where the high priority traffic represents the bulk of the total traffic.

Note however, that the second property is valid only when the burst and cell scale queuing components are taken into account (see Fig.5.4); in other words, if the size of the queue is not of the same order of magnitude as the traffic sources’ mean burst length in the system, then no significant change occurs in the cell loss. Overall, these characteristics give to a network that uses a priority mechanism the robustness necessary to cope with bursty traffic, which is not possible to achieve by just overdimensioning network queues.

In this Section, the author shows that the implemented approximate version of Partial Buffer Sharing verifies the characteristics referred to above. To this end, several experiments were carried out with different types of traffic sources and network features.
Table 5.7 - Description of traffic sources (property 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Traffic Parameters</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>On state mean duration</td>
<td>20 ms</td>
<td>40 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Off state mean duration</td>
<td>80 ms</td>
<td>60 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>peak bit rate</td>
<td>10 Mbit/s</td>
<td>34 Mbit/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mean bit rate</td>
<td>2 Mbit/s</td>
<td>13.6 Mbit/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>burstiness</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the verification of property 1, two types of sources were considered; their characteristics are given in Table 5.7. Two similar sets of experiments for different network loads were carried out in two steps: in the first step, a mixture of type A and type B sources was considered and simulated for the case without priorities. Then, three other experiments were carried out which maintained the number of type B sources (now representing high priority traffic) and successively increased the number of type A sources (now representing low priority traffic), therefore also increasing the network load. For these experiments, a threshold value corresponding to 75% and 80% of the buffer size was used in the first and second sets of experiments, respectively. Table 5.8 gives the configuration for each set of experiments.

Table 5.8 - Verification of property 1 for priority schemes: configuration of experiments.

As expected, the cell loss results obtained and shown in Fig.5.10 prove that it is possible to increase the load admitted to a network when priorities are taken into consideration. The graph (see Fig.5.10) shows that, for each initial load considered
without priorities, the introduction of a priority mechanism and an increase of the number of sources in the system, produce only a slight increase in both the global cell loss and in the low priority cell loss while maintaining the performance of the high priority traffic. However, this degradation in the QoS does not exceed one order of magnitude for increases of up to about a 10% increase in the network load.

![Graph showing cell loss probability (clp) vs load (%)](image)

Fig. 5.10 - Increase in the admissible network load when using priorities.

In the verification of the second property of a priority mechanism (as listed in the beginning of this Section), two types of On/Off modelled traffic sources, representing low and high priority traffic, were multiplexed into a buffer, under different loads. For each network load, the number of low and high priority sources was maintained, while the threshold value was scaled.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Traffic Sources</th>
<th>Network Parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>low priority</td>
<td>high priority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On state duration</td>
<td>50 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Off state duration</td>
<td>190 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>peak bit rate</td>
<td>21 Mbit/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mean bit rate</td>
<td>4.375 Mbit/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>burstiness</td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Traffic Sources</th>
<th>Network Parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>link bandwidth</td>
<td>155.52 Mbit/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>buffer size</td>
<td>3150 cells</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>threshold</td>
<td>1080 cells to 3080 cells</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>load</td>
<td>50% to 70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>source mix</td>
<td>5HP, 10LP to 17LP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.9 - Parameters for the network and traffic sources (property 2).
The table above (Table 5.9) gives the details of the traffic sources and network parameters used in the several experiments. Fig. 5.11 gives the cell loss results obtained for two different network loads (including confidence intervals for all the experiments). It can be seen that for increasing threshold sizes, the cell loss suffered by both low and high priority traffic streams decreases and this is also true for increasing network loads. However, the decrease in the cell loss probability is more noticeable for a low load.

Finally, to verify the last characteristic of a typical priority mechanism, only one type of source was used; however, some of the sources are considered in each experiment as representing low priority traffic while the remaining refer to high priority traffic. The reason for doing this has to do with the fact that it is especially difficult to counter balance the effect of increasing the percentage of high priority traffic while maintaining the total traffic for the same network load, when using different traffic source types to represent low and high priority traffic.

In Table 5.10, both the traffic source parameter values and the characteristics of the system are given. The source type considered is again an On/Off source with exponentially distributed \( On \) and \( Off \) state durations. The simulated experiments considered an increasing network load (by altering the number of sources present in the system) and maintained the threshold size of the queue as a fixed value. Also, for each network load, the proportion of high priority traffic to the total traffic is increased.
from a minimum value of 30% to a maximum figure of 80%. The reason for considering several different loads, even though the number of sources is not maintained, is that this approach allows the observation of possible trends in the behaviour of the system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Traffic Source</th>
<th>System</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>On state mean duration</td>
<td>40 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Off state mean duration</td>
<td>70 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>peak bit rate</td>
<td>20 Mbit/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mean bit rate</td>
<td>7.3 Mbit/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>burstiness</td>
<td>2.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mean burst length</td>
<td>1887 cells</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.10 - Source and system characteristics (property 3).

The results are shown in Fig.5.12; no confidence intervals are indicated as they tend to be very narrow, the ratio of the confidence interval’s half amplitude over the mean cell loss being of the order 10⁻².

Fig.5.12 - Performance of PBS for an increasing proportion of high priority traffic.

The lines in the graph (Fig.5.12) represent the cell loss obtained for low and high priority traffic, under various network loads. It can be seen that, as the proportion of
high priority traffic increases for a certain network load, the cell loss probability for high priority traffic tends to increase more rapidly than the low priority cell loss; a similar behaviour is also verified under different network loads. This confirms the property 3 described in the beginning of this Section. Also, as the network load increases, the degradation in the cell loss (of both low and high priority traffics) does not increase linearly, as it is shown more clearly in Fig.5.13. Here, the lines represent the low and high priority cell loss for given ratios of high priority traffic over the total traffic.

![Fig.5.13 - Increasing the network load for a given high priority traffic percentage.](image)

In conclusion, it can be said that the implemented approximate version of PBS verifies the main typical characteristics of a priority mechanism; this can also account for the validation of the implemented priority mechanism.

### 5.5. Processing Speed: Original LINKSIM versus LINKSIM with Priorities

In [Pitt93], it is demonstrated that “... in comparison with cell by cell simulation, cell-rate simulation shows speed increases of up to 4 orders of magnitude ...”. The enhancement of the cell-rate simulator used in this thesis, LINKSIM, in order to study traffic with priorities, implied an increase in the complexity of the simulation program. It is therefore expected that a decrease in the processing speed of the prioritised LINKSIM will be seen when compared with the original version developed and
described in [Pitt93, pp.102-121]. As a result, it becomes necessary to quantify the decrease in speed of the new extended version of the cell-rate simulator, in order to decide whether or not it is really worthwhile considering the prioritised LINKSIM as a useful tool in the study of priorities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>experiment #</th>
<th>no priorities</th>
<th>priorities</th>
<th>Speed reduction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>6054</td>
<td>5111</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>8108</td>
<td>6923</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>6562</td>
<td>5781</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1645</td>
<td>1451</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>2062</td>
<td>1786</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>273105</td>
<td>204734</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>144175</td>
<td>120239</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>93914</td>
<td>85090</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>98703</td>
<td>87026</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>280539</td>
<td>264347</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.11 - Processing speed (in cell/s): no priorities versus priorities.

To achieve that objective, two main steps were considered. In the first one, several simulation experiments considering traffic with priorities were run and their processing times recorded. These simulation experiments were then repeated, using the original LINKSIM, for the same conditions (i.e., with both the same traffic source and system characteristics), but where all the traffic is taken to be of the same priority. With the obtained results, it was possible to compare the processing speed of both cell-rate simulator’s versions. Table 5.11 shows the processing speed values obtained for the different experiments. The last 5 experiments in this Table used the traffic sources (a mix of two types of On/Off modelled traffic sources with On and Off exponentially distributed state durations) described in Section 5.3, while the other experiments made use of the experiment configuration (one On/Off modelled traffic source with On and Off geometrically distributed state durations) applied later in Section 6.4.
It can be seen from Table 5.11 and Fig.5.14 that the loss in processing speed with the new version of LINKSIM is of the order of 10%, which still makes it worthwhile to use the prioritised cell-rate simulator in the study of traffic with priorities. To complement these experiments and results, another step was considered which consisted of simulating experiments for two different network loads, while maintaining the buffer size.

![Comparison of processing speed: no priorities versus priorities.](image)

A similar set of experiments was carried out in [Pitt93] in order to compare the speed up of the cell-rate simulation method when compared with cell level simulation. For each network load, the On and Off state durations of the simulated traffic sources are scaled. Each experiment is executed for the case of traffic without priorities and is then repeated under the same experimental conditions for the case of traffic with priorities; in the latter case, the high priority traffic is always taken to represent 30% of the total traffic (see Table 5.12).

The aim of this second phase of experiments is two-fold. On one hand, it will be possible to compare again the processing speed of both the original version of LINKSIM and the prioritised version. On the other hand, by scaling the On and Off time durations while maintaining the load, any dependence on the priority aspects should become evident.
### Traffic Sources & System

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>On state mean duration</td>
<td>1.272 ms to 6360 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Off state mean duration</td>
<td>11.448 ms to 57240 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak bit rate</td>
<td>10 Mbit/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean bit rate</td>
<td>1 Mbit/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burstiness</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean burst length</td>
<td>30 cells to 15000 cells</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buffer length</td>
<td>15 cells</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Threshold size</td>
<td>15 cells</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queue capacity</td>
<td>135.85 Mbit/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network load</td>
<td>40% to 80%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.12 - Processing speed of prioritised cell-rate simulator: sources and system characteristics.

The next figure (Fig.5.15) gives the obtained results in terms of speed increase when going from the prioritised cell-rate simulator to using the simulator without priorities.

It can be seen (see Fig.5.15) that up to reasonably high burst lengths, there is not much difference between the speed of the simulator without priorities and the prioritised one.

![Graph showing speed increase](image)

Fig.5.15 - Speed increase of original cell-rate simulator versus source’s mean burst length.
However, for very high burst lengths, the use of the prioritised simulator becomes less advantageous. This is especially the case for very high network loads, due to the fact that in those situations (i.e., long burst lengths and high loads), more cell loss will be encountered, thus increasing the processing in the queue and the overall processing time of the simulator. Therefore, the prioritised simulator is of maximum value when the sources involved do not have very high mean burst lengths.

5.6. Conclusion

This Chapter described some of the new work developed by the author. In particular, it started by outlining the mode of operation of the cell-rate simulator (LINKSIM) used for the implementation of the loss priority mechanism Partial Buffer Sharing (PBS). This priority mechanism was taken in an approximate form, which does not consider the space in the queue above the threshold. Although this approximation implies some inaccuracy in the produced high priority cell loss results (as obtained by comparison with published simulation results from [Krön91]), the results generally compare well. Moreover, the approximation on the priority mechanism implied a considerable simplification of the implementation.

The process of implementation of the PBS mechanism was followed by its validation, which included a comparison against simulation results obtained by other authors (as mentioned in the beginning of this Section) and a comparison with an approximate burst level analysis that provides an upper bound for the cell loss of traffic with and without priorities. Both methods confirmed the prioritised cell-rate simulator as a useful tool to study traffic with priorities, especially when the proportion of high priority traffic to the total traffic is low. The process of validating the priority mechanism implemented in the cell-rate simulator is concluded in Chapter 6, where a fluid flow model has been extended to the case of traffic with priorities and afterwards compared to the prioritised simulator.

Apart from validating the prioritised cell-rate simulator against previously published results, it was demonstrated that the typical properties of priority mechanisms are also verified for the priority mechanism implemented in the cell-rate simulator.
The Chapter concluded with a comparison, in terms of processing speed, of the original cell-rate simulator against the new prioritised cell-rate simulator. Since the enhancement introduced in the original simulator implied a greater computational complexity, a reduction in the processing speed of the new cell-rate simulator was expected. A quantification of that reduction was obtained by considering several experiments that were repeated for the cases of traffic with and without priorities, while maintaining the experimental conditions. It was observed that the loss in the processing speed (when using the prioritised cell-rate simulator) is smaller for low network loads and for up to reasonably high burst lengths (in the order of a few thousand cells) of the traffic sources being analysed.
6. Fluid Flow Analysis Applied to PBS

The importance of source models has already been stressed in Chapter 4; they provide, under certain assumptions, a fairly accurate tool to characterise the behaviour of real traffic sources. Taking this into consideration, an exact analysis that provides a formula to calculate cell loss probability was extended by the author in order to take priorities into account and was then compared with the implementation of PBS in a cell-rate simulator, previously described in Section 5.2; this represents new work. The analysis was initially developed in [Scho94] for the case of a single traffic source, modelled as an On/Off source, having access to a finite buffer and where no priorities were considered. In the next Sections, a brief outline is given of the fluid flow analysis introduced in [Scho94], which is followed by the description of the prioritised fluid flow analysis. Also covered in this Chapter is the concept of fluid flow analysis and its usage environment.

6.1. What is Fluid Flow Analysis?

In Section 4.1.3, the Fluid Flow Approximation was briefly described as one possible traffic source model to be used in the characterisation of bursty sources. Also, Section 4.1.1 referred to the effects of studying traffic behaviour under different time scales; one of them was the burst scale. Fluid flow analysis (see [Anic82] and [Tuck88]) is especially appropriate to study ATM multiplexers at this time scale; it considers long time intervals, taking the mean burst period as the time unit. The model focuses on the beginning and termination of bursts and it does not take account of the cell population within each burst. It considers traffic sources converging to a buffer or queue as generating continuous streams of cells, that are characterised by their instantaneous arrival (or flow) rate. Using this type of analysis will imply studying long-term statistics of the system in continuous time.

A classic example of fluid flow analysis and also one of the first, can be found in [Anic82], where this type of analysis is applied to a switch that handles data in a computer system. This author describes the model used in the following way: first, let \( n \) information sources alternate between exponentially distributed \( On \) and \( Off \) states,
and have access to a data-handling switch (see Fig. 6.1).

The average \( \text{On} \) period is taken to be the unit of time and the average \( \text{Off} \) period is denoted by \( 1/\lambda \). Also, the amount of information generated by a source in an average \( \text{On} \) period is taken to be the unit of information. This means that a source transmits at a rate of one unit of information per unit of time, when in the \( \text{On} \) state. Moreover, when \( x \) of the total \( n \) considered sources are \( \text{On} \), the receiving rate at the switch will be \( x \). If \( c \) represents the transmission rate of the switch then, provided the buffer is not empty, the instantaneous rate of change of the buffer occupancy is \( x - c \). When the buffer is empty, it will remain empty while \( x \leq c \). The author also considers an infinite buffer and in that situation, a stability condition must be verified:

\[
\frac{n \cdot \lambda}{c \cdot (1 + \lambda)} < 1,
\]

that represents the traffic intensity of the system. With this model, it is then possible to evaluate the probability of overflow or the probability of the buffer occupancy exceeding a certain level \( y \) (see Fig. 6.1); to this end, the author derives the equilibrium buffer distribution using differential equations (see also [Guér91]). This model is particularly useful in buffer dimensioning. The analysis described in [Scho94] is similar (but simpler) to the one of [Anic82], as described in the next Section.

**6.2. Discretised Fluid Flow Model**

This technique models the burst scale component of ATM queuing. It is a rate based model, in which the queue size varies in discrete steps; the technique deals with rates of flow of cells and the queue begins to fill only when the source rate exceeds the service rate of the queue. In a standard fluid flow analysis (such as the one described in
[Anic82]), the queue size variation would be approximated to a continuous variable. With this new fluid flow analysis, balance equations are used to derive the cell loss probability formula (see [Scho94]). This model assumes the sojourn times in each state to be memoryless and geometrically distributed. Fig.6.2 shows a diagram of the model.

The closed formula obtained for cell loss probability (clp) is given by,

$$\text{clp} = \frac{R - C}{R} \cdot p[N],$$

where

- $N$ = buffer capacity
- $p[N]$ = cell loss probability for excess-rate cells
- $R$ = cell arrival rate
- $C$ = cell transmission rate.

The exact cell loss probability formula for excess-rate cells is derived by solving the balance equations based on the level crossing approach (see [Scho94]) for the corresponding Markov chain of the process; it is given by the expression,

$$p[N] = \frac{1}{1 + \sum_{i=1}^{N} \left( \frac{s}{a} \right)^i \cdot \frac{1-a}{s}},$$

where

$$a = 1 - \frac{1}{E[On \ time] \cdot (R - C)},$$

$$s = 1 - \frac{1}{E[Off \ time] \cdot C}.$$
6.3. Fluid Flow Model with Priorities

It is possible to modify this analysis in order to study traffic with priorities. Two approaches have been considered by the author: the first one consists of inserting the approximate version of Partial Buffer Sharing in the analytical model, as described in Section 5.2; the other approach adds the exact version of the PBS scheme (as presented in Section 3.8.2.2) to the model. The approximate approach will allow a comparison of both cell-rate simulation and analytical techniques, which represents the second phase of validation of the priority mechanism in the cell-rate simulator (see Section 5.3); in this case, the priority mechanism operates at the threshold of the queue. On the other hand, by extending the fluid flow model to the exact version of PBS, it will be possible to compare the approximate and exact analyses, and judge the accuracy obtained with the approximate analysis.

The extension of this fluid flow model in order to study priorities represents new work by the author; it was first described in [Fons95b] and it was compared with the cell-rate simulation technique in [Fons95a].

6.3.1. Approximate Analysis

This approach models burst scale queuing up to the threshold of the queue, giving preference to the high priority traffic when the queue occupancy is at the threshold level. The approximate version of PBS (see Section 5.2) considers the threshold (which will be denoted here by \( k \)) of the queue to be equal to the queue length \( N \), i.e., \( N=k \). Therefore, with the first approach referred to in Section 6.3, \( p[N] \) (now called \( p[k] \), to be more coherent) will remain the same as in equation (6.3). However, as traffic with priorities is now being considered, the cell arrival rate, \( R \), will consist of two parts:

\[
R = R_{lp} + R_{hp},
\]

which correspond to the arrival cell rates of the low and high priority traffics, respectively. Two cases must then be considered, knowing that it is \( R>C \):

\( R_{hp} \leq C \)

In this case, no high priority traffic will be lost and the low priority traffic that is not lost is the part that can still be accepted after all the high priority traffic has been accepted by the queue. So,
\[ aclp_{lp} = p[k] \cdot \frac{R_{lp} - (C - R_{hp})}{R_{lp}} \]  
(6.7)

\[ aclp_{hp} = 0 \]  
(6.8)

\[ R_{hp} > C \]

When the high priority traffic is greater than the transmission rate, all of the low priority traffic will be lost, as well as a proportion of the high priority traffic. Thus,

\[ aclp_{lp} = p[k] \cdot \frac{R_{lp}}{R_{lp}} = p[k] \]  
(6.9)

\[ aclp_{hp} = p[k] \cdot \frac{R_{hp} - C}{R_{hp}} \]  
(6.10)

### 6.3.2. Exact Analysis

With this analysis, burst scale queuing is modelled both up to and above the queue’s threshold. For the second approach indicated in Section 6.3, let Fig.6.3 represent a queue with length \( N \) and threshold \( k \) (\( k < N \)). In this situation, the behaviour of the source will be different below and above the threshold \( k \) but there will only be queuing above the threshold when \( R_{hp} > C \). In the case of \( R_{hp} \leq C \), the equations used are again the ones indicated for the case of the approximate mechanism.

Let \( eclp_{lp}(hp) \) denote the cell loss probability for low (high) priority traffic with the exact mechanism and let \( p_e[i] \) be the probability that an excess-rate arrival sees \( i \) cells in the queue.

![Fig.6.3 - Queue model for combined analysis and exact PBS.](image-url)
The equation for the high priority cell loss is similar to (6.10), but now an excess-rate arrival of high priority is lost only when it sees a full queue, i.e., $p_e(N)$. On the other hand, arrivals of low priority are lost whenever they see a queue size at or above the threshold level. Thus,

$$eclp_{-lp} = \sum_{i=k}^{N} p_e[i]$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.11)

$$eclp_{-hp} = p_e[N] \cdot \left( \frac{R_{hp} - C}{R_{hp}} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.12)

To calculate $p_e[i]$ when $i \geq k$, we need to know whether an excess-rate arrival is of high priority or of low priority. The queue size changes only if the excess-rate arrival is of high priority. So, for $R_{hp} > C$, let

$$P_{hp} = \frac{R_{hp} - C}{R - C} = \text{Prob}\{ \text{an excess-rate cell is of high priority} \}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.13)

$$P_{lp} = 1 - P_{hp} = \frac{R_{lp}}{R - C} = \text{Prob}\{ \text{an excess-rate cell is of low priority} \}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.14)

For the level between states $N-1$ and $N$, equating probabilities gives:

$$P_{hp} \cdot a \cdot p_e[N-1] = p_e[N] \cdot (1 - a)$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.15)

$$\Leftrightarrow p_e[N-1] = \frac{1 - a}{a \cdot P_{hp}} \cdot p_e[N]$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.16)

where the left hand side (LHS) of equation (6.15) is the probability of crossing up (i.e., arrival $i$ is of high priority and sees $N-1$ cells in the queue and arrival $i+1$ is of either priority and sees $N$ cells in the queue) and the right hand side (RHS) is the probability of crossing down (i.e., arrival $i$ sees $N$ cells in the queue and is lost, while arrival $i+1$ sees $N-1$ cells in the queue or fewer). For the level between states $N-2$ and $N-1$,

$$P_{hp} \cdot a \cdot p_e[N-2] = p_e[N] \cdot (1 - a) \cdot s +$$

$$+ p_e[N-1] \cdot P_{lp} \cdot (1 - a) + p_e[N-1] \cdot P_{hp} \cdot (1 - a) \cdot s$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.17)

$$\Leftrightarrow P_{hp} \cdot a \cdot p_e[N-2] = \left\{ (1 - a) \cdot P_{lp} + s \cdot P_{hp} \right\} \cdot p_e[N-1]$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.18)

$$\Leftrightarrow p_e[N-2] = \frac{1 - a}{a \cdot P_{hp}} \cdot \frac{(1 - a) \cdot P_{lp} + s \cdot P_{hp}}{a \cdot P_{hp}} \cdot p_e[N]$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.19)
Here, for the LHS of equation (6.17), high priority arrival \( i \) sees \( N-2 \) cells in the queue and arrival \( i+1 \) (of either priority) sees \( N-1 \) cells in the queue. The first term on the RHS corresponds to the case in which arrival \( i \) (of either priority) sees \( N \) cells in the queue and is lost, while arrival \( i+1 \) sees \( N-2 \) cells in the queue or fewer. The third term is when high priority arrival \( i \) sees \( N-1 \) cells in the queue, thus maximising the queue occupancy, and arrival \( i+1 \) sees \( N-2 \) cells in the queue or fewer. The second term represents the case when low priority arrival \( i \) sees \( N-1 \) cells in the queue and is lost, whilst arrival \( i+1 \) sees \( N-2 \) cells in the queue or fewer.

In a similar way, the comparison of levels \( N-3 \) and \( N-2 \) produces

\[
P_{hp} \cdot a \cdot p_e[N-3] = p_e[N] \cdot (1 - a) \cdot s^2 + \]
\[
+ p_e[N-1] \cdot P_{hp} \cdot (1 - a) \cdot s + p_e[N-1] \cdot P_{hp} \cdot (1 - a) \cdot s^2 + \]
\[
+ p_e[N-2] \cdot P_{hp} \cdot (1 - a) + p_e[N-2] \cdot P_{hp} \cdot (1 - a) \cdot s \]
\[
= (1 - a) \cdot P_{hp} \cdot s \cdot P_e[N-2] + (1 - a) \cdot s^2 \cdot P_e[N-2] + (1 - a) \cdot s \cdot P_e[N-2] \cdot P_{hp} \cdot (1 - a) \cdot s + \]
\[
+ p_e[N-(N-k)] \cdot P_{hp} \cdot (1 - a) \cdot s + p_e[N-(N-k-1)] \cdot P_{hp} \cdot (1 - a) \cdot s \]
\[
\Rightarrow P_{hp} \cdot a \cdot p_e[N-3] = \left\{ (1 - a) \cdot P_{hp} + s \cdot P_{hp} \right\} \cdot p_e[N-2] \quad (6.20) \]
\[
\Rightarrow p_e[N-3] = \frac{1 - a}{a \cdot P_{hp}} \cdot \left( \frac{(1 - a) \cdot P_{hp} + s \cdot P_{hp}}{a \cdot P_{hp}} \right)^2 \cdot p_e[N] \cdot . \quad (6.22) \]

Lower levels are compared in a similar way, except that below the threshold, an arrival of either priority increases the queue size by one. So, for levels \( N-(N-k) \) and \( N-(N-k-1) \), i.e., the point when the queue occupancy reaches the threshold, the following relation is obtained:

\[
P_{hp} \cdot a \cdot p_e[N-(N-k)] = p_e[N] \cdot (1 - a)^{N-k-1} + p_e[N-1] \cdot P_{hp} \cdot (1 - a) \cdot s^{N-k-2} + \]
\[
+ p_e[N-1] \cdot P_{hp} \cdot (1 - a) \cdot s^{N-k-1} + + p_e[N-(N-k-2)] \cdot P_{hp} \cdot (1 - a) \cdot s + \]
\[
+ p_e[N-(N-k-2)] \cdot P_{hp} \cdot (1 - a) \cdot s^2 + p_e[N-(N-k-1)] \cdot P_{hp} \cdot (1 - a) \cdot s \]
\[
\Rightarrow P_{hp} \cdot a \cdot p_e[N-(N-k)] = \left\{ (1 - a) \cdot P_{hp} + s \cdot P_{hp} \right\} \cdot p_e[N-(N-k-1)] \quad (6.24) \]
\[
\Rightarrow p_e[N-(N-k)] = \frac{1 - a}{a \cdot P_{hp}} \cdot \left( \frac{(1 - a) \cdot P_{hp} + s \cdot P_{hp}}{a \cdot P_{hp}} \right)^{N-k-1} \cdot p_e[N] \cdot . \quad (6.25) \]
At levels \( N-(N-k+1) \) and \( N-(N-k) \), just below the threshold, because both low and high priority cells are handled in the same way, the balance equations will give,

\[
a \cdot p_e[N-(N-k+1)] = p_c[N] \cdot (1-a)^{N-k} + p_e[N-1] \cdot P_{lp} \cdot (1-a) \cdot s^{N-k-1} + \\
+ p_e[N-1] \cdot P_{hp} \cdot (1-a) \cdot s^{N-k} + \ldots + p_e[N-(N-k-1)] \cdot P_{lp} \cdot (1-a) \cdot s + \\
+ p_e[N-(N-k-1)] \cdot P_{hp} \cdot (1-a) \cdot s^2 + p_c[N-(N-k)] \cdot P_{lp} \cdot (1-a) + \\
+ p_e[N-(N-k)] \cdot P_{hp} \cdot (1-a) \cdot s
\]

(6.26)

\[
\Rightarrow a \cdot p_e[N-(N-k+1)] = \left\{ (1-a) \cdot P_{lp} + s \cdot P_{hp} \right\} \cdot p_e[N-(N-k)]
\]

(6.27)

\[
\Rightarrow p_e[N-(N-k+1)] = \left[ (1-a) \cdot P_{lp} + s \cdot P_{hp} \right] \cdot p_c[N].
\]

(6.28)

After some algebraical manipulation, we obtain,

\[
p_e[N-i] = \begin{cases} 
  p_c[N] \cdot \frac{1-a}{a \cdot P_{hp}} \cdot (\text{ratio})^{i-1} & ; i = 1, \ldots, N-k \\
  p_c[N] \cdot \frac{1-a}{a} \cdot \left( \frac{s}{a} \right)^{i-(N-k+1)} \cdot (\text{ratio})^{N-k} & ; i = N-k+1, \ldots, N 
\end{cases}
\]

(6.29)

where

\[
\text{ratio} = \frac{(1-a) \cdot P_{lp} + s \cdot P_{hp}}{a \cdot P_{hp}}.
\]

(6.30)

Since the queue system considered has a finite number of states \((N+1)\), the summation of the probabilities for the system to be in each state should be equal to one (which will allow the direct calculation of \(p_c[N]\)). Therefore, taking the system of equations (6.29) into account,

\[
\sum_{i=0}^{N} p_e[i] = 1 \Leftrightarrow p_c[N] + \sum_{i=1}^{N} p_e[N-i] = 1 \Leftrightarrow p_c[N] + \\
+ p_c[N] \cdot \frac{1-a}{a \cdot P_{hp}} \cdot \sum_{i=0}^{N-k-1} (\text{ratio})^i + p_c[N] \cdot \frac{1-a}{a} \cdot (\text{ratio})^{N-k} \cdot \sum_{i=0}^{N-k-1} \left( \frac{s}{a} \right)^i = 1 \Leftrightarrow \\
\Leftrightarrow p_c[N] = \frac{1}{1 + \frac{1-a}{a} \cdot \left[ \frac{1}{P_{hp}} \cdot \sum_{i=0}^{N-k-1} (\text{ratio})^i + (\text{ratio})^{N-k} \cdot \sum_{i=0}^{N-k-1} \left( \frac{s}{a} \right)^i \right]}
\]

(6.31)
In some cases, formula (6.31) can be simplified. In particular, if \( N=k \) (in which case the approximated PBS mechanism is being considered), then formula (6.31) reduces itself easily to equation (6.3).

To determine the value of (6.11), the value of \( p_e[N] \) is used as follows,

\[
\sum_{i=k}^{N} p_e[i] = p_e[N] + \sum_{i=1}^{N-k} p_e[N-i] = p_e[N] + p_e[N] \cdot \frac{1-a}{a \cdot P_{hp}} \cdot \sum_{i=1}^{N-k} \left( \text{ratio} \right)^{i-1} =
\]

\[
= p_e[N] \left[ 1 + \frac{1-a}{a \cdot P_{hp}} \cdot \sum_{i=0}^{N-k-1} \left( \text{ratio} \right)^{i} \right]. \tag{6.32}
\]

6.4. Cell-Rate Simulation versus Fluid Flow Analysis

The previous Sections have described both the discretised fluid flow analysis developed in [Scho94] and the extension of this analysis in order to handle priorities using two versions of the same priority mechanism, Partial Buffer Sharing. The next step consists of comparing the developed approximate prioritised analysis with the prioritised cell-rate simulator described in Section 5.2; the necessity of this step has already been stressed in Section 5.3, as a second validation phase of the approximate priority mechanism implemented in the cell-rate simulator LINKSIM.

Since the exact priority mechanism was also added to the fluid flow analysis, it is also possible to evaluate the accuracy of the approximate prioritised analysis when compared with the exact prioritised analysis. Finally, it is also important to plot results from both the original cell-rate simulator and the fluid flow analysis for the case where no traffic with priorities is considered. A good agreement between the two techniques will show that the cell-rate simulator without priorities represents accurately the behaviour of a traffic source modelled by the fluid flow analysis; if this does not happen, then it will be meaningless to compare the results obtained with the prioritised simulator against the approximate fluid flow analysis with priorities.

This phase of the validation process referred to in Section 5.3 uses a traffic model that models only one traffic source; this is clearly a disadvantage, since the cell-rate simulator can be used to study the multiplexing of several traffic sources. This is because, until now, it has not been feasible to extend this fluid flow analysis in order to study the multiplexing of several traffic sources.
All the traffic experiments described in the next two Sections use traffic modelled as On/Off sources (according to Sections 6.2 and 6.3) and the considered mean On and Off state durations of the sources are geometrically distributed. Also, the results are always plotted by using the same logarithmic scale for the cell loss in order to make it easy to compare the several (simulation and analytical) approaches.

### 6.4.1. Traffic without Priorities

In order to evaluate the accuracy of the results obtained with the cell-rate simulator, experiments were carried out that compared the simulator with the fluid flow analysis without priorities. Table 6.1 gives all the parameters, variable and fixed ones, used to carry out a set of three experiments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Common parameters</th>
<th>Variable parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$C = 500$ cell/s</td>
<td>$\text{load} = 60%$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{load} = 70%$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{load} = 80%$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{On} = 7.5 \text{ ms}$ / $\text{Off} = 12.5 \text{ ms}$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R = 800$ cell/s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R = 933$ cell/s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R = 1067$ cell/s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N = k$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k = 4, 8, 12, ..., 28</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k = 4, 8, 12, ..., 40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k = 4, 8, 12, ..., 40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.1 - Increase in the network load by increasing the input rate: traffic parameters.

The notation used (in Table 6.1) is the same already used in Sections 6.2 and 6.3 to describe the fluid flow analyses. In all three experiments, the link transmission rate $C$ and average On and Off state durations were kept fixed. The variable part of these experiments comprised increasing the load of the system by increasing the peak bit rate of the On/Off source. Also, for each of the loads, a series of buffer lengths was considered with increments of 4 cells, in order to find a trend in the results obtained by both simulation and analysis. Notice also that for the lowest network load considered, the buffer length goes as far as 28 cells, although there are still analytical results for buffer lengths up to 40 cells; other graphs following will also appear to be incomplete because the cell-rate simulator used is not able, in reasonable computing time, to simulate cell losses lower than values in the order of $10^{-7}$ and produce good statistical measures (e.g., confidence intervals and correlation measures) at the same time.

Fig.6.4 presents the cell loss probability obtained for three different network loads, using both the cell-rate simulator and the fluid flow analysis without priorities. The
confidence intervals are not shown for the simulation results because they would be meaningless if they had been added to the graph; in fact, the ratio of the confidence interval width to the corresponding cell loss value is of the order of $10^{-2}$ for all experiments (including the ones described in the next Section).

![Graph showing cell loss probability vs. buffer length](image)

Fig. 6.4 - Simulation versus approximate analysis, for traffic without priorities: increasing the network load by increasing the input rate (from Table 6.1).

The graph (see Fig. 6.4) shows that there is a very good agreement between the cell loss probability results from cell-rate simulation (given by the lines labelled `loss_simulation`, where the different network loads are represented) and the fluid flow analysis results for cell loss probability (given by the lines labelled `loss_analysis`, each of these lines representing a different load).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Common parameters</th>
<th>Variable parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>load = 60%</td>
<td>load = 65%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R = 1000 cell/s</td>
<td>On = 7.2 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C = 700 cell/s</td>
<td>Off = 10 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N = k</td>
<td>k = 4, 8, 12, ..., 24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.2 - Increase in the network load by increasing the $On$ source time: traffic parameters.
It can be seen that, as the network load increases, the cell loss suffered by the On/Off source increases as well. It is also worth noticing that an increase in the network load does not appear to affect the accuracy of the simulation results.

Another similar set of simulations was undertaken which considers the On time of the used traffic source as varying and altering the network load, while the other source characteristics, as well as the system characteristics are kept as fixed parameters; this can be seen in Table 6.2. Again, the cell loss probability results obtained with both simulation and analytical approaches are almost coincident (see Fig.6.5), thus proving the accuracy of the cell-rate simulator.

The graph (see Fig.6.5) shows that an increase in the network load caused by an increase in the On average state duration of the source still has the same effect in terms of cell loss as when the network load increase is caused by a source input rate increase.

6.4.2. Traffic with Priorities

In this Section, two main comparisons take place: the first one is concerned with investigating whether the prioritised cell-rate simulator and the approximate fluid flow analysis produce the same type of results, under diverse conditions. The other main comparison consists of (see Section 6.4) evaluating the different characteristics of the approximate and exact fluid flow analyses. This will have an impact on the decision of
when the prioritised cell-rate simulator should and should not be utilised.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Common parameters</th>
<th>Variable parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>traffic source</td>
<td>queue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R = 1000 cell/s</td>
<td>C = 190 cell/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rlp = 0.6R</td>
<td>k = 0.8N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On = 1.8 ms</td>
<td>k = 4, 8, 12, ..., 32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Off = 10 ms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.3 - Increasing the queue’s length: traffic parameters for approximate priorities.

The first experiment used to compare the prioritised simulator and the fluid flow analysis with the approximate priority mechanism involved considering a varying buffer length for the queue. However, the ratio of the threshold size to the queue length considered remains constant, as well as all source and other system parameters (see Table 6.3); the comparison was performed for a 80% network load. The cell loss values obtained for both the prioritised simulator and the approximate analysis are given in Fig.6.6.

![Graph showing cell loss probability vs buffer length](image)

Fig.6.6 - Simulation versus approximate analysis, for traffic with priorities: increasing the queue’s length (from Table 6.3).

The graph (see Fig.6.6) shows that the results obtained for a 80% network load with both simulation (given by lines `lploss_simulation` and `hploss_simulation` for low and high priority cell loss, respectively) and analytical techniques (given by lines `lploss_analysis` and `hploss_analysis` for low and high priority cell loss, respectively)
are very similar. Notice the small difference between the low and high priority cell loss values, implying a poor improvement in terms of cell loss for the high priority traffic; this is because the proportion of high priority traffic to the total traffic is fairly high (40% in this case).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Common parameters</th>
<th>Variable parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C = 200 cell/s</td>
<td>R = 1120 cell/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rlp = 0.8R</td>
<td>Rlp = 986 cell/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On = 1.8 ms</td>
<td>Rlp = 224 cell/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Off = 15 ms</td>
<td>Rlp = 300 cell/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k = 0.8N</td>
<td>k = 4, 8, 12, ..., 24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.4 - Increase in the network load by increasing the input rate: traffic parameters for approximate priorities.

In fact, it was verified in Section 5.4 that “... the performance of priority mechanisms is better when the high priority traffic represents only a small proportion of the total traffic than in the case of the high priority traffic representing the bulk of the total traffic ...”. In order to confirm the accuracy of the prioritised simulator when compared with the approximate analysis, two other sets of experiments were carried out; they are described next.

Another interesting way of comparing the prioritised simulator with the approximate analysis would be to vary the network load by increasing the input rate of the source. Table 6.4 shows the considered source and queue traffic parameters.

The results obtained from both techniques have been plotted in Fig.6.7 and Fig.6.8 for different network loads, so that it is easier to visualise the results; here, it is possible to see that, as expected, when the network load increases, both the low and the high priority traffic cell loss increase as well and in the same proportion. Again, there is a great similarity between the cell loss values obtained with the prioritised simulator and the ones obtained with the approximate fluid flow analysis. Moreover, this is verified for both low and high priority traffic cell losses.
Finally, another set of results was obtained by considering an On/Off traffic source for which the mean On state duration is varied, while all other conditions in the system remain fixed. A description of the traffic parameters used in these experiments is given in Table 6.5.
Table 6.5 - Increase in the network load by increasing the $On$ source time: traffic parameters for approximate priorities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Common parameters</th>
<th>Variable parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$R = 1000$ cell/s</td>
<td>( load = 80% )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$RLp = 0.8R$</td>
<td>$On = 1.8$ ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C = 190$ cell/s</td>
<td>$Off = 10$ ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k = 0.8N$</td>
<td>$k = 4, 8, 12, \ldots, 28$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$k = 4, 8, 12, \ldots, 40$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Fig.6.9 and Fig.6.10 (shown separately for different network loads), the varying threshold values (which nevertheless always represents 80% of the total size of the queue) are plotted against the cell loss probability for both low and high priority traffic (considered as 20% of the total traffic), which has been obtained with the prioritised cell-rate simulator and with the approximate analysis. The low and high priority cell loss results obtained for network loads of 80% and 90% show a similar pattern to that plotted in Fig.6.7 and Fig.6.8, respectively. This indicates that the prioritised cell-rate simulator is in agreement with the prioritised approximate analysis, which further validates the implementation of the approximate version of Partial Buffer Sharing in the cell-rate simulator (see Section 5.3).
As referred to in the beginning of this Section, it is also important to compare the two prioritised fluid flow analyses developed here (see Section 6.3): in one, an approximate version of the Partial Buffer Sharing mechanism is used; in the other analysis, the exact priority mechanism is included. Bearing this in mind, another set of tests was carried out.

Fig.6.10 - Simulation versus approximate analysis, for traffic with priorities: increasing the On source time for a 90% network load (from Table 6.5).

Fig.6.11 - Approximate analysis versus exact analysis, for traffic with priorities: increasing the queue’s length (from Table 6.3).
For the first test, an On/Off traffic source was used with traffic parameters described previously in Table 6.3 for a 80% network load. The only variable parameter is the threshold size of the queue, as for the experiment plotted in Fig.6.6.

The previous graph (in Fig.6.11) shows that, as the threshold size of the queue increases (and consequently, also the buffer length), the low priority cell loss results obtained with both the approximate and exact analytical methods are virtually identical; notice again the poor improvement in the high priority cell loss, compared with the low priority cell loss for the particular values chosen.

On the other hand, the high priority traffic experiences less cell loss with both analytical approaches, but the approximate results overestimate the high priority cell loss. This is to be expected because any high priority that has to be queued above the threshold with the exact analysis is assumed lost with the approximate analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Common parameters</th>
<th>Variable parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C = 200 cell/s</td>
<td>load = 60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rlp = 0.6R</td>
<td>R = 1120 cell/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On = 1.8 ms</td>
<td>Rlp = 672 cell/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Off = 15 ms</td>
<td>Rhp = 448 cell/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k = 0.6N</td>
<td>k = 3, 6, 9, ..., 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>load = 80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R = 1500 cell/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rlp = 900 cell/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rhp = 600 cell/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>k = 3, 6, 9, ..., 30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.6 - Increase in the network load by increasing the input rate: traffic parameters for approximate and exact priorities.

Apart from these experiments, it was also investigated whether the same behaviour would be observed for the low and high priority cell loss results from both analytical approaches when several network loads were considered, while maintaining the ratio of the threshold size to the buffer length and the proportion of the high priority traffic to the total traffic. The characteristics of the traffic source and the queue used in this experiment are given by Table 6.6.

A reading of the cell loss results plotted in Fig.6.12 and Fig.6.13 (shown separately for different network loads) shows that when the network load increases, the cell loss suffered by both low and high priority traffic increases as well, but the behaviour of the low priority cell loss relative to the high priority cell loss remains
similar to that observed in Fig.6.11.

![Graph showing cell loss probability vs. buffer length for 60% network load.]

Fig.6.12 - Approximate analysis versus exact analysis, for traffic with priorities: increasing the input rate for a 60% network load (from Table 6.6).

![Graph showing cell loss probability vs. buffer length for 80% network load.]

Fig.6.13 - Approximate analysis versus exact analysis, for traffic with priorities: increasing the input rate for a 80% network load (from Table 6.6).

The cell loss results given in Fig.6.12 for a 60% network load are represented by the lines labelled as \( lploss\_approx. \) and \( hploss\_approx. \) (for the low and high cell loss results with the approximate analysis, respectively), as well as \( lploss\_exact \) and \( hploss\_exact \) (for the low and high cell loss results with the exact analysis, respectively); the same applies to Fig.6.13, for a 80% network load.
Table 6.7 - Increase in the network load by increasing the On source time: traffic parameters for approximate and exact priorities.

Finally, another test (similar to that of Fig.6.9 and Fig.6.10, respectively) was considered where the network load was varied by altering the mean On state duration of the used traffic source. Once more, it was expected to find a similar behaviour in the cell loss results to that observed in Fig.6.11. Table 6.7 describes the traffic parameters used. For this experiment, the threshold of the queue was always taken to be 40% smaller than the buffer length and the high priority traffic represents 20% of the total traffic.

---

**Table 6.7**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Common parameters</th>
<th>Variable parameters</th>
<th>load = 70%</th>
<th>load = 90%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R = 1000 cell/s</td>
<td>load = 70%</td>
<td>On = 1.5 ms</td>
<td>On = 2.1 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rlp = 0.8R</td>
<td>Off = 10 ms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C = 190 cell/s</td>
<td>k = 3, 6, ..., 30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k = 0.6N</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Fig.6.14 - Approximate analysis versus exact analysis, for traffic with priorities: increasing the On source time for a 70% network load (from Table 6.7).

---

Fig.6.14 and Fig.6.15 (shown separately for different network loads) give the low and high priority cell loss results obtained with both analytical approaches; they show that, under different network conditions, the low priority cell loss results are almost coincident using either analytical method. Notice the reasonable improvement in the
high priority cell loss (compared to the low priority cell loss) obtained when using priorities; this is possible because of the small proportion (20% in this case) of the high priority traffic to the total traffic (see Table 6.7 and Section 5.4).

Fig. 6.15 - Approximate analysis versus exact analysis, for traffic with priorities: increasing the On source time for a 90% network load (from Table 6.7).

The high priority cell loss results are overestimated when the approximate analysis is chosen. Therefore, taking into account the very similar behaviour of the prioritised cell-rate simulator and the approximate analysis, it is possible to conclude that, when studying priorities with the prioritised cell-rate simulator, the low priority cell losses will be very accurate, while the high priority cell loss results will be overestimated. This does not invalidate the usage of the prioritised cell-rate simulator since in most real cases, the high priority traffic is predicted to be a small proportion of the total traffic.

6.5. Conclusion

In this Chapter, a fluid flow model (for one On/Off modelled traffic source feeding an ATM buffer) initially developed in [Scho94] was extended to the case of traffic with priorities by using the mode of operation of a Partial Buffer Sharing mechanism. The space priority mechanism was considered both according to the approximation described in Section 5.2 and according to Section 3.8.2.2. By doing so, it was possible to complete the validation process (started in Section 5.3.1) of the priority mechanism.
described in Chapter 5. This consisted of comparing the prioritised cell-rate simulator described in Section 5.2 with the prioritised analysis; the results from both analytical and simulation techniques were found to be very similar, thus indicating that the prioritised cell-rate simulator represents correctly the behaviour of a network link where priorities are taken into account.

The two analytical approaches were also compared in order to evaluate the discrepancy in the results obtained with the approximate priority mechanism when compared to the prioritised analysis using the mechanism described in Section 3.8.2.2. In this case, it was found that the cell-rate simulator with priorities gives an accurate prediction of the cell loss for low priority traffic and it overestimates the prediction of the high priority cell loss. Although this is a particularly important drawback of the prioritised cell-rate simulator (because the whole rationale is to improve the high priority cell loss probability), the implementation of the approximate priority mechanism produces high priority cell loss results that are conservative.
7. UPC and Traffic with/without Priorities

Usage Parameter Control (UPC) was described in Section 3.6.2 as a mechanism that monitors the traffic accepted to a network, in order to protect the network from malicious or unintentional misbehaviour of the sources generating traffic and therefore ensure that the QoS of well-behaved sources is not affected. When the UPC finds traffic that is violating its traffic contract (i.e., the contract established at call set-up to be used by the CAC function), actions are taken on that traffic that can result in either the discarding or tagging of violating cells.

**Tagging** consists of marking cells as *not-so-important* so that they can be lost first in case of congestion. If tagging is the option adopted by the UPC, then the Cell Loss Priority (CLP) bit present in the header of ATM cells can be used to turn cells that are by default of high priority (i.e., with CLP=0) into low priority cells (i.e., with CLP=1), as proposed by ITU in [ITU94].

On the other hand, it is worth noticing that the original aim of introducing the CLP bit as a field in the header of ATM cells was purely to attribute priority levels to cells. This leads us to the present problem: can the CLP bit be used efficiently for two different purposes? And if not, where and when should it be used? In the next Sections, answers to these questions are sought.

To that end, this Chapter starts by describing both the UPC algorithm used (i.e., the Leaky Bucket in this case) and the four policing scenarios that were studied to investigate the problem. The scenarios investigated are:

* traffic without priorities being monitored by the UPC, and
  - cells are discarded when found to be non-compliant; or
  - misbehaving traffic is tagged by the UPC;
* traffic with priorities being policed by the UPC in two stages, the first of which acts only on the high priority traffic, while the second stage acts on the total traffic and always discards any violating traffic, and
  - violating high priority traffic is discarded in the first stage; or
  - misbehaving high priority traffic is tagged in the first stage.
Then, it is explained how the policing scenarios were implemented in the cell-rate simulator previously used in Chapter 5 to add the priority mechanism Partial Buffer Sharing. All the scenarios have used that prioritised cell-rate simulator to implement the Leaky Bucket algorithm. However, the policing scenario that considers the discarding UPC action for traffic without priorities does not make use of the inherent loss priority mechanism present in the prioritised cell-rate simulator.

The Chapter continues with a series of validation experiments on the policing mechanism implemented in the cell-rate simulator for the case of one On/Off modelled traffic source where priorities are not taken into account. The validation process uses a fluid flow model (see [Yin91]) for a single On/Off source (with exponentially distributed On and Off states) being policed by a Leaky Bucket mechanism. This is followed by the analysis of some traffic experiments carried out for each policing scenario (for traffic without priorities) with a view to suggesting the best actions to be taken by the UPC function on non-compliant traffic.

A similar approach (to that applied in the case of traffic without priorities) is followed to validate the policed cell-rate simulator for traffic with priorities. However, in this case, the approximate analysis used (and based in [Robe92, pp.150-152]) is valid for scenarios of multiple homogeneous On/Off modelled traffic sources. The validation process is complemented by a series of traffic experiments (using “mixtures” of traffic with priorities) to evaluate the performance of each policing scenario for traffic with priorities.

The Chapter ends with an evaluation of the processing speed reduction obtained with the policed cell-rate simulator for traffic with priorities, when compared with the simpler prioritised simulator. No comparison is made between the prioritised simulator and the policed simulator for traffic without priorities because the two scenarios for traffic without priorities can be viewed as particular cases of the policing scenarios for traffic with priorities. This can be seen by considering only high priority traffic in one of the policing scenarios for traffic with priorities.

### 7.1. Implementation of UPC in the Prioritised Cell-Rate Simulator

As mentioned in the beginning of this Chapter, the cell-rate simulator LINKSIM described in Chapter 5 has been used by the author to implement the UPC function by
using the Leaky Bucket algorithm. This represents a new approach by the author to the study of policing algorithms since so far (and to the author’s knowledge), policing has only been considered at cell level (see for example [EXPL94d]).

This Section describes how a policing algorithm was implemented in a cell-rate simulator and it represents new work by the author. The Leaky Bucket mechanism was chosen to perform policing in the cell-rate simulator because it is considered to be simple and its performance has been thoroughly analysed by different authors (see for example [Yama95]). Besides, the Generic Cell Rate Algorithm (GCRA) proposed by ITU (see [ITU95b]) is very similar to the algorithm of a Leaky Bucket mechanism.

7.1.1. Leaky Bucket

The principle of the Leaky Bucket algorithm is very simple (see Section 3.6.2.1 for a more detailed description); it considers a token pool (or leaky bucket) that is filled as a consequence of the arrival of cells and is emptied at a constant rate (the leak rate); cells are discarded when the token pool is full. This is the policing algorithm that will be used throughout the next Sections to study UPC. Schematically, the algorithm can be written as the following sequence of steps,

1. decrement a counter $C$ by 1 every $T$ seconds down to 0 if there are no cell arrivals; $(0 \leq C \leq M)$
2. increment the counter $C$ by 1 for each transmitted cell;
3. discard (or tag) cells when $C=M$;

where $M$ represents the maximum burst size (also called bucket limit) that the source is allowed to present and the reciprocal of $T$ is the peak rate of the traffic being observed (also called leak rate). The increment in the bucket size produced by a cell arrival is called a splash (see [EXPL94a]).

7.1.2. UPC Actions on Misbehaving Traffic

Section 3.6.2.3 considered the state-of-the-art in terms of telecommunications’ standards for UPC aspects. In particular, the actions that policing should take on any violating traffic were described. These are discarding or tagging (as referred to in the beginning of this Chapter), according to the network operator’s choice (see [ITU94] and [ITU95b]). In order to put into practice either of these options, two scenarios
have been put forward by ITU. Each scenario consists of carrying out two compliance tests: one test on the high priority traffic (i.e., traffic with CLP=0) and another on the global traffic (i.e., the CLP=0+1 traffic). A detailed description of these tests is given in Section 3.6.2.3. Here, only a diagram is presented (see Fig.7.1) to summarise the sequence of steps considered in each scenario.

![Diagram of UPC actions on misbehaving traffic](from [ITU95b]).

The implementation of the policing scenarios to be investigated in this thesis (see Section 7.1.3) will take into account the two compliance tests referred to above. Moreover, the compliance tests will use (as a decision mechanism) the Leaky Bucket algorithm that is very similar to the GCRA algorithm.

### 7.1.3. Policing Scenarios Studied

Four policing scenarios were considered to investigate the best actions that the UPC should take when it encounters any traffic violating the traffic contract.
established at call set-up. Their aim is to consider the case when traffic with priorities is present in the network, as well as when no priorities are considered. Also, two different UPC actions are analysed: discarding of cells and tagging (or marking) of cells. Taking this into account, the following situations were considered:

**Scenario 1**: Neither the UPC function nor the user can make use of the CLP bit. So, traffic sources can only have high priority cells (i.e., traffic is considered not to have priorities) and violating cells are discarded by the UPC mechanism.

**Scenario 2**: In this situation, only the UPC function can make use of the CLP bit. So, traffic sources can only have high priority cells (i.e., traffic is considered not to have priorities) and violating cells are tagged by the UPC mechanism.

**Scenario 3**: Here, only the user can make use of the CLP bit. The traffic sources can have low and high priority cells but violating high priority cells are discarded by the UPC mechanism in the first stage (according to Fig.7.1(a)). In the second stage, violating cells (be it of low or high priority) are discarded.

**Scenario 4**: In this case, both the UPC function and the user can make use of the CLP bit. The traffic can have cells of low and high priority and the UPC mechanism tags violating high priority cells in the first stage (see Fig.7.1(b)). Any violating cells are discarded in the second stage of the policing function.

Although Scenario 2 does not consider traffic with priorities, the decision of tagging cells when they are found to be non-compliant implies the existence of some priority mechanism that can handle traffic with assigned priority levels. The reasoning applied to implement the policing scenarios in the prioritised cell-rate simulator is explained in the next Section.

In Section 7.1.2, the possible UPC actions on violating traffic (proposed by ITU) were indicated. It was seen that compliance tests are always carried out on both the high priority traffic (and all traffic is of high priority by default) and on the global traffic (which will be different from the high priority traffic if low priority traffic is considered). However, in the particular case of the first two policing scenarios defined above, only one test needs to be implemented. In fact, with Scenario 1, all the traffic is of high priority (since no low priority traffic is considered) and any violating traffic is discarded. This means that no test is necessary on the global traffic. The difference between Scenarios 1 and 2 is that the latter tags all violating traffic. Therefore, the
compliance test on the global traffic is still not necessary. The observation of these facts will imply a simplification in the implementation process.

In the case of Scenarios 3 and 4, two compliance tests must be performed, since traffic with priorities is considered.

### 7.1.4. Interpretation of Leaky Bucket in the Prioritised Cell-Rate Simulator

In order to understand how the several policing scenarios were implemented in the cell-rate simulator, it is worthwhile to briefly recall the simulator’s mode of operation. LINKSIM works at burst level and the basic unit of traffic is a burst of cells, which means that during a certain time period, the inter-cell time remains constant. The events represent the time instants between bursts of cells with different cell rates (see Section 5.1).

On the other hand, the Leaky Bucket algorithm has been used (so far and to the author’s knowledge) only at cell level and this is confirmed by its description in Section 7.1.1. Therefore, since the simulator works at burst level and the arrival of individual cells is no longer considered or analysed, a different reasoning must be applied to implement the policing algorithm. With the cell-rate simulator, *rates of cells* will be analysed.

The discussion of how the Leaky Bucket mechanism has been introduced in the prioritised cell-rate simulator is valid for both policing scenarios that consider traffic without priorities and policing scenarios for traffic with priorities. This is because each compliance test (for any given policing scenario) is a Leaky Bucket mechanism.

As mentioned before (see Section 5.1.1), each event in the cell-rate simulator represents a certain rate $X$ of cells, which will last for a time period $Y$. At the beginning of each event, the rate $X$ (at which traffic is being generated) is known. This is not necessarily true for the duration $Y$ of the event, because the duration of the event will be predicted as a function of the input rate, the state of the queue (which is fed by the traffic source(s) considered) and the service rate of the queue (see Section 5.1.2 and [Pitt93]).

For the policing mechanism added to LINKSIM (and now referred to as Rate Based Leaky Bucket (RBLB)), VP policing is performed. This means that the
judgement of whether traffic on a particular VP (that is being carried in one or more VCs) is respecting its contract or not is executed in the total traffic of that VP.

 initialise system;  
 if (first event to process) then  
 begin  
 update the VC input rates for use in policing Test 0;  
 for (each VP) do  
 begin  
 calculate the VP input rate for Test 0;  
 if (VP input rate of Test 0 > VP peak cell rate of Test 0) then  
 begin  
 predict time of occurrence of bucket full event for Test 0;  
 insert time of occurrence of bucket full event for Test 0 in list of events;  
 end;  
 update the generated VC input rates for policing Test 0;  
 end;  
 end  
 else while (there are events to process) do  
 begin  
 if (there is a system input rate change) then  
 update the VC input rates for use in policing Test 0;  
 for (each VP) do  
 begin  
 update the bucket level for Test 0;  
 calculate the VP input rate for Test 0;  
 if (VP input rate of Test 0 > VP peak cell rate of Test 0) then  
 begin  
 if (bucket level of Test 0 >= bucket limit of Test 0) then  
 if (bucket full event for Test 0) then  
 process bucket full event for Test 0  
 else predict/insert in list of events, time of bucket full for Test 0;  
 end  
 else reset discard rates for Test 0;  
 if not (bucket full event for Test 0) then  
 update the generated VC input rates for policing Test 0;  
 end;  
 end;  

 Fig.7.2 - Policing algorithm for Scenario 1.

 However, VC policing can also be studied by considering VPs that only contain one VC. Bearing this in mind, two parameters are important to execute policing on a given traffic: the total declared peak cell rate, which represents the *leak rate* (since a splash
of one unit is assumed) and the bucket’s maximum size (or bucket limit) for each VP in the system.

The simplest policing scenario is Scenario 1 (see Section 7.1.3), where priorities are not taken into account and the UPC mechanism discards any violating traffic. In this case, the prioritised cell-rate simulator has been used, but the input traffic is specified as high priority traffic only. Because no low priority traffic enters the system at any point, no real use is made of the simulator’s priority mechanism. Note that Scenario 1 (and also Scenario 2, as seen later in this Section) only comprises one Leaky Bucket mechanism.

The implementation of the policing mechanism in the cell-rate simulator intends to show that it is possible to use burst level policing and this is validated in Section 7.2 (for the case of traffic without priorities) and in Section 7.4 (for policing traffic with priorities) by using analytical methods. The rate based policing algorithm for policing Scenario 1 can be written as it is shown in Fig.7.2, where Test 0 represents the policing mechanism applied to the input traffic (in this case, it is only high priority traffic). The initialisation of the system consists of giving initial values to variables such as the bucket level and the total number of cells discarded by the policing algorithm.

The calculation of the input rate of each VP is simply the sum of the input rates for all the VCs belonging to a particular VP:

$$\text{VP(input)}_i = \sum_{j=1}^{n_i} \text{VC(input)}_j , \forall i$$  \hspace{1cm} (7.1)

where $n_i$ represents the number of VCs that belong to the $i$th VP.

When the traffic being generated in a VP is greater than the maximum declared peak cell rate, there is a situation of violation of the traffic contract. In this situation, it is possible that, provided the same rate of cells is generated for a long period of time, the bucket will reach its limit. The time at which the case of a bucket full will occur can be predicted by the formula:

$$T(\text{bucket full})_i = T(\text{current event})_i + \frac{B(\text{limit})_i - B(\text{level})_i}{\text{VP(input)}_i - \text{VP(peak)}_i} , \forall i$$  \hspace{1cm} (7.2)

where for each VP, $T(\text{bucket full})_i$ represents the time at which the bucket full event is predicted to occur, $T(\text{current event})_i$ is the time at which the prediction is being
performed, $B(\text{limit})_i$ is the bucket size, $B(\text{level})_i$ is the current value of the bucket, $VP(\text{input})_i$ is the current input rate of the considered VP and $VP(\text{peak})_i$ is the declared peak rate of that VP.

If the so called bucket full event occurs after the present event has terminated, then it will be ignored; it is an invalid event. The following example (see Fig. 7.4) shows the difference between valid and invalid bucket full events for a Leaky Bucket mechanism. At the first event (named event1), that occurs at time $t_1$, a bucket full event is predicted to happen at time $b_{\text{full}1}$. Similarly, the same happens at event2. However, the first bucket full event actually occurs after the termination time of event1. This means that, by the end of event1, the bucket did not yet reach its limit. So, although the traffic rate being generated was higher than the declared peak rate, no traffic was lost.

On the other hand, part of the traffic generated at event2 is lost. This is because the bucket reaches its limit at time $b_{\text{full}2}$ and traffic is still being generated from event2. The number of cells lost will be those corresponding to the area labelled $A$ in Fig. 7.4, that represents the product of the excess rate - defined in equation (7.4) - by the time period between $b_{\text{full}2}$ and $t_3$.
updated for each VP at each new event by taking into account the time at which the last event occurred:

\[ B_{\text{level}_i} = B_{\text{level}_i} - \left[ T_{\text{current event}_i} - T_{\text{last event}_i} \right] \left[ \text{VP(peak)}_i - \text{VP(input)}_i \right], \quad \forall i \quad (7.3) \]

where \( T_{\text{last event}_i} \) is the time at which the last event occurred.

When the event being analysed is a valid bucket full event (corresponding to a particular VP), then its processing consists of determining the excess rate (i.e., the difference between the VP input rate and the declared peak cell rate), followed by the evaluation of the discard rate of each VC belonging to that VP. Then,

\[ \text{VP(excess)}_i = \text{VP(input)}_i - \text{VP(peak)}_i = \sum_{j=1}^{n_i} \text{VC(input)}_j - \text{VP(peak)}_i, \quad \forall i \quad (7.4) \]

and

\[ \text{VC(discard)}_j = \frac{\text{VC(input)}_j}{\sum_{k=1}^{n_i} \text{VC(input)}_k} \cdot \text{VP(excess)}_i, \quad \forall i; \quad \forall j : j \in \{1, \ldots, n_i\} \quad (7.5) \]

where \( \text{VP(excess)}_i \) is the excess rate of the \( i \)th VP, \( \text{VC(input)}_j \) is the input rate of the \( j \)th VC belonging to the \( i \)th VP and \( \text{VC(discard)}_j \) represents the discard rate of each VC.

\begin{verbatim}
process bucket full event for Test0;
begin
    calculate the excess rates for the violating VP;
    update the generated VC input rates for Test 0;
    calculate the discard rates for the violating VP;
    update the VC input rates to the system's queue;
end;
\end{verbatim}

Fig.7.4 - Algorithm for processing a bucket full event at Test 0 (Scenario 1).

In other words, the excess rate of each VP is shared proportionally amongst all the VCs belonging to it. Fig.7.4 shows the algorithm for the processing of a valid bucket full event in Scenario 1.
As for the number of cells discarded per VC, its value is updated at every event by taking into account the time at which the last event occurred:

\[
VC(\text{cellsdisc})_j = VC(\text{cellsdisc})_j + VC(\text{discard})_j \cdot \sum_k \left[ T(\text{current event})_k - T(\text{last event})_k \right], \forall j: j \in \{1, ..., n\} \quad (7.6)
\]

**Scenario 2** considers traffic without priorities and the UPC function tags (or marks) violating traffic as low priority traffic. Similarly to the case of policing **Scenario 1**, this scenario also uses the prioritised cell-rate simulator. However, in the present case, the simulator’s priority mechanism is used to process any tagged traffic by the UPC function. The rate based policing algorithm for **Scenario 2** can thus be written similarly to that of **Scenario 1**. However, every step previously related to the calculation of the number of cells discarded (see equations (7.4) to (7.6)) now refers to the number of cells tagged. This implies an update in the low priority input rates when traffic is found to be violating its traffic contract. Note that the low priority input rates were initially null because the user cannot make use of the CLP bit in this policing scenario.

The implementation of policing **Scenario 2** is similar to that of **Scenario 1**. The difference lies in the processing of the bucket full events. In the case of **Scenario 2**, the excess rate of each violating VP still has to be determined. However, no cells are discarded; instead, the excess rate is shared proportionally amongst the VCs of that particular VP and the rate tagged for each VC is calculated (this tagged traffic thus becomes low priority traffic). The number of cells tagged must also be updated at each new event, similarly to what is described in equation (7.6) for the number of cells discarded.

With policing **Scenarios 3** and **4**, traffic with priorities is considered and two policing tests must be performed, according to Fig.7.1. Fig.7.5 shows the main steps needed to be carried out in the execution of the two policing tests for traffic with priorities, when it is assumed that the test on the high priority traffic discards violating traffic (i.e., in the case of policing **Scenario 3**).

In Fig.7.5, **Test 0** represents the policing test on the high priority traffic and **Test 0+1** is the policing test on the global traffic. Each of the policing tests executed in the scenarios for traffic with priorities has the same main structure as the test presented
in Fig. 7.2. Therefore, the calculations described in equations (7.1) to (7.6) still apply.

 initialise system;
 if (first event to process) then
   begin
     update the VC input rates for use in policing Test 0/Test 0+1;
     for (each VP) do
       begin
         calculate the VP input rate for Test 0/Test 0+1;
         if (VP input rate of Test 0/Test 0+1 > VP peak cell rate of Test 0/Test 0+1) then
           begin
             predict time of occurrence of bucket full event for Test 0/Test 0+1;
             insert time of occurrence of bucket full event for Test 0/Test 0+1 in list of events;
           end;
           update the generated VC input rates for policing Test 0/Test 0+1;
         end;
       end;
   end
 else while (there are events to process) do
   begin
     if (there is a system input rate change) then
       begin
         update the VC input rates for use in policing Test 0/Test 0+1;
         for (each VP) do
           begin
             update the bucket level for Test 0/Test 0+1;
             calculate the VP input rate for Test 0/Test 0+1;
             if (VP input rate of Test 0/Test 0+1 > VP peak cell rate of Test 0/Test 0+1) then
               begin
                 if (bucket level of Test 0+1 >= bucket limit of Test 0+1) then
                   if (bucket full event for Test 0+1) then
                     process bucket full event for Test 0+1
                   else predict/insert in list of events, time of bucket full for Test 0+1;
                 end;
               end;
             else
               reset discard rates for Test 0+1;
             if (VP input rate of Test 0 > VP peak cell rate of Test 0) then
               begin
                 if (bucket level of Test 0 >= bucket limit of Test 0) then
                   if (bucket full event for Test 0) then
                     process bucket full event for Test 0;
                   else predict/insert in list of events, time of bucket full for Test 0;
                 end;
               end;
             else
               reset discard rates for Test 0;
             if not (bucket full event for Test 0) and not (bucket full event for Test 0+1) then
               update the generated VC input rates for policing Test 0/Test 0+1;
           end;
         end;
     end;
   end;

Fig. 7.5 - Policing algorithm for Scenario 3.
However, it is important to notice that the two compliance tests (one on the high priority traffic and another on the global traffic) are not independent. This is because the output of the test on the high priority traffic affects the way in which the second test will monitor the global traffic. That phenomenon can be seen in the sequence of steps executed for each policing test when a valid bucket full event is found (see Fig.7.6). It is also worthwhile mentioning that, since the policing scenarios for traffic with priorities consider two Leaky Bucket mechanisms, characterising parameters need to be defined for each policing test (as seen in the beginning of this Section for policing Scenarios 1 and 2).

process bucket full event for Test0;

begin
  calculate the excess rates for the violating VP;
  update the generated VC input rates for Test 0;
  calculate the discard rates for the violating VP;
  update the VC input rates to the system's queue;
  update the generated VC input rates for Test 0+1;
  update the VP input rates for policing Test 0+1;
  if (VP input rate of Test 0+1 > VP peak cell rate of Test 0+1) then
    begin
      predict time of occurrence of bucket full event for Test 0+1;
      insert time of occurrence of bucket full event for Test 0+1 in list of events;
    end
  else reset discard rates for Test 0+1;
end;

process bucket full event for Test 0+1;

begin
  calculate the excess rates for the violating VP;
  update the generated VC input rates for Test 0/Test 0+1;
  calculate the discard rates for the violating VP;
  update the VC input rates to the system's queue;
end;

Fig.7.6 - Algorithm for processing a bucket full event at Test 0/Test 0+1 (Scenario 3).

In the case of a Test 0 bucket full event, not only is it necessary to calculate the excess and discard rates for each of the VCs in the violating VP (as given by equations (7.4) and (7.5)), but also, it must be checked whether a new bucket full event for Test 0+1 needs to be predicted. Fig.7.7 illustrates an example where, after a bucket full event is found for Test 0, a new bucket full event has to be predicted for Test 0+1. At
time $t1$, a new rate of traffic is generated (for a given VP) and bucket full events are predicted for the test on the high priority traffic (i.e., at Test 0) and for the test on the global traffic (i.e., at Test 0+1). A bucket full event for Test 0 occurs at time $b_{\text{full}}(0)$, which is earlier than the corresponding bucket full event for Test 0+1 (this would occur at time $b_{\text{full}}(0+1)$). The processing of the bucket full for Test 0 at time $b_{\text{full}}(0)$ will imply the calculation of excess and discard high priority rates (as given by equations (7.4) and (7.5)). Therefore, from time $b_{\text{full}}(0)$ to time $t2$ (and if no other events occur), a portion of the high priority rate (i.e., the area labelled $A$ in Fig.7.7) will be discarded that should not be accounted for by Test 0+1. In view of this, the global input rate should be recalculated at time $b_{\text{full}}(0)$ and a new bucket full event for Test 0+1 must be predicted, in the case of the new global input rate still exceeding the declared global peak cell rate (as was the case at time $t1$).

![Fig.7.7 - The output of Test 0 and its influence in Test 0+1.](image)

The implementation of Scenario 4 is analogous to that of Scenario 3, except that the high priority test now tags violating high priority traffic (instead of discarding it, as was the case with Scenario 3). This means that the rate based policing algorithm given in Fig.7.5 for Scenario 3 (and in Fig.7.6 for the processing of bucket full events at policing Test 0 and Test 0+1) will be identical in the case of Scenario 4. However, equations (7.5) and (7.6) are now used, not only for the calculation of the VCs’
discarding rates and number of cells discarded (in policing Test 0+1), as well as for the
tagged rates and number of cells tagged (in policing Test 0). Since the policing Test 0
now tags violating high priority traffic, it is also necessary to update the low priority
traffic rates when there is a bucket full event at Test 0. This is done by adding to each
VC (within the same violating VP) the proportion of high priority excess rate (i.e., the
tagged rate) detected by the policing Test 0.

7.2. Validation of the Policed LINKSIM for Traffic without Priorities

In Section 7.1.3, two scenarios were described under which traffic without
priorities can be policed. One of policing scenarios, Scenario 1, considered the
situation where the traffic being policed cannot make use of the CLP bit (i.e., the
traffic has no assigned priority levels) and the policing mechanism discards any traffic
found to be violating the traffic contract.

Here, experiments for that policing scenario have been carried out and compared
with a fluid flow model described in [Yin91] for a single On/Off modelled traffic
source with exponentially distributed On and Off state durations. The model provides
closed-form expressions that relate the Leaky Bucket parameters (i.e., the bucket size
and the leak rate) and the source characteristics to the cell discarding probability. It
also gives closed-form expressions for the cell tagging probability (or ratio) of the
source and it is valid for both the case of an unbuffered Leaky Bucket and a buffered
Leaky Bucket. The work developed in this thesis only addresses the former situation.

This Section also includes some traffic experiments that consider the policing
Scenario 2, where any violating traffic is tagged. Only cell-rate simulation is used to
carry out the traffic experiments with this policing scenario, since there is yet no
analytical method (to the author’s knowledge) that caters for both policing and
prioritised traffic. However, the implementation of this scenario can be validated by
using again the already mentioned analysis. This is possible since the fluid flow
approximation method provides closed-form expressions for the cell tagging ratio.

7.2.1. The Fluid Flow Approximation

The concept of fluid flow analysis has already been described in Section 6.1. It
refers to an approach whereby the traffic generated by sources is analysed at burst level
and treated as a continuous stream of cells, thus ignoring the inherently slotted nature of traffic in ATM networks.

For the validation process of the policed cell-rate simulator, a fluid flow model introduced in [Yin91] has been used. The model analyses the Leaky Bucket algorithm for an On/Off modelled traffic source (with exponentially distributed On and Off state durations) that is characterised by its average and peak rates, as well as by its average burst length. The Leaky Bucket algorithm uses a fictitious queue to model the behaviour of the mechanism and the analysis can be applied both in the case of buffered and unbuffered Leaky Buckets. In this environment, the analysis described by Yin (see [Yin91]) then gives closed-form expressions for the cell discarding/marking probability and queuing delay (in the case of a buffered Leaky Bucket). The description of the fluid flow analysis given here merely indicates the formulas developed in [Yin91] that are used in this thesis.

The following definitions need to be taken into account in the calculation of the cell discarding/marking probability:

\[
\begin{align*}
    \text{pbr} & = \text{source peak bit rate} \\
    \text{scr} & = \text{permit generation rate or leak rate of the Leaky Bucket (also called sustainable cell rate)} \\
    \text{max}_b & = \text{maximum bucket size} \\
    \text{abl} & = \text{average burst length (in bits)} \\
    \text{mbr} & = \text{average (or mean) source bit rate} \\
    \text{e}_\text{prob} & = \text{equilibrium probability in the On state (i.e., the source utilisation)} \\
    \text{lb}_\text{load} & = \text{Leaky Bucket load}.
\end{align*}
\]

The Leaky Bucket load and the equilibrium probability in the On state can be written as,

\[
\begin{align*}
    \text{lb}_\text{load} = \frac{\text{mbr}}{\text{scr}} & \quad \text{and} \quad \text{e}_\text{prob} = \frac{\text{mbr}}{\text{pbr}}. \\
\end{align*}
\]

[Yin91] then derives an expression for the probability of the fictitious queue being full by considering the On/Off source modelled by a two-state Markov chain, as shown in Fig.7.8. Therefore, the analysis only considers the situation where the Leaky Bucket load (given by \(\text{lb}_\text{load}\)) is greater than the source utilisation (given by \(\text{e}_\text{prob}\)). In the opposite case, the Leaky Bucket “queue” would always remain empty and no traffic would be discarded or tagged.
The cell discarding probability (and similarly for the case of the cell marking probability) is a function of both the probability of the fictitious queue being full and the rate at which traffic is discarded when the fictitious queue is full; in mathematical notation,

\[
P_{\text{discard}} = \frac{p_{\text{br}} - s_{\text{cr}}}{m_{\text{br}}} \cdot \text{Prob}\{\text{fictitious queue being full}\}
\]

\[
= \frac{(l_{\text{load}} - e_{\text{prob}}) \cdot (1 - e_{\text{prob}}) \cdot e^{\epsilon_{\text{max}} \cdot b}}{l_{\text{load}} \cdot (1 - e_{\text{prob}}) \cdot \left(1 - \frac{l_{\text{load}} - e_{\text{prob}}}{1 - e_{\text{prob}}} \cdot e^{\epsilon_{\text{max}} \cdot b}\right)}
\]

(7.8)

where \(\epsilon\) is the non-zero system eigenvalue of the matrix that specifies the differential equations for the system (see [Yin91]) and it is given by the expression,

\[
\epsilon = \frac{l_{\text{load}} \cdot (l_{\text{load}} - 1)}{a_{\text{br}} \cdot (1 - e_{\text{prob}}) \cdot (l_{\text{load}} - e_{\text{prob}})}\), for \(l_{\text{load}} < 1.\)

(7.9)

### 7.2.2. Policed Cell-Rate Simulation versus Fluid Flow Approximation:

**Discarding Violating Traffic**

In this Section, some traffic experiments have been carried out with the policed cell-rate simulator for the particular case of one On/Off source with exponentially distributed On and Off state durations. The cell discarding probability results thus obtained were then compared with those obtained by using the fluid flow approximation described in Section 7.2.1. It is worth noticing that similar experiments were also carried out in an ATM testbed (see [EXPL94d]) and compared with the same fluid flow model. The outcome of comparing the two techniques (i.e., cell-rate simulation and fluid flow analysis) will help evaluate the cell-rate simulator’s accuracy.
in traffic studies that involve the policing of traffic.

Each set of experiments considers one On/Off modelled traffic source being policed by a function that uses the Leaky Bucket mechanism to take action (in this case, by discarding cells) when the traffic being generated by the source is violating its traffic contract. Although the sources used have been modelled as On/Off (with the On and Off state durations exponentially distributed), the parameters were varied so as to analyse three different situations:

1. traffic with high burstiness;
2. traffic with high peak cell rate;
3. traffic with both low peak cell rate and low burstiness.

The experiments concentrate on policing the two traffic parameters peak cell rate (given by \( pbr \) in Section 7.2.1) and sustainable cell rate (given by \( scr \) in Section 7.2.1), which have previously been defined in Section 3.6.2.3. The sustainable cell rate is defined for these experiments as a function of the two parameters mean cell rate (given by \( mbr \) in Section 7.2.1) and peak cell rate; the sustainable cell rate was chosen to take the following values:

\[
\frac{1}{scr} = \left[ \frac{1}{mbr} + \frac{1}{n} \left( \frac{1}{pbr} - \frac{1}{mbr} \right) \right] ; \quad n = 2,4,8
\]

(7.10)

The policing mechanism takes two parameters: the leak rate (corresponding to the sustainable cell rate, in this case) at which the bucket is emptied and the bucket limit (given by \( max_b \), as in the description of the fluid flow approximation in Section 7.2.1). This last parameter is chosen to be given as a function of the maximum burst size (mbs), the sustainable cell rate and the peak cell rate:

\[
max_b = mbs \left( 1 - \frac{scr}{pbr} \right)
\]

(7.11)

The mbs parameter represents the maximum burst tolerance (or cell delay variation tolerance) that the traffic source is allowed to present. It is therefore a measure of the burstiness allowed into the network, since it indicates the maximum number of cells that can pass the UPC function at the peak cell rate without the occurrence of cell discards. The maximum burst size is chosen to be calculated as a function of the average burst size (given by \( abl \) in the description of the analytical model in
Section 7.2.1) of the source:

\[ mbs = x \cdot abl \; ; \; x = 1,2,5,10 \]  \hspace{1cm} (7.12)

where \( x \) is a tolerance factor in the calculation of the maximum burst size. With these parameters and their possible values, the cell discarding ratio (cdr) is obtained for each configuration as a function of the considered sustainable cell rate and maximum burst tolerance. The cell discarding ratio calculated by the policed cell-rate simulator is given by the quotient,

\[ cdr = \frac{\text{discarded cells}}{\text{passed cells} + \text{discarded cells}}. \]  \hspace{1cm} (7.12)

The first set of experiments considers one traffic source of type A (described in Table 7.1), which has a high peak bit rate (or equivalently, high peak cell rate) of 31.1 Mbit/s, being policed at four different rates that are given by equation (7.10).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type A</th>
<th>pbr = 31.1 Mbit/s</th>
<th>Type B</th>
<th>pbr = 7.78 Mbit/s</th>
<th>Type C</th>
<th>pbr = 1.94 Mbit/s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>state</td>
<td>duration</td>
<td>state</td>
<td>duration</td>
<td>state</td>
<td>duration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On</td>
<td>20 ms</td>
<td>On</td>
<td>10 ms</td>
<td>On</td>
<td>50 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Off</td>
<td>80 ms</td>
<td>Off</td>
<td>190 ms</td>
<td>Off</td>
<td>50 ms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.1 - Sources’ traffic parameters for experiments with policing.

For each of the considered policing rates, a series of four bucket limits is then calculated, using equations (7.11) and (7.12).

Fig.7.9 shows the values for the cell discarding ratio obtained from the fluid flow analysis (given by lines labelled as \textit{cdr-analysis}) and the policed cell-rate simulator (in the lines labelled as \textit{cdr_simulation}), when varying the sustainable cell rate (i.e., the policing rate) and maintaining the value of the ratio given in equation (7.11). The graph (see Fig.7.9) shows that there is a good agreement between the results obtained with the policed cell-rate simulator and the fluid flow analysis. No confidence intervals are shown for the simulated results as they are very close to the analytical ones. It can be seen that, as the policing rate approaches the peak cell rate of the source (for any given maximum burst tolerance), the cell discarding ratio tends to decrease. This reduction in the cell discarding ratio becomes more noticeable when the maximum
burst tolerance given to the source is also high. This is explained by the fact that, as the sustainable cell rate is increased for a given burst tolerance, more traffic will be allowed to pass the policing mechanism, therefore reducing the cell discarding ratio.

![Graph showing cell discarding ratio (cdr) vs sustainable cell rate (cell/s) for different policing mechanisms.](graph)

The next set of experiments considers the policing of a type B traffic source (described in Table 7.1), which has a burstiness of 20 (where the burstiness has been taken to be the peak-to-mean ratio - see Section 3.3). A similar approach to that used in Fig.7.9 has been applied to this traffic type when presenting the cell discarding ratios obtained from both techniques. The comparison results can be found in Fig.7.10.

The similarity of the obtained results shown in both this graph (Fig.7.10) and the previous one (i.e., Fig.7.9) is obvious. It appears that the policed cell-rate simulator is fairly accurate when compared with an analytical model in the situation of the traffic involved being either very bursty or requiring a large bandwidth. Notice however that no simulated value is given for the case in which both the highest sustainable cell rate and the highest burst tolerance are considered. This is because the policed cell-rate simulator produced a null value for the cell discarding ratio.

The last set of experiments with policed traffic used a type C traffic source. Again, different policing rates (given by equation (7.10)) were used and for each policing rate, the bucket limit was varied. The results are shown in Fig.7.11.
Again, the two techniques (cell-rate simulation and fluid flow analysis) produce almost coincident results for the cell discarding ratio of the type C traffic source. Also, the trend in the discarding ratios obtained for given policing rates and maximum burst tolerances follows a similar pattern to that of Fig.7.9.

As a summary of what was verified with the sets of traffic experiments in this Section, it can be said that the cell-rate simulator with policing (for traffic without
priorities and discarding of violating traffic) is fairly accurate, not only when the traffic has a high peak rate or is very bursty, but also when the source has both a low peak rate and a low burstiness. This validates the RBLB mechanism implemented in the prioritised cell-rate simulator for the case of Scenario 1 (see Section 7.1.3).

7.2.3. Policed Cell-Rate Simulation versus Fluid Flow Approximation: Tagging Violating Traffic

The second policing scenario (i.e., Scenario 2) implemented in the prioritised cell-rate simulator (see Section 7.1.3) considers tagging as the action to be taken on any traffic found to be non-compliant. The implementation of this scenario was validated with the fluid flow analysis by Yin (see [Yin91]) that has been briefly described in Section 7.2.1. Yin’s fluid flow analysis gives a closed-form formula to calculate the cell tagging probability of an On/Off modulated traffic source with On and Off exponentially distributed states when policed according to a Leaky Bucket mechanism.

In order to validate the RBLB mechanism implemented in the prioritised cell-rate simulator for Scenario 2, two main sets of experiments were carried out with the aim of testing the policed cell-rate simulator in diverse situations. All experiments consider the particular case of a single On/Off traffic source being policed and three types of sources have been considered, according to their burstiness. The cell tagging probability results obtained from the simulation experiments are compared with those obtained with Yin’s fluid flow analysis (see [Yin91]).

Before giving a description of the two main sets of experiments, it is important to introduce two concepts that will be used in the following. One of the concepts is the excess burst size (ebs). It represents the part of the average burst size (abs) of a source that exceeds the declared rate of that source (see Fig.7.12). If all the traffic that represents an excess in the declared peak rate is discarded/marked (i.e., when the bucket size limit of the policing function has a null size), then the source will “lose” as many cells as there are in the excess burst size. In most cases however, the bucket size limit of the policing function has a non-null value, so as to cater for the effects of CDV in the traffic (see Section 3.6.2.2). In this case, a proportion of the excess burst size will be passed by the UPC (see Fig.7.12); that proportion of the excess burst size is...
called the *excess burst passed* (ebp).

![Diagram showing traffic parameters](image)

**Fig. 7.12 - Identification of traffic parameters for policing experiments (traffic without priorities).**

The first set of experiments considers three different sources with the same *mean bit rate* (mbr) and average burst size and where the following ratio is considered to be a constant for all the sources (see Fig. 7.12):

$$\frac{ebp_i}{abs_i} = \text{constant}, \ \forall i \ . \ (7.13)$$

This means that the excess burst size will also be constant for all three types of sources. Taking this into account, the time cycle (i.e., the sum of the average durations of the *On* and *Off* states) of the sources can be calculated by using the expression,

$$mbr_i = mbr = \frac{abs_i}{T_{cycle_i}}, \ \ T_{cycle_i} = T_{on_i} + T_{off_i}, \ \ \forall i \ (7.14)$$

where $T_{cycle_i}$ represents the time cycle of the $i$th source type. Having the values of the mean and peak bit rates for each source, it is possible to calculate the duration of the *On* and *Off* states by using the expression,

$$mbr_i = \frac{On_i}{On_i + Off_i} \cdot pbr_i, \ \ \forall i \ (7.15)$$

The value of the excess burst size can then be determined by the formula,

$$ebs_i = On_i \cdot (pbr_i - scr_i), \ \ \forall i \ (7.16)$$

Adding up to this setting, the experiments also consider variable degrees of traffic violation for each source type; this enables the calculation of the leak rate - or sustainable cell rate (scr), as defined in Section 7.2.2 - of the UPC. With this information, the value of the bucket size can be deduced for a given traffic violation by using the equation,
bucket\_size_i = rate\_duration_i \cdot (pbr_i - scr_i), \ \forall i \quad (7.17)

where rate\_duration_i corresponds to the time that is necessary for the source to generate the total number of cells that are passed in an average burst. It is given by,

\[ rate\_duration_i = \frac{On_i \cdot \text{total\_cellspassed}_i}{abs_i} \quad (7.18) \]

\[ = \frac{On_i \cdot [ebp_i + (abs_i - ebs_i)]}{abs_i}, \ \forall i \quad (7.19) \]

In summary, the common parameters for all the first set experiments are as indicated by Table 7.2 and Table 7.3 gives each source’s parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Common parameters for policing with tagging (experiments’ set 1)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mean bit rate (mbr)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Mbit/s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.2 - Tagging traffic without priorities: common traffic parameters to all sources and set 1 experiments.

Therefore, the variable parameters for this set of experiments are the sustainable cell rate, the excess burst size and the bucket size. These parameters depend on the traffic violation (which is taken to vary from 5% to 25%, with increments of 5%) considered for a particular source type.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source X1</th>
<th>Source Y1</th>
<th>Source Z1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>peak bit rate (pbr)</td>
<td>4.5 Mbit/s</td>
<td>10 Mbit/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>burstiness</td>
<td>2.25</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On time</td>
<td>37.7 ms</td>
<td>16.96 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Off time</td>
<td>47.1 ms</td>
<td>67.84 ms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.3 - Tagging traffic without priorities: traffic parameters for low, medium and high burstiness sources (set 1 experiments).

Using the input data from the two previous Tables (i.e., Table 7.2 and Table 7.3) and executing some calculations to determine the UPC parameters with equations
(7.14) to (7.19), simulation results were obtained for the cell tagging probability. In Fig.7.13, results are shown for the cell tagging probability obtained with the fluid flow analysis described in Section 7.2.1 by using equation (7.8). The same figure (i.e., Fig.7.13) also gives the difference (in terms of percentage) between the simulated and analytical results for the source types indicated in Table 7.3. The graphs in Fig.7.13 show that the policed cell-rate simulator produces results for the cell tagging probability that are almost coincident with those obtained by using Yin’s analysis. Moreover, this observation is true both for diverse levels of traffic violation and for traffic sources with different burstiness measures.

The second set of experiments again considered three different traffic sources that have the same peak and mean bit rates as those described for the first set of experiments in Table 7.3. However, the main characteristic of this second set of experiments is that the excess burst size remains constant for all types of sources used (see Fig.7.12). Therefore, the following relationship is kept constant for all experiments:

$$\frac{ebp_i}{ebs_i} = \text{constant, } \forall i.$$  \hfill (7.20)

Once again, the mean bit rate is also kept constant for the three types of sources. However, in this case, equation (7.14) does not imply that the average burst size and cycle time of the sources will also remain fix. Therefore, although formulas (7.14) to (7.19) are still used, the common parameters for this second set of experiments (given in Table 7.4) are now different from those indicated in Table 7.2. Therefore, the variable parameters for this set of experiments are the sustainable cell rate, the bucket size, the cycle time and the On and Off state durations. These parameters depend on the traffic violation (which is taken to vary from 5% to 25%, with increments of 5%) considered for a particular source type.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mean bit rate (mbr)</th>
<th>Excess burst size (ebs)</th>
<th>Excess burst passed (ebp)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2 Mbit/s</td>
<td>40 cells</td>
<td>10 cells</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.4 - Tagging traffic without priorities: common traffic parameters to all sources and set 2 experiments.
Fig. 7.13 - Policed simulation *versus* fluid flow analysis: cell tagging probability

(set 1 experiments - fix average burst size).
With the data from Table 7.4 and Table 7.5 and executing some calculations to determine the UPC parameters with equations (7.14) to (7.19), simulation results were obtained for the cell tagging probability. Fig.7.14 gives the cell tagging probability results obtained with the fluid flow analysis and it presents the difference (in terms of percentage) between the simulated and analytical results for the source types indicated in Table 7.5.

The analysis of the graphs in Fig.7.14 indicates that the policed cell-rate simulator also gives accurate results for the cell tagging probability under the settings of this second set of experiments. Again, the degree of accuracy in the results does not depend on the burstiness of the sources nor on the level of traffic violation of a particular source.

In summary, the policing Scenario 2 implemented in the prioritised cell-rate simulator was exposed to the two sets of experiments described in this Section. The experiments were intended to represent diverse situations to investigate the accuracy of the policed simulator when compared with a fluid flow analysis for the particular case of one On/Off source being policed. The results obtained with both the simulation experiments and the analysis are almost coincident (this is the reason for not showing confidence intervals with the simulation results). As a consequence, it can be said that the implementation of the policed cell-rate simulator for traffic without priorities and tagging of violating traffic is fairly accurate under diverse system configurations and therefore valid.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source X2</th>
<th>Source Y2</th>
<th>Source Z2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>peak bit rate (pbr)</td>
<td>4.5 Mbit/s</td>
<td>10 Mbit/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>burstiness</td>
<td>2.25</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.5 - Tagging traffic without priorities: traffic parameters for low, medium and high burstiness sources (set 2 experiments).
Fig. 7.14 - Policed simulation versus fluid flow analysis: cell tagging probability
(set 2 experiments - fix excess burst size).
7.3. Policing Traffic without Priorities: Discarding or Tagging?

Sections 7.2.2 and 7.2.3 validated Scenarios 1 and 2 that were implemented by the author in the prioritised cell-rate simulator LINKSIM. Therefore, the UPC actions implemented for each of the policing scenarios can now be investigated and answers to the question raised in the beginning of this Chapter can be found. The question referred to whether the CLP bit can be used efficiently for two different purposes: assignment of priority levels and UPC action on violating traffic. An answer to this question can be found by comparing the performance of the two policing scenarios already validated.

Fig. 7.15 - Traffic loss with policing Scenarios 1 and 2: discarding and tagging of traffic without priorities.

Fig. 7.15 gives a schematic view of what happens with each policing scenario, i.e., it indicates where there can be traffic loss, either due to violation of traffic parameters at the UPC level or because of congestion in the system’s queue. Taking this into account, two main comparisons have been investigated to decide which is the more appropriate UPC action to take on violating traffic without priorities. One of the comparisons involves evaluating the loss of high priority traffic (labelled HP) at the system’s queue for both scenarios. The other comparison concerns the calculation of
the global cell loss probability of the system for both policing scenarios.

Before describing the traffic experiments used to evaluate the performance of policing Scenarios 1 and 2, it is important to introduce the measures of interest for each policing scenario.

Let us assume, without the loss of generality, that all the traffic entering the system considered in the scenarios of Fig. 7.15 belongs to the same VP. Moreover, suppose that only one VP is present in the system. In this case, the calculation of the cell loss ratios at both the UPC and the queue for the UPC discarding option (see Fig. 7.15(a)) takes into account that for each VC,

\[
\text{cells}_{\text{generated}}_{\text{disc}}(i) = \text{cells}_{\text{passed}}_{\text{disc}}(i) + \text{cells}_{\text{discarded}}_{\text{disc}}(i), \quad \forall i \quad (7.21)
\]

\[
\text{cells}_{\text{passed}}_{\text{disc}}(i) = \text{cells}_{\text{received}}_{\text{disc}}(i) + \text{cells}_{\text{lost}}_{\text{disc}}(i), \quad \forall i \quad (7.22)
\]

where the index \(i\) represents the \(i\)th VC and the subscript “disc” is to distinguish the measures calculated under this policing scenario from those determined with policing Scenario 2 (that will have the subscript “tag”). Therefore, the global cell loss probability (named \(\text{global}_{\text{clp}}_{\text{disc}}\)) and the HP loss at the queue (\(\text{HP}_{\text{loss}}_{\text{disc}}\)) are calculated by the expressions,

\[
\text{global}_{\text{clp}}_{\text{disc}}(i) = \frac{\text{cells}_{\text{lost}}_{\text{disc}}(i) + \text{cells}_{\text{discarded}}_{\text{disc}}(i)}{\text{cells}_{\text{generated}}_{\text{disc}}(i)}, \quad \forall i \quad (7.23)
\]

\[
\text{HP}_{\text{loss}}_{\text{disc}}(i) = \frac{\text{cells}_{\text{lost}}_{\text{disc}}(i)}{\text{cells}_{\text{passed}}_{\text{disc}}(i)}, \quad \forall i \quad (7.24)
\]

On the other hand, for policing Scenario 2 (given in Fig. 7.15(b)), the calculation of the loss ratios is slightly different. In this case, we have a similar expression to (7.21) to calculate the number of cells generated,

\[
\text{cells}_{\text{generated}}_{\text{tag}}(i) = \text{cells}_{\text{passed}}_{\text{tag}}(i) + \text{cells}_{\text{tagged}}_{\text{tag}}(i) \quad (7.25)
\]

\[
= \text{cells}_{\text{received}}_{\text{tag}}(i) + \text{cells}_{\text{lost}}_{\text{tag}}(i), \quad \forall i \quad (7.26)
\]

where \(\text{cells}_{\text{received}}\) and \(\text{cells}_{\text{lost}}\) (for each VC) represent the total cells received and lost (respectively) of both low and high priority at the output of the queue. Thus, the global cell loss probability and the losses at the queue (for low and high priority traffic) are calculated by the equations,

\[
\text{global}_{\text{clp}}_{\text{tag}}(i) = \frac{\text{cells}_{\text{lost}}_{\text{tag}}(i)}{\text{cells}_{\text{generated}}_{\text{tag}}(i)}, \quad \forall i \quad (7.27)
\]
Notice that, although the implementation of the policing scenarios was made on a burst level simulator, the calculation of the performance measures is being presented at cell level. This is because it is easier to interpret the meaning of each measure for presentation purposes. In the policed cell-rate simulator, performance measures such as the number of cells discarded for a given VC are taken as proportions (see Section 7.1.4), since the simulator works with rates of cells, instead of individual cells.

A set of experiments has been carried out to evaluate and compare the measures given by equations (7.23) to (7.24) and (7.27) to (7.29) for the two policing scenarios described in Section 7.1.3. The experiments consider one On/Off modelled traffic source with On and Off exponentially distributed state durations that is policed under a series of different system configurations. The traffic source types used are Source X1 and Source Y1 described in Table 7.3. Moreover, the UPC parameters and the general experimental conditions are also those given in Table 7.2. However, for each source used, only two levels of traffic violation (5% and 15%) are considered. The difference between these experiments and those described in Section 7.2.3 is that for each experiment, both the global load of the system and the buffer size of the system’s queue are varied. For source type X1, loads of 60% and 70% are considered, while for source type X2, the network loads taken are 30% and 40%.

Fig.7.16 gives the results obtained with both policing scenarios for the global cell loss probability of traffic source type X1 under two different traffic violations. The lines in the graphs that contain the abbreviation “disc.” refer to results obtained with the discarding option, while the abbreviation “tag.” refers to the tagging option results. For example, the label clp_simulation disc. (v5l70) refers to the global cell loss results obtained with the discarding option, for a 5% source traffic violation and a 70% network load. It can be seen that, for a given traffic violation and variable buffer size, the global cell loss probability decreases with both tagging and discarding UPC options. However, the decrease in the global cell loss probability is more noticeable when tagging is used instead of discarding. This pattern in the results also occurs for
different traffic loads (60% and 70% in this case). In the case of high traffic violations, the global cell loss probability obtained with the discarding option remains almost constant for varying buffer sizes and different network loads.

The graphs (in Fig.7.16) also show that there is an improvement in the global cell loss probability obtained by using tagging (instead of discarding) in the case of high traffic violations (and taking into account the given queue configurations). This is because high traffic violations imply a greater tagging rate being input to the queue as
low priority traffic. In turn, this results in a better performance of the priority mechanism since there is a better balance of the traffic (of low and high priority) in the queue. For low traffic violations, the amount of traffic tagged (i.e., turned into low priority traffic) at the UPC is a very small percentage of the total input traffic to the system. Thus, there will be a higher probability of that traffic (i.e., low priority traffic) being lost at the queue, where the traffic passed by the UPC (i.e., the high priority traffic) has priority over it.

Fig. 7.17 - Discarding versus tagging (for traffic without priorities):
global cell loss probability for source type Y1.
Obviously, the previous statements concerning the performance of the UPC mechanism when tagging is used are true under the circumstances (i.e., the traffic experimental conditions) considered. It is possible that, given other (less restrictive) link configurations (both in terms of bandwidth capacity and buffer size), slightly different results would be observed. A deeper study, using a wider range of traffic types, as well as policing and queue parameters, should be carried out to obtain a more accurate conclusion for the performance of the UPC mechanism when using either tagging or discarding.

Fig.7.17 presents similar results of global cell loss probability for source type X2, under varying network loads (30% and 40% in this case) and for varying traffic violations (5% and 15%). The lines plotted in this graph (Fig.7.17) present similar patterns to those of Fig.7.16. Thus, the same type of conclusions can be made for Fig.7.17 as for Fig.7.16. This means that the burstiness of the traffic does not affect the performance of the policing scenarios. In other words, the graphs in Fig.7.17 show that the use of the tagging option produces better global cell loss results, especially in situations of traffic with a high violation percentage.

The performance of the two policing scenarios was also tested on what concerns the loss of low priority traffic (i.e., the traffic tagged by the UPC) and high priority traffic (i.e., the input traffic by default, since no priorities are assigned to the traffic at the system’s input) at the entrance of the system’s queue.

Fig.7.18 presents the results obtained with both tagging and discarding UPC options for the HP loss and LP loss at the queue. The results shown relate to source type X1.

Under a 5% traffic violation and varying traffic loads (60% and 70% in this case), the graph in Fig.7.18(a) shows that the HP loss at the queue obtained with both discarding and tagging options is very similar for a wide range of buffer sizes. For a higher traffic violation (as shown in Fig.7.18(b)), the HP losses obtained with the tagging option are much lower than when using the discarding option. This is because high traffic violations lead to a better performance of the priority mechanism in the system’s queue as referred to in the discussion of Fig.7.16.
Fig. 7.18 - Discarding *versus* tagging (for traffic without priorities): LP cell loss and HP cell loss at the queue for source type $X1$.

Fig. 7.18 also contains results obtained for the loss of low priority traffic at the queue (i.e., the traffic tagged by the UPC mechanism that is lost at the queue). It shows that the low priority loss is always greater (in all circumstances studied) than the corresponding HP loss obtained with the tagging option. In other words, most of the traffic tagged by the UPC is lost at the queue.
Fig. 7.19 - Discarding versus tagging (for traffic without priorities): LP cell loss and HP cell loss at the queue for source type \( Y_1 \).

Fig. 7.19 gives the same type of results as Fig. 5.18 but for source type \( Y_1 \). Once more, the burstiness of the traffic does not seem to affect the results obtained for the HP loss and LP loss at the system’s queue.

In summary, the performance of the two policing scenarios implemented (i.e., tagging and discarding for traffic without priorities) does not seem to depend on the burstiness of the traffic. However, the percentage of traffic violation considered is an important factor to take into account in the choice of either policing scenario. In fact,
tagging appears to perform better for high traffic violations, leading to both smaller LP losses and HP losses than for low traffic violations. In the case of low traffic violations, the HP loss results from both policing scenarios are very similar. Choosing the tagging UPC option in this situation leads to a greater complexity of the system (because of the handling of the priority mechanism in the system’s queue), which is not compensated for in terms of performance. However, this is not an exhaustive treatment of the issue.

7.4. Validation of the Policed LINKSIM for Traffic with Priorities

Two policing scenarios for traffic with priorities have been previously described in Section 7.1.3: they were named policing Scenario 3 and policing Scenario 4. Both scenarios consider the situation of traffic with priorities being monitored in two phases by Leaky Bucket mechanisms. In the second phase (now called Test 0+1), any misbehaving traffic (i.e., be it low or high priority traffic) is discarded. The first phase (called Test 0) only monitors the high priority traffic and it can either discard (in the case of Scenario 3) or tag (in the case of Scenario 4) violating high priority traffic.

This Section describes how policing Scenarios 3 and 4 were validated by using an approximate analysis, adapted to the case of traffic with priorities. The analysis (see [Robe92, pp.150-152]) used provides an exact formula to calculate the loss probability for multiple homogeneous On/Off modelled traffic sources in a link where the queue is assumed to have a zero size. The analysis thus provides an upper bound for the cell loss probability. From this simple analysis, two approximate analytical methods were derived by the author in order to validate the policing mechanisms implemented in each of the scenarios for traffic with priorities. This represents new work by the author.

The two new analytical methods give upper bounds for the global cell loss probability at each of the policing tests (i.e., the policing test on the high priority traffic and the policing test on the global traffic) for Scenarios 3 and 4.

7.4.1. The Approximate Analysis

As referred to in the previous Section, the policed cell-rate simulator for traffic with priorities has been validated by adapting an analysis for multiple homogeneous On/Off sources. The analysis, reported in [Robe92, pp.150-152] and briefly described here, considers the superposition of $N$ homogeneous and independent On/Off modelled
traffic sources, characterised by their mean and peak bit rates (represented by \( mbr \) and \( pbr \), respectively). Taking into account the following notation,

\[
\begin{align*}
N &= \text{total number of On/Off sources} \\
mbr &= \text{mean bit rate of each source} \\
pbr &= \text{peak bit rate of each source} \\
\text{prob}_\text{on} &= \text{probability of each source being On} \\
C &= \text{service capacity of the link} \\
N_{\text{max}} &= \text{maximum number of sources (at peak rate) that can fit into the link’s service capacity} \\
P(n) &= \text{probability of } n \text{ sources being active, out of a total of } N \text{ sources} \\
P_{\text{loss}} &= \text{cell loss probability}
\end{align*}
\]

it is then possible to calculate the exact cell loss probability for a bufferless link, given that,

\[
\text{prob}_\text{on} = \frac{mbr}{pbr} \tag{7.30}
\]

and

\[
N_{\text{max}} = \frac{C}{pbr} \tag{7.31}
\]

Since it is assumed that the sources are independent, a Binomial distribution is used to calculate the probability \( P(n) \) of, at any arbitrary moment having \( n \) sources active, out of the total \( N \) sources. Therefore, \( P(n) \) is given by the expression,

\[
P(n) = \frac{N!}{n! \cdot (N-n)!} \cdot \text{prob}_\text{on}^n \cdot (1 - \text{prob}_\text{on})^{N-n}, \quad n = 0, \ldots, N \tag{7.32}
\]

and the global cell loss probability will be

\[
P_{\text{loss}} = \frac{1}{N \cdot \text{prob}_\text{on}} \cdot \sum_{k = \text{ceil}(N_{\text{max}})}^{N} P(k) \cdot (k - N_{\text{max}}) \tag{7.33}
\]

where \( \text{ceil}(N_{\text{max}}) \) represents the smallest integer that is greater than or equal to \( N_{\text{max}} \).

Taking into account the analysis just described, two approximate analytical methods were derived by the author to validate policing Scenarios 3 and 4. Bearing in mind the diagrams shown in Fig.7.1 (see Section 7.1.2), it can be seen that it is necessary to evaluate the loss probability (or rather, the discarding or tagging probabilities) at each of the policing tests (i.e., one test on the high priority traffic,
Test 0, and another on the global traffic, Test 0+1). Therefore, the distribution of the traffic going through each of the tests should be known, at least in an approximate way. If we assume that at each policing test, no CDV tolerance is provided to the incoming traffic (i.e., the maximum bucket size is considered to be null), then it is possible to use the analysis above to calculate the discarding/tagging probability at each policing test. Indeed, although the mode of operation of a Leaky Bucket is slightly different from that of a normal queue, they work virtually the same way when no queuing is considered.

In the next two Sections, two approximate analytical methods are described by the author that cater for the situations of discarding and tagging at the first policing test, as well as discarding in the second policing test. The two approximate analytical methods represent new work by the author.

**7.4.1.1. Analysis for Discarding**

One of the policing scenarios for traffic with priorities that was implemented in the prioritised cell-rate simulator, Scenario 3, considers the situation whereby traffic with priorities is monitored in two stages. In the first stage, all the incoming high priority traffic to the system is monitored. Any high priority traffic found to be violating the traffic contract will be discarded. So, the first policing test (i.e., Test 0) will provide as input to the second policing test (see Fig.7.1(a)) all the compliant high priority traffic (i.e., all the passed high priority traffic). In its turn, the second policing test (i.e., Test 0+1) will discard any violating traffic (be it of low or high priority), after updating what is considered to be the global traffic. The updated global traffic that is input to the second policing test will be the sum of the low priority traffic and the passed high priority traffic. At the entrance to the queue (that follows the second policing test), a similar procedure takes place and traffic is now lost whenever its total input rate amounts to more than the queue’s service capacity (since a zero queue size is assumed).

Let us assume, for simplicity reasons, that the system’s traffic is comprised of independent low and high priority traffic sources, all modelled as On/Off sources and all with the same traffic parameters, namely the mean bit rate (represented by \( mbr \), as seen in the previous Section) and the peak bit rate (given by \( pbr \)). Moreover, let us
take a similar notation to that used in Section 7.4.1 and define,

\[ N_{lp} \text{ (N}_{hp}\text{)} = \text{total number of low (high) priority sources} \]
\[ \text{prob}_{on} = \text{probability of each source being On, as given by equation (7.30)} \]
\[ C_{hp} = \text{leak rate of Test 0} \]
\[ C_{glob} = \text{leak rate of Test 0+1} \]
\[ C_{queue} = \text{service capacity of the queue} \]
\[ N_{max}_{hp} = \text{maximum number of high priority sources (at peak rate) that can fit into the Test 0 leak rate} \]
\[ N_{max}_{glob} = \text{maximum number of sources (at peak rate) that can fit into the Test 0+1 leak rate} \]
\[ N_{max}_{queue} = \text{maximum number of sources (at peak rate) that can fit into the queue’s service capacity} \]
\[ P_{lp}(n) = \text{probability of } n \text{ low priority sources being active, out of a total of } N_{lp} \text{ sources} \]
\[ P_{hp}(n) = \text{probability of } n \text{ high priority sources being active, out of a total of } N_{hp} \text{ sources} \]
\[ \text{globdist}_{0+1}(n) = \text{distribution for the traffic at the input of Test 0+1} \]
\[ \text{queuedist}(n) = \text{distribution for the traffic at the input of the queue} \]
\[ P_{discard}_{0} = \text{cell discarding probability at Test 0} \]
\[ P_{discard}_{0+1} = \text{cell discarding probability at Test 0+1} \]
\[ P_{loss} = \text{cell loss probability at the queue.} \]

With this notation and applying the reasoning of the analysis described in Section 7.4.1, it is easy to calculate the cell discarding probability for the high priority traffic at Test 0. It will be given by a formula that is identical to equation (7.33),

\[
P_{discard}_{0} = \frac{1}{N_{hp} \cdot \text{prob}_{on}} \cdot \sum_{i=\text{ceil}(N_{max}_{hp})}^{N_{hp}} P_{hp}(i) \cdot (i - N_{max}_{hp}). \quad (7.34)
\]

At the output of Test 0, the distribution of the high priority traffic will no longer be defined by \( P_{hp}(n) \). Instead, it is now described by the following function
Equation (7.35) illustrates the fact that when at least $N_{\text{max}}_{\text{hp}}$ sources are active, then there is an excess rate state and traffic is discarded by Test 0.

To calculate the cell discarding probability at Test 0+1, it is necessary to know the distribution of the global traffic at the input to that test. Therefore, the distribution of the high priority traffic at the output of Test 0 (given by equation (7.35)) and the distribution of the low priority traffic must be convolved. This will produce the global distribution at the input of Test 0+1, defined as $\text{globdist}_{0+1}(n)$ and given by the formula,

$$\text{globdist}_{0+1}(n) = \sum_{k=0}^{n} P_{\text{lp}}(k) \cdot \text{newP}_{\text{hp}}(n-k), \quad n = 0,...,N_{\text{lp}} + \text{ceil}(N_{\text{max}}_{\text{hp}})$$

(7.36)

With formula (7.36), it is now possible to determine the cell discarding probability at Test 0+1, taking into account that the mean input rate to the second policing test is

$$(N_{\text{lp}} + N_{\text{hp}} \cdot (1 - P_{\text{discard}_0})) \cdot \text{mbr}. \quad (7.37)$$

$P_{\text{discard}_0+1}$ will therefore be given by,

$$P_{\text{discard}_0+1} = \frac{\sum_{i=\text{ceil}(N_{\text{max}}_{\text{glob}})}^{N_{\text{lp}}+\text{ceil}(N_{\text{max}}_{\text{hp}})} \text{globdist}_{0+1}(i) \cdot (i - \text{N}_{\text{max}}_{\text{glob}})}{(N_{\text{lp}} + N_{\text{hp}} \cdot (1 - P_{\text{discard}_0})) \cdot \text{prob}_{\text{on}}}. \quad (7.38)$$

Finally, in order to calculate the input distribution for the system’s queue and the cell loss probability at the queue, similar approaches are taken to those of equations (7.35) and (7.38), respectively. So, for the queue’s input distribution, the distribution at the input to Test 0+1 takes into account that Test 0+1 will be in an excess rate state whenever the total input rate combines to more than the leak rate of that policing test. In view of this, $\text{queuedist}(n)$ will be given by,

$$\text{queuedist}(n) = \begin{cases} \text{globdist}_{0+1}(n), & n = 0,...,\text{ceil}(\text{N}_{\text{max}}_{\text{glob}}) - 1 \\ \sum_{i=\text{ceil}(N_{\text{max}}_{\text{glob}})}^{N_{\text{lp}}+\text{ceil}(N_{\text{max}}_{\text{hp}})} \text{globdist}(i), & n = \text{ceil}(\text{N}_{\text{max}}_{\text{glob}}) \end{cases} \quad (7.39)$$
As for the cell loss probability at the queue, $P_{\text{loss}}$, it is determined by taking into account that the mean input rate to the queue is

$$
(N_{\text{lp}} + N_{\text{hp}}(1 - P_{\text{discard}_0})) \cdot (1 - P_{\text{discard}_0} + 1) \cdot \text{mbr}.
$$

(7.40)

So, $P_{\text{loss}}$ will be given by the formula

$$
P_{\text{loss}} = \sum_{i=\text{ceil}(N_{\text{max}_\text{glob}})}^{\text{ceil}(N_{\text{max}_\text{queue}})} \text{queuedist}(i) \cdot (i - N_{\text{max}_\text{queue}}) \cdot \frac{1}{(N_{\text{lp}} + N_{\text{hp}}(1 - P_{\text{discard}_0})) \cdot (1 - P_{\text{discard}_0} + 1) \cdot \text{prob}_{\text{on}}}.
$$

(7.41)

It is worthwhile noticing that the value of cell loss probability obtained for the queue is a global value, i.e., with this approach, it is not possible to know the individual low and high priority values of cell loss probability at the queue (or at Test $0+1$, for that matter). So, with this analysis, the processing of the priority mechanism present in the queue is not taken into account. Although this is a drawback of the analysis used, it does not invalidate the results obtained because the use of priority mechanisms does not provide a means of reducing the global cell loss probability of a system, it only redistributes the loss according to the priority of the different traffic streams in a system.

### 7.4.1.2. Analysis for Tagging

The policing Scenario 4 described in Section 7.1.3 and whose implementation in the prioritised cell-rate simulator was explained in Section 7.1.4, caters for traffic with priorities and the high priority traffic is tagged when violating the traffic contract. The monitoring of the global traffic for this scenario results in the discarding of any misbehaving traffic. In other words, Test $0$ tags violating high priority traffic (and therefore, no traffic is ever lost at Test $0$ when this option is used) and, after updating the total traffic at the input to Test $0+1$, this test discards any violating traffic. The updated input traffic to Test $0+1$ will be the sum of the low priority traffic, the tagged high priority traffic (now viewed as low priority traffic) and the high priority traffic passed at Test $0$. At the entrance to the queue, the incoming traffic will be the sum of the low and high priority traffic that was passed at Test $0+1$. Once more, loss at the queue will occur whenever the total incoming input rate is greater than the queue’s service capacity (because no buffering is allowed to the excess traffic).
Taking into account the description of the approximate analysis for policing Scenario 3 (see Section 7.4.1.1), it is easy to see that the same reasoning can be applied to Scenario 4, as far as the first policing test (i.e., the test on the high priority traffic, Test 0) is concerned. Therefore, if a similar mathematical notation to that used for Scenario 3 (see Section 7.4.1.1) is taken into account, then equation (7.34) is still valid. However, that equation now relates to the probability of tagging high priority traffic (labelled as $P_{tag\_0}$) in Test 0. In other words, $P_{tag\_0}$ will be given by,

$$P_{tag\_0} = \frac{1}{N_{hp} \cdot \text{prob\_on}} \cdot \sum_{i=\text{ceil}(N_{max\_hp})}^{N_{hp}} P_{hp}(i) \cdot (i - N_{max\_hp}).$$  \hspace{1cm} (7.42)

At the input of Test $0+1$, no traffic (of either priority type) will have been lost, so the global traffic is still the same as before the execution of Test 0. Thus, it can be said that no change has occurred in the distribution of both the low and high priority traffic streams in the system. This simplifies the calculation of the distribution for the total traffic at the input of Test $0+1$, since it will be sufficient to determine the convolution of the low and high priority traffic distributions. Taking this into account, $\text{globdist}_{0+1}(n)$ will be given by,

$$\text{globdist}_{0+1}(n) = \sum_{k=0}^{n} P_{lp}(k) \cdot P_{hp}(n-k),$$  \hspace{1cm} (7.43)

$$n = 0, \ldots, N_{lp} + N_{hp}$$

Having determined the distribution for the global traffic at Test $0+1$, it is now possible to know how much traffic is discarded (if any) at that policing test. That calculation again takes into account the value of the mean global input rate at the input to Test $0+1$, which is given by

$$\left( N_{lp} + N_{hp} \right) \cdot \text{mbr},$$  \hspace{1cm} (7.44)

since no traffic has yet been lost/discarded. So, similarly to equation (7.38), the value of $P_{discard\_0+1}$ is calculated for policing Scenario 4, taking (7.44) into account:

$$P_{discard\_0+1} = \frac{\sum_{i=\text{ceil}(N_{max\_glob})}^{N_{lp}+N_{hp}} \text{globdist}_{0+1}(i) \cdot (i - N_{max\_glob})}{\left( N_{lp} + N_{hp} \right) \cdot \text{prob\_on}}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (7.45)

Finally, the formula for the distribution of the global traffic at the input to the queue is also similar to the expression used in policing Scenario 3, except that in the
present case no traffic is considered to be lost before the execution of Test 0+1. 
Therefore, \( \text{queuedist}(n) \) will given by,
\[
\text{queuedist}(n) = \begin{cases} 
\text{globdist}_0 + 1(n), & n = 0, \ldots, \text{ceil}(\text{Nmax}_\text{glob}) - 1 \\
\sum_{i=\text{ceil}(\text{Nmax}_\text{glob})}^{\text{N}_\text{lp} + \text{N}_\text{hp}} \text{globdist}(i), & n = \text{ceil}(\text{Nmax}_\text{glob}) 
\end{cases}
\] (7.46)
and the global cell loss probability for the queue will again be calculated by taking into account the mean input rate at the entrance of the queue; this is,
\[
(N_\text{lp} + N_\text{hp})(1 - \text{Pdiscard}_0 + 1) \cdot \text{mbr}.
\] (7.47)
The global cell loss probability will then be given by the following expression,
\[
P\text{loss} = \frac{\sum_{i=\text{ceil}(\text{Nmax}_\text{queue})}^{\text{ceil}(\text{Nmax}_\text{glob})} \text{queuedist}(i) \cdot (i - \text{Nmax}_\text{queue})}{(N_\text{lp} + N_\text{hp})(1 - \text{Pdiscard}_0 + 1) \cdot \text{prob}_\text{on}}.
\] (7.48)

### 7.4.2. Policed Cell-Rate Simulation versus Analysis: Discarding Violating High Priority Traffic

In Section 7.4.1.1, an approximate analysis was derived by the author to validate the implementation of policing Scenario 3 in the prioritised cell-rate simulator. The analysis gave an upper bound for,
- the cell discarding probability at policing Test 0 and policing Test 0+1,
- the cell loss probability at the queue,
for a network link where it is assumed that no CVD tolerance is given to the traffic (i.e., the buckets in policing Test 0 and Test 0+1 have null size) and no queuing is allowed in the system’s queue (i.e., the queue has a zero size). Here, a series of traffic experiments are carried out that consider the multiplexing of homogeneous On/Off modelled traffic sources; they aim at validating the implementation of policing Scenario 3 and evaluating the accuracy of the simulator. Results are obtained for the traffic experiments by using both the policed cell-rate simulator and the approximate analysis described in Section 7.4.1.1.

The traffic experiments use homogeneous On/Off sources for which parameters such as the burstiness are varied and VP policing is assumed. The first set of experiments concerns the multiplexing of low burstiness On/Off sources (some of
which are taken to be high priority traffic, while the rest represent low priority traffic) that represent an overall network load of about 53%. Table 7.6 gives the traffic parameters used in the experiments, where the leak rate of policing Test 0 was varied. Notice that, in order for the policed simulator’s software to work, non-null values had to be considered for the sizes of the buckets and the size of the queue. They are the minimum integer values allowed by the cell-rate simulator.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Low burstiness On/Off sources (burstiness = 5)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>peak rate (pbr)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10000 cell/s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) sources’ parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of sources: 25 LP sources; 25 HP sources</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Test 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bucket (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) system parameters

Table 7.6 - Parameters of experiments for policing low burstiness sources (Scenario 3);

(*) increments of 20000 cells.

Fig.7.20 gives the results for the cell discarding probability (at the two policing tests, Test 0 and Test 0+1) and the cell loss probability at the queue that were obtained with both the policed cell-rate simulator and the approximate analysis described in Section 7.4.1.1.

The graph in Fig.7.20 shows that there is a good agreement between the analysis and the policed simulator for varying leak rates in Test 0. Indeed, the analysis always provides upper bounds for both the cell discarding and cell loss probabilities, and the simulation results follow the same trend as the analytical ones. It can also be seen that, as the amount of passed high priority traffic at Test 0 increases, so does the cell discarding probability (cdr) at Test 0+1 and the cell loss probability (clp) at the queue. However, the great reduction observed in the cell discarding probability at Test 0 is not
shown in the second policing test. Instead, these loss values tend to stabilise. This can be explained by the fact that the load at the queue is always the same (since the leak rate of Test 0+1 remains constant). The two missing values in the graph (i.e., in Fig.7.20) for the cell discarding probability at Test 0 were found to be null with the policed cell-rate simulator.

It is worth noticing that when smaller bucket values are considered with the policed simulator, the simulation results tend to be closer to the analytical results, thus confirming the validation of the policed simulator for traffic with priorities and discarding at Test 0. For example, if the bucket sizes for policing Test 0 and Test 0+1 are both set to 0.001 with a leak rate in Test 0 of 100000 cell/s (i.e., the values corresponding to the first set of points in Fig.7.20), then the cell discarding/loss probability values increase between 0.63% and 2.5% relative to the corresponding simulation values in Fig.7.20 for bucket sizes of 1.

The second set of traffic experiments carried out to validate policing Scenario 3 considers the multiplexing of high burstiness homogeneous On/Off traffic sources. Again, some of the sources are taken to represent low priority traffic while others will be high priority traffic, and the leak rate of Test 0 is varied. The total number of sources in these experiments now represents a network load of 75%. Table 7.7 gives the details of the traffic sources used, as well as the policing and queue parameters.
### Low burstiness On/Off sources (burstiness = 10)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>peak rate (pbr)</th>
<th>mean rate (mbr)</th>
<th>On state duration</th>
<th>Off state duration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30000 cell/s</td>
<td>3000 cell/s</td>
<td>0.11 sec</td>
<td>1 sec</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) sources’ parameters

### Number of sources: 25 LP sources; 40 HP sources

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test 0</th>
<th>Test 0+1</th>
<th>Queue</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bucket (0)</td>
<td>bucket (0+1)</td>
<td>buffer size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>leak rate (0)</td>
<td>leak rate (0+1)</td>
<td>link capacity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1 cell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>210000 cell/s to 290000 cell/s (*)</td>
<td>350000 cell/s</td>
<td>260000 cell/s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) system parameters

Table 7.7 - Parameters of experiments for policing high burstiness sources (Scenario 3);

(*) increments of 20000 cells.

The results for the simulation and analytical approaches under the experimental conditions described by Table 7.7 are shown in Fig.7.21. The plotted lines again show that the policed cell-rate simulator produces fairly accurate results for both policing Test 0 and Test 0+1. The results of this graph (i.e., Fig.7.21) are shown on the same logarithmic scale as those of Fig.7.20, for a more exact evaluation of the policed simulator’s accuracy.

The graph (see Fig.7.21) shows that for increasing leak rates of the policing Test 0, there is an increase in both the cell discarding probability at Test 0+1 and the cell loss probability at the queue, which is more noticeable for the cell discarding probability at Test 0+1.

In summary, the two sets of experiments described in this Section have considered the multiplexing of homogeneous sources with low and high burstiness values. Also, the experiments were carried out for two different network loads and varying policing rates for the high priority traffic. The results from the policed cell-rate simulator have proved to be fairly accurate (when compared with the upper bound analysis described in Section 7.4.1.1) under the conditions of the two sets of experiments. This validates the implementation of policing Scenario 3.
7.4.3. Policed Cell-Rate Simulation versus Analysis: Tagging

Violating High Priority Traffic

The policing Scenario 4 has been described in Section 7.1.3 and Section 7.1.4 as allowing the study of traffic with priorities where the UPC action taken on violating high priority traffic is tagging. On the other hand, in Section 7.4.1.2, an approximate analysis was described by the author that provides upper bounds for the cell tagging probability (ctr) at Test 0, the cell discarding probability (cdr) at Test 0+1 and the cell loss probability (clp) at the queue of a network link. In this Section, that approximate analysis is used to validate policing Scenario 4. To this end, two sets of experiments (similar to those of Section 7.4.2) are carried out to compare the policed cell-rate simulator with the upper bound analysis and evaluate the simulator’s accuracy.

The first set of experiments used homogeneous On/Off modelled sources with a low burstiness coefficient that have the same characteristics as those described in Table 7.6. Again, the network load considered is 53% and no queuing nor CDV tolerance are allowed. Although this set of experiments is mainly the same as that given by Table 7.6, in this case, Test 0 tags any violating high priority traffic, instead of discarding it (as happened in Section 7.4.2).

Fig.7.22 gives the comparative results for the cell tagging probability at Test 0, cell discarding probability at Test 0+1 and cell loss probability at the queue, when using simulation and analysis. The results obtained are very similar to those of...
Fig. 7.20, especially for the cell tagging probability values. This is because, under the same experimental conditions, the tagging UPC option at the policing Test 0 is equivalent to the discarding option. In other words, tagging and discarding are the same operation, they select and quantify the violating traffic. The difference is that, with tagging, the violating traffic is not lost (as with the discarding option), it only becomes low priority traffic. Again, the comparison of the simulation and analytical results indicates that the policed cell-rate simulator performs as intended and is fairly accurate for varying policing rates at Test 0.

The second set of experiments used the high burstiness sources’ and system configuration given in Table 7.7 and the network load considered was 75%. In this case, any violating high priority traffic is tagged by policing Test 0. Fig. 7.23 shows the tagging, discarding and loss probability results (at Test 0, Test 0+1 and the queue, respectively) obtained with both the policed simulator and the upper bound analysis. The graph (in Fig. 7.23, for the UPC tagging option at Test 0) again produces similar results to those of Fig. 7.21 for the discarding UPC option on the high priority traffic.

In conclusion, the comparison of the policed cell-rate simulator for policing Scenario 4 and the corresponding approximate analysis indicates that the policed simulator produces accurate results at both policing tests and the system’s queue. The analysis always overestimates the tagging/discarding/loss values, which is explained by the fact that no queuing nor CVD tolerance are accounted for. This means that the
implementation of policing Scenario 4 in the prioritised cell-rate simulator is valid.

![Graph showing policed cell-rate simulator with tagging at policing Test 0 versus approximate analysis: high burstiness sources (Scenario 4).]

### 7.5. Policing Traffic with Priorities: Discarding or Tagging of High Priority Traffic?

The implementation (in the prioritised cell-rate simulator LINKSIM) of the policing Scenarios 3 and 4 for traffic with priorities, has been validated in Section 7.4.3 and Section 7.4.2, respectively, by making use of a bufferless analysis, adapted by the author to study traffic with priorities. In view of this, it is now possible to compare the performance of both policing scenarios for traffic with priorities, so that conclusions can be taken as to which UPC action is preferable to apply on violating traffic.

Fig.7.24 shows two diagrams that illustrate the steps through which low and high priority traffic types undergo when in the case of a system where either policing Scenario 3 or policing Scenario 4 has been implemented, as proposed by ITU in [ITU95b].

In a similar manner to the description in Section 7.3 for the performance evaluation of policing Scenarios 1 and 2, this Section will consider two main comparisons to help suggesting the best UPC actions on violating traffic with priorities:

1. calculation of the system’s global cell loss probability for policing Scenarios 3 and 4 (i.e., when Test 0 discards or tags violating high priority
traffic, respectively);

2. evaluation of the loss for low and high priority traffic, when either tagging or discarding of high priority traffic is applied in the case of traffic contract violation.

Before describing and analysing the traffic experiments used in the performance evaluation of the two policing scenarios for traffic with priorities, the measures of interest for each scenario will be introduced.

Let us assume that all the input traffic to the systems considered in Fig.7.24 belongs to the same VP. Suppose also that all the traffic sources in the system have the same characteristics (i.e., traffic parameters) and that some represent low priority traffic sources, while others are high priority traffic sources. Then, the calculation of the cell loss ratios for policing Scenario 3 (see Fig.7.24(a)) at the UPC Test 0 (i.e.,
policing of the high priority traffic), at Test 0+1 (i.e., policing of the global traffic) and at the queue takes into account that for each VC,

**LP traffic**

\[
\text{LPcells\_gen\_disc}(i) = \text{LPcells\_pass0\_disc}(i) + \text{LPcells\_disc0\_disc}(i), \quad \forall i
\]

\[
\text{LPcells\_pass0\_disc}(i) = \text{LPcells\_rec\_disc}(i) + \text{LPcells\_lost\_disc}(i), \quad \forall i
\]  

**HP traffic**

\[
\text{HPcells\_gen\_disc}(i) = \text{HPcells\_pass0\_disc}(i) + \text{HPcells\_disc0\_disc}(i), \quad \forall i
\]

\[
\text{HPcells\_pass0\_disc}(i) = \text{HPcells\_pass0\_disc}(i) +
\]

\[
+ \text{HPcells\_disc0\_disc}(i), \quad \forall i
\]

\[
\text{HPcells\_pass0\_disc}(i) = \text{HPcells\_rec\_disc}(i) + \text{HPcells\_lost\_disc}(i), \quad \forall i
\]

where the index \(i\) refers to the \(i\)th VC and the subscript “disc” is used to distinguish the measures calculated with Scenario 3 (that considers discarding of violating high priority traffic) from those referring to Scenario 4 (that considers tagging of violating high priority traffic). For simplicity reasons, an abbreviated notation has been used in equations (7.49) to (7.53) - and will continue to be used throughout this Section. For example, the notation \(\text{HPcells\_pass0\_disc}(i)\) refers to the number of high priority cells of the \(i\)th VC for Scenario 3 that the policing Test 0+1 allowed to pass (i.e., low priority cells that were not discarded by the second policing test). The abbreviations “gen”, “disc”, “tag” and “rec” refer to cells generated (at the system’s input), cells discarded (at either policing test), cells tagged (at the first policing test) and cells received (at the output of the queue), respectively.

Using equations (7.49) to (7.53), the global cell loss probability (labelled as \(\text{global\_clp}\)) is then determined by,

\[
\text{global\_clp\_disc}(i) = \frac{\text{cells\_lost\_disc}(i) + \text{cells\_disc\_disc}(i)}{\text{cells\_gen\_disc}(i)}, \quad \forall i
\]

where,

\[
\text{cells\_lost\_disc}(i) = \text{LPcells\_lost\_disc}(i) + \text{HPcells\_lost\_disc}(i), \quad \forall i
\]

\[
\text{cells\_disc\_disc}(i) = \text{LPcells\_disc0\_disc}(i) + \text{HPcells\_disc0\_disc}(i) +
\]

\[
+ \text{HPcells\_disc0\_disc}(i), \quad \forall i
\]

\[
\text{cells\_gen\_disc}(i) = \text{LPcells\_gen\_disc}(i) + \text{HPcells\_gen\_disc}(i), \quad \forall i
\]
On the other hand, the total low and high priority losses, named $LP_{\text{loss}}$ and $HP_{\text{loss}}$, respectively, are given by,

$$LP_{\text{loss}}_{\text{disc}}(i) = \frac{LP_{\text{cells}}_{\text{disc01}}(i) + LP_{\text{cells}}_{\text{lost}}(i)}{LP_{\text{cells}}_{\text{gen}}(i)}, \forall i$$  \hspace{1cm} (7.58)

$$HP_{\text{loss}}_{\text{disc}}(i) = \frac{1}{HP_{\text{cells}}_{\text{gen}}(i)} \cdot (HP_{\text{cells}}_{\text{disc0}}(i) + HP_{\text{cells}}_{\text{disc01}}(i) + HP_{\text{cells}}_{\text{lost}}(i)), \forall i$$  \hspace{1cm} (7.59)

For policing Scenario 4 (see Fig.7.24(b)), the calculation of the loss ratios is similar to the calculations used for Scenario 3. Indeed, the formulas for the total number of cells generated (of either priority type) are as follows,

$LP$ traffic

$$LP_{\text{cells}}_{\text{gen}}(i) = LP_{\text{cells}}_{\text{pass0}}(i) + LP_{\text{cells}}_{\text{disc01}}(i), \forall i$$  \hspace{1cm} (7.60)

$$LP_{\text{cells}}_{\text{pass01}}(i) = LP_{\text{cells}}_{\text{rec}}(i) + LP_{\text{cells}}_{\text{lost}}(i), \forall i$$  \hspace{1cm} (7.61)

$HP$ traffic

$$HP_{\text{cells}}_{\text{gen}}(i) = HP_{\text{cells}}_{\text{pass0}}(i) + HP_{\text{cells}}_{\text{tag0}}(i), \forall i$$  \hspace{1cm} (7.62)

$$HP_{\text{cells}}_{\text{pass0}}(i) = HP_{\text{cells}}_{\text{pass01}}(i) +$$

$$+ HP_{\text{cells}}_{\text{disc01}}(i), \forall i$$  \hspace{1cm} (7.63)

$$HP_{\text{cells}}_{\text{pass01}}(i) = HP_{\text{cells}}_{\text{rec}}(i) + HP_{\text{cells}}_{\text{lost}}(i), \forall i$$  \hspace{1cm} (7.64)

Taking into account equations (7.60) to (7.64), the global cell loss probability, and the low and high priority loss ratios for policing Scenario 4 are then,

$$\text{global cell loss probability} = \frac{\text{cells}_{\text{lost}}(i) + \text{cells}_{\text{disc}}(i)}{\text{cells}_{\text{gen}}(i)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (7.65)

where,

$$\text{cells}_{\text{lost}}(i) = LP_{\text{cells}}_{\text{lost}}(i) + HP_{\text{cells}}_{\text{lost}}(i), \forall i$$  \hspace{1cm} (7.66)

$$\text{cells}_{\text{disc}}(i) = LP_{\text{cells}}_{\text{disc01}}(i) + HP_{\text{cells}}_{\text{disc01}}(i), \forall i$$  \hspace{1cm} (7.67)

$$\text{cells}_{\text{gen}}(i) = LP_{\text{cells}}_{\text{gen}}(i) + HP_{\text{cells}}_{\text{gen}}(i), \forall i$$  \hspace{1cm} (7.68)

and

$$\text{LP loss ratio} = \frac{LP_{\text{cells}}_{\text{disc01}}(i) + LP_{\text{cells}}_{\text{lost}}(i)}{LP_{\text{cells}}_{\text{gen}}(i)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (7.69)
Using the formulas given by equations (7.54), (7.58) and (7.59) - for policing Scenario 3 - and equations (7.65), (7.69) and (7.70) - for policing Scenario 4, two sets of experiments were carried out that considered the multiplexing of homogeneous On/Off modelled traffic sources. The traffic experiments are the same as those described in Section 7.4.2 and Section 7.4.3 for the validation of Scenarios 3 and 4, respectively. The details of the sources and systems used can be found in Table 7.6 and Table 7.7.

Fig.7.25 gives the results for the global cell loss probability obtained with both Scenario 3 and Scenario 4, for a multiplexing of homogeneous low and high burstiness sources (taken separately), when the Leaky Bucket load in the policing Test 0 (i.e., the test on the high priority traffic) is varied. The lines in the graph (see Fig.7.25) that contain the abbreviation “disc/HB” refer to results obtained for a multiplexing of high burstiness sources with policing Scenario 3 (i.e., where discarding is considered to be the UPC action on violating high priority traffic). Similarly, the lines that contain the abbreviation “tag/LB” refer to results obtained with policing Scenario 4 (i.e., where Test 0 tags violating high priority traffic) for a multiplexing of homogeneous low burstiness sources.

\[
HP_{\text{loss}}_{\text{tag}}(i) = \frac{\text{HPcells\_disc01}_{\text{tag}}(i) + \text{HPcells\_lost}_{\text{tag}}(i)}{\text{HPcells\_gen}_{\text{tag}}(i)}, \quad \forall i \quad (7.70)
\]
The graph in Fig.7.25 shows that for a multiplexing of high burstiness sources, the global cell loss probability value remains almost constant for varying mean loads at policing Test 0. In this case, it can also be seen that the cell loss probability value obtained with policing Scenario 3 and policing Scenario 4 is virtually the same for increasing mean loads at Test 0. The similarity of the global cell loss probability results obtained with policing Scenarios 3 and 4 can again be found, to a certain extent, with the multiplexing of low burstiness sources. However, for very high mean loads at Test 0, the global cell loss probability obtained for policing Scenario 3 (under a multiplexing of high burstiness sources) becomes higher than the corresponding value for the policing Scenario 4.

Fig.7.26 - Discarding versus tagging (for traffic with priorities): LP cell loss and HP cell loss.
In Fig.7.26, results are given for the low and high priority loss probabilities under varying loads at policing Test 0. The results consider both the multiplexing of low and high burstiness sources for policing Scenarios 3 and 4. It can be seen that, for both graphs in Fig.7.26 (i.e., for both low and high burstiness sources), the use of tagging (i.e., the use of policing Scenario 4) appears to produce a reasonable improvement in the high priority cell loss that results in a very small degradation of the low priority cell loss. This is more noticeable in the case of high mean loads at the policing test on the high priority traffic. This indicates that the tagging option on the high priority traffic produces overall better results than using policing Scenario 3.

In conclusion, the observation of the results obtained in Fig.7.25 and Fig.7.26 indicates that, under the experimental conditions considered, the policing Scenario 4 performs better overall, especially for high mean loads at the policing Test 0. It is also worth noticing that this does not depend on the burstiness level of the traffic sources used. However, this is a very limited study of a very wide subject. For a better understanding of the impact of the dimensioning of policing Test 0 on the policing test for the global traffic, a deeper study is needed. For example, other experimental conditions should be considered, including the varying of parameters such as the queue’s buffer size, the leak rate and maximum bucket size for policing Test 0+1, as well as the study of VC policing.

### 7.6. Processing Speed: Prioritised LINKSIM versus Policed LINKSIM

The implementation of the policing mechanism Leaky Bucket (for policing Scenarios 1 to 4, as described by Section 7.1) in the prioritised cell-rate simulator LINKSIM has brought more complexity to the already enhanced simulator. Indeed, when compared with the prioritised cell-rate simulator, the simulator with policing now has a source code with approximately 7200 lines (this represents an increase of about 30% over the prioritised version of LINKSIM) and an executable code size of the order of 300 Kbytes (i.e., an increase of about 36%).

Policing traffic with the policed LINKSIM implies additional calculations (apart from those necessary with the prioritised simulator) at the policing tests (i.e., at Test 0 for high priority traffic and at Test 0+1 for the global traffic, as seen in Section 7.1.4). Thus, it is expected that a reduction in the processing speed of the policed LINKSIM
will become apparent when comparing it with the prioritised cell-rate simulator. This observation follows that in Section 5.5, where the processing speeds of both the prioritised cell-rate simulator and the original simulator were compared. It was then seen that there is a decrease in the processing speed of the prioritised cell-rate simulator.

Taking into account the extra complexity introduced in the prioritised cell-rate simulator when adding the implementation of the policing mechanism Leaky Bucket, it becomes necessary to investigate how much is really lost in processing speed when using the policing LINKSIM to study the policing of traffic with priorities. To this end, a set of traffic experiments with homogeneous On/Off modelled traffic sources was carried out where two network loads are considered. For each network load, the On and Off state durations of the sources are scaled so as to vary the burst length of the sources while maintaining the network load. Each traffic experiment is run both with the prioritised cell-rate simulator (always considering the high priority traffic to represent 30% of the total traffic) and with the policed simulator, under the same main experimental conditions. These concern,

- the number of sources used,
- the sources’ traffic parameters,
- the proportion of high priority traffic to the total traffic, and
- the queue parameters,

so that the global load end-to-end (i.e., without considering policing) is the same with both LINKSIM versions. The experiments run with the policed simulator have fixed traffic parameters for the two policing mechanisms.

Table 7.8 shows the parameters used in the traffic experiments for both the prioritised and the policed cell-rate simulators, where bucket_0 (bucket_0+1) and leakrate_0 (leakrate_0+1) represent the maximum bucket size and the leak rate given to the policing Test 0 (Test 0+1), respectively.

It is worth noticing that the traffic experiments described in Table 7.8 refer to VP policing. If VC policing had been considered, then the processing speed observed with the policed cell-rate simulator would be slightly lower. This is because more events have to be processed with VC policing (one event per active source when violating the traffic contract) than with VP policing.
Table 7.8 - Processing speed of policed cell-rate simulator: sources and system characteristics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Traffic Sources &amp; System</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>On</strong> state mean duration</td>
<td>2 ms to 1250 ms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Off</strong> state mean duration</td>
<td>18 ms to 11250 ms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>peak bit rate</td>
<td>25000 cell/s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mean bit rate</td>
<td>2500 cell/s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>burstiness</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mean burst length</td>
<td>50 cells to 31250 cells</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bucket_0, bucket_0+1</td>
<td>5, 10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>leakrate_0, leakrate_0+1</td>
<td>120000 cell/s, 300000 cell/s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>buffer length, threshold size</td>
<td>5 cells, 5 cells</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>queue capacity</td>
<td>200000 cell/s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>network load</td>
<td>45% to 90%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The graph in Fig.7.27 gives the results obtained for the speed increase when using the prioritised cell-rate simulator instead of the policed LINKSIM. It can be seen that up to reasonably high source mean burst lengths, both the prioritised simulator and the policed simulator have very similar processing speeds, for low and high network loads.
However, for very high burst lengths, the reduction in the processing speed of the policed simulator is quite noticeable, both for low and high network loads. This can be easily explained, especially for the case of long burst lengths and high network loads. Indeed, in this case, there is a high probability of having cell loss, thus implying both a great amount of processing in the queue and the two policing tests, and a longer overall processing time of the simulator.

Fig.7.27 also shows that the versions of the policed cell-rate simulator for tagging and discarding high priority traffic (labelled as speed inc. tag. and speed inc. disc., respectively) have very similar processing speeds at both low and high network loads and for a wide range of mean burst length values.

In conclusion, and taking into account the results obtained in both Section 5.5 (in the comparison of the prioritised and original cell-rate simulators) and in this Section (for comparing the prioritised and policed simulators), it can be said that the policed cell-rate simulator is useful (i.e., it is reasonably fast) in the study of policing traffic with priorities when the traffic sources involved do not have very high mean burst lengths, regardless of the load they produce in the network.

7.7. Conclusion

The possible UPC actions on misbehaving traffic (i.e., discarding and tagging) and their impact on traffic in general were investigated in this Chapter. To that end, two policing scenarios for traffic without priorities and two other scenarios for traffic with priorities were implemented by the author in the prioritised cell-rate simulator described in Section 5.2. One of the scenarios for traffic without priorities considers the discarding of violating traffic and the other scenario tags all misbehaving traffic. The scenarios for traffic with priorities comprise two policing tests, one on the high priority traffic (which can be either tagged or discarded when found to be non-compliant) and another on the global traffic (this test always discards any violating traffic).

The UPC mechanism used was the Leaky Bucket and the implementation of the UPC mechanism in the prioritised cell-rate simulator had to be adapted to the burst level characteristic of the simulator. To the author’s knowledge, this is the first application of cell-rate simulation to this problem.
The two policing scenarios for traffic without priorities implemented in the cell-rate simulator were validated for the particular case of one On/Off modelled traffic source with On and Off exponentially distributed state durations. The results obtained with the policed simulator were compared with a fluid flow analysis developed in [Yin91] and briefly described in Section 7.2.1. Both implemented scenarios for traffic without priorities proved to be fairly accurate under a wide range of experimental conditions, as seen in Sections 7.2.2 and 7.2.3.

A validation process was also carried out for the policing scenarios using traffic with priorities, which was described in Section 7.4.2 and Section 7.4.3. This is was possible by adapting (to the study of priorities) an upper bound analysis previously introduced in [Robe92, pp.150-152]. The validation considered the situation of multiplexing homogeneous On/Off modelled low burstiness sources. These policing scenarios were also tested for the case of multiplexing high burstiness sources and were seen to be fairly accurate.

The validation of the policing scenarios was followed by an evaluation of the policing scenarios’ performance in terms of cell loss probability suffered by the input traffic. Again, different experimental conditions were considered to compare the global cell loss probability of the several policing scenarios, as well as the cell loss probability of high and low priority traffic at the system’s queue.

The experiments carried out produced results for traffic without priorities that suggest the use of the tagging scenario in situations of high traffic violations; in this case, the reduction in the global cell loss probability is significant when compared with the discarding scenario. In other situations, the tagging scenario only produces slightly better results than the discarding scenario. Taking into account that the tagging of traffic implies the existence of some priority mechanism in the system and therefore a greater complexity of the network, tagging may not be worthwhile in situations of low traffic violations.

In the case of traffic with priorities, the values obtained appear to indicate that tagging the violating high priority traffic (i.e., using policing Scenario 4) produces overall better results for the low and high priority cell losses, especially in the case of high mean loads at the policing Test 0.
Finally, Section 7.6 addressed the evaluation of the reduction in the policed cell-rate simulator’s processing speed, when compared with the prioritised simulator. Several traffic experiments were carried out under the same conditions using both versions of the cell-rate simulator. Although only VP policing was used to compare the processing speeds of the two simulators, it was observed that the *expected reduction in the processing speed when using the policed simulator* (due to the greater complexity introduced with the two policing tests) only becomes noticeable when in situations of traffic sources with very high values of mean burst length (in the order of about a thousand cells).

One final remark should be made that concerns the traffic experiments carried out with the policing scenarios and the suggestions for use of the policing scenarios. It has to do with the fact that no VC policing was considered for the scenarios using traffic with priorities. Moreover, the experiments only considered the policing of one traffic source for policing Scenarios 1 and 2. Therefore, the conclusions presented for the performance of the policing scenarios studied should be interpreted with caution since they are mere indicators of what will happen in the case of system configurations handling multiple (heterogeneous) sources with/without priorities.
8. Application to an ATM Testbed

In previous Chapters, a description was given of the theoretical and experimental work developed by the author. The traffic experiments that were then introduced and carried out considered both artificial traffic (in the sense that traffic source models were used to represent the behaviour of real services) and either analytical methods or software simulation tools. These methods have the disadvantage of, in most cases, not taking into consideration important network variables such as the presence of Operation and Maintenance (OAM) cells in the traffic circulating in real networks or the processing delays inherently associated with network switches. On the other hand, the use of analytical and especially simulation methods will be beneficial, whether there is a real network available or not. In the second situation, simulation methods are useful in the sense that they can predict how a network will behave, given certain characteristics. When there is a real network operating, a network simulator is still very useful. In this case, the simulator can primarily be validated by comparison with the real network. Once the network simulator has been validated, it can then again be used as a predictor, by incorporating new network features and evaluating the network behaviour under specific conditions, such as a scaling of the network size in terms of load and customers.

While there are no real ATM networks operating, an intermediate stage would be to have a so called testbed, which would be mainly hardware based (as real ATM networks will be) and providing some basic services like voice and data, whilst still considering also some artificial traffic sources. This is the case of the ATM testbed considered and used in this Chapter.

Both simulators and ATM testbeds have disadvantages, some of which have been indicated in the beginning of this Chapter. Another drawback of using simulators concerns the almost systematic use of pure ATM interfaces to represent the line transmission technology; this is a limitation, since most existing testbeds consider transmission technologies such as Synchronous Digital Hierarchy (SDH), which is already standardised for a maximum transmission rate of 155.52 Mbit/s (see [Cuth93, pp. 33-34] and [Sait94, pp. 5-8], respectively). As far as testbeds are
concerned, and although they cater for the existence of network variables like signalling and the existence of OAM cells (thus producing results which are closer to reality concerning the users’ perceived QoS for given services), they have also some limitations, such as the degree of accuracy of the artificial traffic generators used.

This Chapter compares results from the cell-rate simulator used throughout the thesis with an ATM testbed. The experiments described aim at validating the prioritised simulator thus confirming it as a useful predictor. Moreover, the study of the results points out to some traffic aspects that can lead to future improvements in the cell-rate simulator.

The testbed used is that belonging to the RACE project EXPLOIT in which QMW is a partner. Located in a Swiss PTT building in Basel, it provides one of the most extensive ATM test localities in Europe.

8.1. Experiments without Priorities

The experiments carried out in this Section concern traffic where cells do not have an assigned priority level. The aim of the experiments is to evaluate the accuracy of the cell-rate simulator LINKSIM described in Chapter 5 by comparing its outputs with results obtained in an ATM testbed. To this end, two main types of artificial traffic sources are considered in the experiments: On/Off and GMDP modelled sources (see Section 4.1.3 for a description of these source models). The On and Off states of the On/Off sources used are assumed to be exponentially distributed, while each state of the GMDP sources considered is taken to be geometrically distributed.

The raw data used to reproduce the testbed experiments with the cell-rate simulator have been extracted from two documents (see [EXPL94b] and [EXPL94c]) produced by the research project EXPLOIT, under the European research programme Research in Advanced Communications in Europe (RACE). The equipment used to execute the traffic experiments in the ATM testbed included artificial traffic generators, traffic analysis tools and network switches.

Experiments for homogeneous and heterogeneous traffic scenarios are treated separately in Sections 8.1.1 and 8.1.2, respectively.
8.1.1. Homogeneous Scenarios

The first set of experiments carried out for this type of scenario considers a mixture of 3 On/Off sources with the same traffic parameters, but where the mean Off state duration of the sources is progressively increased; the traffic mixture is multiplexed in an ATM queue (i.e., a network switch) with a fixed service rate and buffer size. This allows an evaluation of how well the cell-rate simulator reacts to changes in the experimental conditions. The next Table (Table 8.1) gives the traffic parameters associated with the On/Off sources for each experiment, as well as the multiplexer’s characteristics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>exp#</th>
<th>peak bit rate</th>
<th>mean burst length</th>
<th>mean silence length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>55 Mbit/s</td>
<td>100 cells</td>
<td>100 cells</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>55 Mbit/s</td>
<td>100 cells</td>
<td>250 cells</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>55 Mbit/s</td>
<td>100 cells</td>
<td>500 cells</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>55 Mbit/s</td>
<td>100 cells</td>
<td>1000 cells</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>55 Mbit/s</td>
<td>100 cells</td>
<td>7500 cells</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Buffer size | 27 cells |
| Link capacity | 103.68 Mbit/s |

Table 8.1 - Traffic parameters for experiments with different mean silence periods (network load: 80% down to 2%).

It should be mentioned that although the original experiments considered a mixture of On/Off sources (under the same conditions as described in the previous paragraph), another type of traffic, CBR, was also included (see [EXPL94b]). In order to adapt the experiments so that no CBR traffic would be considered, a scaling of the available link bandwidth had to be performed. Since CBR traffic requires a fixed portion of bandwidth to be carried by a network, the final link bandwidth value was obtained by subtracting the bit rate required by the CBR traffic source to the original bandwidth value of 155.52 Mbit/s. The results obtained by repeating the traffic experiments with the cell-rate simulator described in Chapter 5 are shown in Fig.8.1. The two plotted lines, clp (testbed) and clp (simulation), refer to the cell loss results.
obtained in the testbed and with the simulator, respectively; the simulated results include confidence intervals for each experiment. Note also that the cell loss results given in the graph represent averaged values for all the traffic sources involved.

![Graph showing cell loss probability versus off state length](image)

Fig. 8.1 - Simulation versus ATM testbed: varying the sources’ mean silence duration (network load: 80% down to 2%).

The graph (see Fig. 8.1) shows that the cell-rate simulator slightly overestimates the sources’ cell loss when compared with the cell loss results obtained in the testbed. This is to be expected, since the traffic analysis tools used in the testbed work at cell level, while the simulator operates at burst level.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>exp#</th>
<th>peak bit rate</th>
<th>mean burst length</th>
<th>mean silence length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>55 Mbit/s</td>
<td>1500 cells</td>
<td>1500 cells</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>55 Mbit/s</td>
<td>1500 cells</td>
<td>2500 cells</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>55 Mbit/s</td>
<td>1500 cells</td>
<td>5000 cells</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>55 Mbit/s</td>
<td>1500 cells</td>
<td>7500 cells</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>55 Mbit/s</td>
<td>1500 cells</td>
<td>10000 cells</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| buffer size | 27 cells |
| link capacity | 124.416 Mbit/s |

Table 8.2 - Traffic parameters for experiments with different mean silence periods (network load: 66% down to 12%).
Note however that the cell loss overestimation always amounts to far less than one order of magnitude.

The second set of experiments again considered 3 On/Off modelled sources feeding a queue with the same buffer size taken in the previous set of experiments, but where the available link bandwidth is now greater than before. Once more, the Off state duration was varied throughout the several experiments, while maintaining the mean burst length of the sources. The sources’ peak bit rate was also maintained. Table 8.2 gives the traffic sources’ characteristics for each experiment, along with the buffer size and link bandwidth used.

In the next graph (Fig.8.2), cell loss results obtained with the cell-rate simulator are compared with the results from the ATM testbed. The two lines plotted represent the same type of data described for the results shown in Fig.8.1. The cell loss values obtained in the two different environments are very close. Again, the simulator overestimates the cell loss, but the overestimation becomes smaller for increasing Off state durations (i.e., for decreasing network loads). This gives an indication that the cell-rate simulator performs better for low network loads.

![Fig.8.2 - Simulation versus ATM testbed: varying the sources’ mean silence duration (network load: 66% down to 12%).](image)

The next three sets of experiments described in the following have been taken from the document [EXPL94c]. Again, several traffic sources (modelled as On/Off sources in the first two cases and as GMDP sources in the last situation) are statistically multiplexed and a measurement of the resulting network performance is
taken in terms of cell loss ratio. The same document uses the results thus obtained to investigate the ability of different Connection Admission Control (CAC) algorithms to control specific network performance objectives. This means that the cell-rate simulator described in this thesis can also be a useful tool to execute identical studies, provided it proves to be sufficiently accurate.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Traffic Sources &amp; System</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>On</strong> state mean duration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Off</strong> state mean duration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>peak bit rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>buffer size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>link capacity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>number of sources</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8.3 - Traffic parameters for experiments with an increasing number of multiplexed sources (network load: 32% to 64%).

In the first two sets of experiments that follow, the peak bit rate of the traffic sources, as well as the available link capacity and the buffer size of the queue are maintained. On the other hand, both the **On** and **Off** mean durations of the traffic sources and the number of sources multiplexed are varied.

![Fig.8.3 - Simulation versus ATM testbed: varying the number of sources multiplexed (network load: 32% to 64%).](image-url)
Table 8.3 describes the parameters of the traffic sources used in the several experiments of the first set.

The cell loss results obtained with the cell-rate simulator (including the confidence intervals for each experiment) can be seen in Fig. 8.3. This graph again shows that the cell-rate simulator slightly overestimates the cell loss, when compared with the testbed results. The cell loss overestimation appears to be more noticeable when the number of sources increases (i.e., for increasing network loads).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Traffic Sources &amp; System</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>On</strong> state mean duration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Off</strong> state mean duration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>peak bit rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>buffer size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>link capacity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>number of sources</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8.4 - Traffic parameters for experiments with an increasing number of multiplexed sources (network load: 18% to 34%).

Fig. 8.4 - Simulation versus ATM testbed: varying the number of sources multiplexed (network load: 18% to 34%).
For the second set of experiments, similar traffic sources to that of Table 8.3 are considered, except for the number of sources multiplexed and the proportion of time for which the traffic sources are active (20% in the first case and 5% in this case). Table 8.4 contains the details. It is worth noticing that this set of experiments considers very low network loads. The results obtained for the network and source configurations described in Table 8.4 are plotted in Fig.8.4. The graph (see Fig.8.4) shows that the cell-rate simulator again overestimates the cell loss, but this time to a greater extent. Why there is this increase is not clear. Finally, another set of experiments was considered for 3-state GMDP modelled traffic sources.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Traffic Sources &amp; System</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>state</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8.5 - Traffic parameters for experiments with 3 state GMDP traffic sources (network load: 42% to 67%).

For this set of experiments, the number of sources was varied, therefore changing the network load. The cell loss results shown by Fig.8.5 (which includes confidence intervals for each of the experiments) indicate a good accuracy of the cell-rate simulator for moderate network loads.

It should also be mentioned that the ATM testbed results relative to this set of experiments had to be extrapolated, in order for a comparison to be possible between the two different environments. More specifically, the total number of sources used in each experiment was divided into two sets of equal size, which were analysed separately by two traffic analysis tools. However, in some cases (including the one now being compared with the cell-rate simulator), it was not possible to measure the cell loss for one of the groups of sources.
For these cases, it was still possible to compare the two environments. In fact, if it is assumed that all sources having the same characteristics (defined by the source type) also suffer the same cell loss ratio, then it is possible to take a certain percentage of sources from each class and only use those for the measurements. This can be seen with an example.

Consider two traffic classes, named \textit{class}_1 and \textit{class}_2, and for each class, \( N_1 \) and \( N_2 \) traffic sources of that class, respectively. Assume also that the cell loss ratio of each traffic class is known and denoted by \( clr_1 \) and \( clr_2 \) (where these two values may be different). Then, the global cell loss ratio is calculated as,

\[
\frac{N_1 \cdot clr_1 + N_2 \cdot clr_2}{N_1 + N_2}.
\] (8.1)

If it is necessary to measure this overall cell loss ratio by considering say, only 50\% of the total number of sources from each class, then the global cell loss ratio will be,

\[
\frac{0.5 \cdot N_1 \cdot clr_1 + 0.5 \cdot N_2 \cdot clr_2}{0.5 \cdot N_1 + 0.5 \cdot N_2} = \frac{N_1 \cdot clr_1 + N_2 \cdot clr_2}{N_1 + N_2}
\] (8.2)

which shows that it is possible to measure the overall cell loss ratio by just taking a proportion of the total traffic for the measurement (the same reasoning will also be applied to the sets of experiments considered for Section 8.1.2). Note also that other percentages could have been chosen to show the same result, provided the percentage taken is the same for all traffic classes. Moreover, the experiments’ settings (such as
the link bandwidth and number of sources) must not be scaled, as the system’s behaviour is not linear.

In conclusion, the results obtained for the experiments with homogeneous non-prioritised traffic appear to show that, in general, the cell-rate simulator is fairly accurate when compared with the more realistic environment of an ATM testbed.

8.1.2. Heterogeneous Scenarios

The consideration of different types of traffic in simulation experiments is advantageous, both in terms of the closeness to reality (since the main idea of broadband networks is to accommodate a wide range of traffic types) and in terms of investigating the flexibility of a given simulator. Bearing this in mind, a few sets of experiments previously realised at an ATM testbed (see [EXPL94c]) have been repeated with the cell-rate simulator LINKSIM; they consider the multiplexing of two different types of traffic sources into an ATM buffer and evaluate the total cell loss obtained. For these experiments, only On/Off modelled sources were used, with different traffic parameters. All experiments considered the same available link bandwidth (155.52 Mbit/s in this case) and a buffer size of 48 cells (the buffer size of the network switch used); also, all experiments vary the number of sources of one type, while maintaining the number of sources of the other traffic type.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type A -- peak bit rate = 31.1 Mbit/s</th>
<th>Type B1 -- peak bit rate = 7.78 Mbit/s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>state</td>
<td>duration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On</td>
<td>20 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Off</td>
<td>80 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no. of sources</td>
<td>4A+6B, 4A+8B, 4A+12B, 4A+16B, 4A+20B, 4A+24B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8.6 - Traffic parameters for experiments with increasing number of On/Off multiplexed sources (network load: 31% to 76%).

Consider the first set of experiments, for which the sources’ traffic parameters are described in Table 8.6. The comparison of the cell loss results obtained in the ATM testbed and with the cell-rate simulator shows a good accuracy of the simulator over a relatively wide range of network loads, hereby translated in the number of type B1
sources (see Fig.8.6). The plotted lines, *ETB loss* and *Sim. loss*, represent the testbed results and the simulated results, respectively. The number of sources indicated in the horizontal axis of the graph corresponds to the total number of sources. However, it should be noted that each of those values corresponds to a sum of four *type A* sources and a varying number of *type B1* sources. So, for an increasing number of *type B1* sources, the cell loss increases (although not linearly) as would be expected.

The next set of experiments uses a slightly different mix of traffic sources, as given by Table 8.7. Here, it can be seen that the peak bit rate of the sources was maintained, as well as the *On* and *Off* average state durations for traffic *type A*.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>state</th>
<th>duration</th>
<th>state</th>
<th>duration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>On</td>
<td>20 ms</td>
<td>On</td>
<td>10 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Off</td>
<td>80 ms</td>
<td>Off</td>
<td>190 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no. of sources</td>
<td>4A+60B2, 4A+80B2, 4A+100B2, 4A+140B2, 4A+160B2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8.7 - Traffic parameters for experiments with increasing number of On/Off multiplexed sources (network load: 31% to 56%).

The changes occur in the proportion of time that *type B2* traffic is now active. For this set of experiments, the cell loss overestimation that was almost non-existent in the
previous example is now noticeable, although always within at most one order of magnitude of the testbed results. The confidence intervals shown also indicate that the cell-rate simulator produces more realistic results for an increasing number of type B2 sources (i.e., increasing network loads).

![Graph showing cell loss probability vs. number of sources for simulation versus testbed results.](image)

**Fig. 8.7 - Simulation versus ATM testbed: increasing the number of sources multiplexed (network load: 31% to 56%).**

The next set of experiments is very similar to the previous one; the difference is that now, the fixed number of type A sources considered has been reduced to 2, while the number of type B2 sources is further increased. Table 8.8 gives the combination of sources used in each experiment; the details of each traffic source type can be found in Table 8.7.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>exp#1</th>
<th>exp#2</th>
<th>exp#3</th>
<th>exp#4</th>
<th>exp#5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of Sources</td>
<td>2A + 130B2</td>
<td>2A + 150B2</td>
<td>2A + 170B2</td>
<td>2A + 190B2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 8.8 - Combination of sources (network load: 41% to 66%).**

The results shown by Fig. 8.8 are, as expected, analogous to those of Fig. 8.7. This appears to show that no significant differences occur in the obtained overall cell loss when the number of sources of one traffic type is decreased while increasing the number of sources of another traffic type, provided the overall network load remains approximately the same.
The last set of experiments considered in this Section is configured in Table 8.9. Again, a fixed number of type A sources (4, in this case) is combined with a varying number of sources of type C, which has a very low bit rate when compared to traffic type A.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type A -- peak bit rate = 31.1 Mbit/s</th>
<th>Type C -- peak bit rate = 1.94 Mbit/s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>state</td>
<td>duration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On</td>
<td>20 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Off</td>
<td>80 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no. of sources</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8.9 - Traffic parameters for experiments with increasing number of On/Off multiplexed sources (network load: 36% to 78%).

As seen from Fig.8.9, there is a good agreement between the ATM testbed results and the cell-rate simulator’s results. Notice however the slight discrepancies in the curve corresponding to the testbed, labelled as clp (testbed); these give an indication that the testbed can produce results that are not completely accurate (this was already referred to in the beginning of this Chapter).
In view of the results obtained for the several experiments with heterogeneous traffic described in this Section, it can be said that the cell-rate simulator appears to behave fairly well in diverse circumstances, such as different bit rate sources and for a wide range of network loads. All the experiments show the slight overestimation of the cell loss when using the simulator, but this overestimation is within one order of magnitude for most cases. Also, the simulator’s accuracy appears to be better for increasing network loads. This was not always verified for the homogeneous traffic scenarios considered in Section 8.1.1.

**8.2. Experiments to Predict the Behaviour of Prioritised Networks**

An attempt is made in this Section to evaluate whether or not the prioritised cell-rate simulator is capable of reproducing the behaviour of a network link when traffic with assigned priority levels is considered. To this end, a comparison has been made between the prioritised cell-rate simulator and the ATM testbed used in previous Sections. This was possible by altering some of the testbed features, since no priority mechanism is usually available in the testbed. The alterations involved emulating the exact version of Partial Buffer Sharing mechanism (see Section 3.8.2.2) in a piece of hardware equipment, initially designed to be a policing unit.

The main purpose of this policing unit is to control the traffic in the network and make sure that users do comply to their respective traffic contracts (see Section 3.6.2); in this respect, it can be set up to take actions on non compliant traffic (cell discarding,
in this case) for different peak bit rates. Taking into account the features of the policing unit, a low level programming was performed (see [Wins95]) in order to have two distinct traffic streams multiplexed (one for low priority traffic and another one for high priority traffic) and then analysed by a priority mechanism.

![Diagram of ATM network showing priority mechanisms](image)

VC1: high priority traffic  
VC2: low priority traffic

Fig.8.10 - Priority scenario in the ATM testbed.

The diagram in Fig.8.10 shows how the prioritised traffic was analysed by using VP policing; due to hardware restrictions, different VCs had to be considered to carry the low and high priority traffic streams. Therefore, only a very simple scenario was considered for which the sources’ traffic parameters are given in Table 8.10.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Low priority traffic</th>
<th>High priority traffic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>peak bit rate = 10 Mbit/s</td>
<td>peak bit rate = 12 Mbit/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On duration = 2.12 ms</td>
<td>On duration = 2.12 ms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Off duration</th>
<th>Off duration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>time</td>
<td>cells</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>exp#1</td>
<td>2.12 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>exp#2</td>
<td>4.24 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>exp#3</td>
<td>6.36 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>exp#4</td>
<td>8.48 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>exp#5</td>
<td>10.6 ms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8.10 - Configuration of the experimental scenario for traffic with priorities (*increments of 2.12 ms).
All the experiments assumed an available link bandwidth of 10 Mbit/s (which effectively represents the policing rate) and a buffer size of 27 cells with a threshold at 17 cells, above which only high priority traffic is accepted by the queue.

The results obtained with both the exact priority mechanism emulated in the testbed and the prioritised cell-rate simulator (that considers an approximated priority mechanism) plot the cell loss for fixed On and Off state durations of the low priority traffic source and varying Off state durations of the high priority traffic (see Fig.8.11). A similar comparison can be found in Fig.8.12, by varying the Off state duration of the low priority traffic source instead. Graphs (see Fig.8.11 and Fig.8.12) are shown only for two particular experiments, since similar results were seen with the remaining experiments.

![Prioritised simulation versus ATM testbed: varying the Off state duration of the high priority traffic.](image)

The results shown in the first graph (see Fig.8.11) (along with confidence intervals for the simulated experiments) confirm what had already been proven by using an analytical method (see Section 6.4.2), i.e., that the prioritised cell-rate simulator gives accurate measures for the low priority cell loss and it overestimates the high priority cell loss. The high priority cell loss overestimation is approximately of one order of magnitude. This has been seen for all the other experiments indicated in Table 8.10. Notice also that the high priority cell loss obtained with the prioritised simulator appears to be invariant to changes in the Off duration of the high priority traffic; this is
partly explained by the mode of operation of the approximate priority mechanism which only loses high priority traffic when its rate combines to more than the service rate of the queue. A future study should however be conducted to investigate the true reasons for this occurrence. Similar considerations can be taken by observing the next graph (see Fig.8.12), that plots the cell loss for low and high priority traffic streams against varying Off state durations of the low priority traffic.

![Graph showing cell loss probability against varying Off state durations.](image)

**Fig.8.12 - Prioritised simulation versus ATM testbed: varying the Off state duration of the low priority traffic.**

In conclusion, it can be said that the simulator accurately measures the cell loss for low priority traffic, while overestimating the high priority traffic cell loss. It is also worth noticing that the simulator had already been compared with the testbed, for the case of traffic without priorities; it was then seen that the simulator reproduced quite accurately the behaviour of the testbed. However, in view of the discrepancies in the high priority cell loss results, further investigation, comprising mainly a wider variety of traffic experiments and scenarios, should be undertaken in the future. These would be time-consuming since it would be necessary to match the testbed conditions as near as possible to those modelled by the simulator.

### 8.3. Conclusion

The aim of this Chapter was to be the final proof of whether the cell-rate simulator is or is not useful (and under which circumstances) as a predictor of
networks where traffic with priorities is considered. Several experiments carried out in an ATM testbed and afterwards repeated with the cell-rate simulator were considered for two main situations:

1. multiplexing of traffic without priorities;
2. multiplexing of prioritised traffic.

The results obtained for the first situation indicate a good agreement between the cell-rate simulator and the testbed. Although the simulator slightly overestimates the results, this is always within one order of magnitude. Also, the simulator performs better for increasing network loads when in the case of a heterogeneous traffic scenario, while the opposite happens for homogeneous scenarios.

On the experiments carried out for traffic with priorities, two observations should be made that may explain the discrepancies verified in the high priority traffic results:

1. only one traffic scenario was considered, due to hardware restrictions;
2. not many traffic sources were considered, which implies obtaining a small statistical gain.

Although the high priority traffic results are overestimated with the cell-rate simulator, the low priority traffic cell loss results are very accurate, when compared with the results from the testbed. In view of the two observations above, it is fair to conclude that more experiments (with a wider range of low and high priority traffic sources) need to be carried out, in order to correctly evaluate the usefulness of the prioritised simulator.

It therefore appears that further work should be done in order to better establish the boundary conditions under which the simulator can be used as an accurate tool for traffic with priorities and whether the threshold approximation is valid.
9. Discussion

The assessment of the work described in this thesis encompasses two main points. The first one concerns an evaluation of the work carried out. The other point that will be analysed refers to what could be added to the research work developed in order to improve it.

Traffic control mechanisms - namely **Priority Control** and **Usage Parameter Control** (UPC) - and **cell-rate simulation** were the main areas of research addressed in this thesis. Concerning priority control, a cell-rate simulator initially developed by Pitts (see [Pitt93]) was used to implement a space (or loss) priority mechanism (see Section 5.2). Cell-rate simulation has been used as it leads to faster simulations of rare events in complex ATM networks and until now, only cell level simulation had been used to study traffic with priorities. The use of cell-rate simulation also made possible a simplification in the implementation process of the chosen priority mechanism, i.e., Partial Buffer Sharing (PBS). The simplification consisted of considering the threshold of a queue to be its full size. In fact, with an exact PBS mechanism, the system’s queue is virtually partitioned into two parts: one part that admits both low and high priority traffic and the space above the threshold that only accepts high priority traffic (see Fig.3.9 and Section 3.8.2.2).

The choice and use of the PBS mechanism from the available priority mechanisms relied on previous research work by other authors (see for example [Kang93], [Meye93] and [Elwa94]). When compared with other priority mechanisms, the PBS mechanism is thought to be “... the only likely candidate for implementation ...” (see [Grav91b]), due to its compromise between simplicity and accuracy.

The implementation of the priority mechanism was followed by a validation process. This involved a comparison with simulation results by Kröner (see [Krön91] and Section 5.3.1), as well as comparisons with two analytical methods. One of the analytical methods gives an upper bound to calculate the cell loss of a system with two types of prioritised traffic (see [Krön91] and Section 5.3.2). The other analytical method considers the modelling of one On/Off source only. It represents an extension by the author, to the case of priorities of the model (an exact fluid flow analysis).
developed by Schormanns (see [Scho94] and Section 6.3). The closed-form formulas
for cell loss probability given by the extended model can also be used to determine the
equivalent capacity required for sources that make use of space priority. The validation
process (see Section 6.4) confirmed the accuracy of the priority mechanism
implemented in the cell-rate simulator referred to above, especially concerning the cell
loss probability obtained for low priority traffic. The cell loss results obtained for high
priority traffic show that the cell-scale behaviour (not modelled by the cell-rate
simulator) is an important component of queuing, particularly when the proportion of
high priority traffic is low.

The implementation of a space priority mechanism in the cell-rate simulator
LINKSIM increased the complexity of the simulator, which can be translated into a
reduction of the processing speed when using the prioritised cell-rate simulator. This
speed reduction was quantified by running traffic experiments with both versions of the
cell-rate simulator (see Section 5.5). The analysis of the results obtained showed that
the prioritised cell-rate simulator has a similar processing speed to that of LINKSIM
for traffic without priorities, provided the sources involved do not have very high
values of mean burst length (up to a few thousand cells) and in the case of moderate
network loads.

UPC is a monitoring function used in ATM networks “... to monitor and control
traffic, in terms of traffic offered and validity of the ATM connection at the user access
network ...” (see [ITU94]). In other words, any traffic that is analysed by the UPC and
is found to be violating its traffic contract established at connection set-up suffers
penalties. These can be translated in the discarding or marking of cells (see
Section 3.6.2.3).

The possible UPC actions on violating traffic are the connecting point between the
study of priority control and policing in this thesis. In fact, the tagging of cells as the
chosen UPC action on violating traffic involves handling traffic with priorities. This is
because tagging cells corresponds to no more than setting high priority cells to be of
low priority (note that all traffic is, by default, of high priority). Therefore, when the
UPC action on violating traffic is set to be “tagging cells”, it is important to investigate
the effects that it has on the QoS requirements of traffic (of both high and low priority,
if any). The research work reported in this thesis addressed this problem with the aim
of not only identifying the impact of using either UPC action, but also suggesting when to use each of the possible UPC actions without significantly compromising any QoS requirements (see Chapter 7).

Evaluating the performance of the UPC function involved the implementation (see Section 7.1) by the author of four policing scenarios, two of which concern traffic without priorities that is either discarded or tagged when found to be non-compliant. These two policing scenarios were implemented in the prioritised cell-rate simulator referred to above and afterwards validated with an approximate fluid flow analysis developed by Yin (see [Yin91] and Section 7.2.1) for the particular case of one On/Off source being policed (see Section 7.2). The study of the performance evaluation for the two implemented policing scenarios using traffic without priorities indicates that the tagging of non-compliant cells by the UPC should be applied when in the situation of traffic with a high violation percentage (i.e., traffic whose generated input rate exceeds the corresponding declared peak bit rate). In other cases, the discarding of non-compliant cells is a better overall solution (see Section 7.3). The other two policing scenarios implemented in the prioritised cell-rate simulator concern traffic with priorities, that is monitored in two stages:

- a first policing test (named Test 0) that only takes action on any violating high priority traffic in the system;
- a second policing test (called Test 0+1) that considers the updated global traffic (after the operation of Test 0) and takes action on any violating traffic (be it of low or of high priority).

The policing Test 0 can either discard or tag violating high priority traffic, while Test 0+1 always discards any violating traffic.

The validation of the two policing scenarios for traffic with priorities involved the use of an approximate bufferless analysis for homogeneous On/Off sources, introduced in [Robe92, pp.150-152] and adapted by the author to study traffic with priorities (see Section 7.4.1). The traffic experiments carried out to evaluate the performance of these policing scenarios indicate that the scenario which tags violating high priority traffic performs better overall, especially for high mean loads at the policing Test 0 and this is true for both low and high burstiness sources (see Section 7.5).

Again, with the implementation of the UPC function (via the four policing
scenarios referred to before), extra complexity was added to the prioritised cell-rate simulator. To evaluate how much is lost in processing speed when using the policed cell-rate simulator, traffic experiments were run with the prioritised simulator and then repeated, under the same conditions, with the policed version of the simulator. The results obtained showed that the processing speeds of the two simulator’s versions are of the same order of magnitude, except when the mean burst length of the sources in the system is very high. Therefore, the study of both traffic with priorities and monitoring of traffic with priorities with the enhanced versions of the cell-rate simulator does not incur in a significant processing speed reduction, provided there is a moderate load in the network and the traffic sources do not have a very high mean burst length.

Finally, this thesis investigated the degree of accuracy of the cell-rate simulator for traffic with and without priorities by comparing the simulator’s results with those of an ATM testbed (see Chapter 8). Both versions of the cell-rate simulator proved to be quite accurate and thus confirm the enhanced simulator as a powerful tool in the study of ATM based networks. Some policing results of the ATM testbed were compared with a fluid flow analysis, as reported in Section 7.2.2 (see also [EXPL94d] and [Yin91]). In this thesis, two related comparisons were carried out: 1) the prioritised cell-rate simulator gives similar results (although it overestimates the high priority cell loss) to the ATM testbed; 2) the exact fluid flow analysis (described in Chapter 7) compares well with the prioritised cell-rate simulator. Therefore, it can be said that the ATM testbed and the discretised fluid flow model were indirectly compared; this represents new material, since the fluid flow model described in Chapter 7 is different from that of [Yin91].

In summary, the core research work reported in this thesis comprised the enhancement by the author of a cell-rate simulator to study two traffic control mechanisms in ATM networks: priority control and policing. Also, an exact fluid flow analysis has been extended by the author to study traffic with priorities and an upper bound analysis for homogeneous traffic sources was adapted by the author to study the policing of traffic with priorities. The new improved versions of the simulation tool proved to be fairly accurate when compared with other simulation and analytical approaches. The new facilities (i.e., a priority mechanism and a policing mechanism)
implemented in the cell-rate simulator thus make it a powerful tool in the performance evaluation of ATM networks links.

Bearing in mind the brief description just given, it is obvious that some aspects of the work reported in this thesis could be improved. For example, concerning priority mechanisms, an implementation of the exact priority mechanism PBS (i.e., where the threshold of the queue is only a proportion of the queue size) in both a cell level and the cell-rate simulator would be useful to investigate the true accuracy degree of the prioritised cell-rate simulator. In fact, the cell-rate simulator does not model cell scale queuing (that occurs when several cells arrive more or less simultaneously, with small buffer capacities and low network utilisations). This is the reason why the cell loss results for high priority traffic do not closely match those obtained by Kröner (see [Krön91]), particularly when the proportion of high priority traffic is low.

The implementation of the exact PBS mechanism in the cell-rate simulator is possible, as noted in Section 5.2.1. However, since the analysis of the cell-rate simulator's queue is executed according to both its previous and current states (determined by the buffer capacity and the service rate), modelling the queuing above the threshold would imply the analysis of more states in the queue. This would introduce a significant extra degree of complexity in the simulator, but it would also produce more accurate results.

Concerning the priority mechanism implemented in the simulator, it is worth noting that all the studies carried out in this thesis considered only fixed queue thresholds. Other authors have considered the introduction of adaptive thresholds which “… can be optimum all the time …” (see [Roth90]) in terms of the maximum admissible load in a network, but their implementation has proved to be very costly.

The studies carried out in this thesis (for traffic with priorities and for policing) evaluated the QoS of the traffic simulated only with regard to cell loss. In Section 3.5, it was noted that the two most common (and important) measures for evaluating the QoS requirements of a given traffic source are the cell loss and the cell delay. The introduction of the latter measure in the cell-rate simulator would therefore give more insight into how (for example) traffic is affected by policing. The calculation of the cell delay distribution in the cell-rate simulator is possible, as noted by Pitts (see [Pitt93, pp.162]). However, it would only be possible to calculate those measures in
situations of burst scale congestion since the simulator does not model cell scale congestion.

Part of the validation process applied to the prioritised cell-rate simulator involved using an extended exact fluid flow analysis. This analytical method, although valuable, only refers to the modelling of one On/Off traffic source. It would therefore be interesting to extend the model to the case of multiple traffic sources. This would enable studies involving more realistic mixtures of traffic. The extension of the fluid flow analysis to multiple sources could prove to be a difficult task. This is because, even without considering traffic with assigned priority levels, it would be difficult to enumerate the states of the system and quantify what happens in each of them. In other words, the consideration of multiple sources would lead to a so called state explosion, that would be mathematically complex to solve by using the level crossing approach (see [Scho94]).

As seen in Section 5.1.1, the cell-rate simulator describes traffic sources by using states, each with a fixed cell-rate that follows a given probability distribution. This implied the restricted type of sources used in the studies carried out, namely On/Off and GMDP modelled traffic sources (which represent variable bit rate sources). For a more realistic representation of the traffic environment in an ATM network, it would be important to have considered also constant bit rate sources. The cell-rate simulator can represent the so called pseudo CBR sources (see [EXPL94c]). These are described by two states that have the same characteristics in terms of their cell rates and state durations. The degree of accuracy of such a modelled CBR source is dependent on the states’ chosen duration.

One important aspect of the traffic source models used in the traffic studies is the consideration of measures of correlation; they should be captured by the source models used and extracted from traffic measurements. This is catered for (to some extent) by the cell-rate simulation model described in Chapter 5. Directly related is the need to develop tools that consider reliable source models (i.e., models that consider the matching of traffic parameters, by taking into account statistical measurements). This is usually difficult because of the (still) lack of statistical measurements from certain traffic sources (e.g., new services such as Internet access and Video on Demand). As more ATM sources become available, the range of experiments on the
Another aspect related to the modelled and used traffic sources in this thesis is the lack of studies that take into consideration the new traffic classification only introduced very recently by influence of the ATM Forum and recognised by ITU in [ITU95b] (see Section 3.3). This classification includes two new types of traffic that relate mainly to computer data applications: the Available Bit Rate (ABR) and Unspecified Bit Rate (UBR) traffic types, apart from the already existing CBR and VBR types of traffic.

The ABR and UBR type services have been introduced with the aim of dynamically using the bandwidth not already used by the CBR and VBR traffic types. Since the two new types of traffic do not have very stringent QoS requirements, the so called guaranteed traffic (i.e., the CBR and VBR types of traffic) will be “served” first in the network. This is similar to the situation where traffic has assigned priority levels and where a priority mechanism decides:

1. what traffic can always be accepted by the network (i.e., the so called high priority traffic);
2. which traffic should be lost/delayed in a situation of congestion (i.e., the low priority traffic).

In other words, the high priority traffic is in this case the guaranteed traffic, while the ABR and UBR types of traffic represent low priority traffic. This has a direct bearing to the studies with prioritised traffic carried out in this thesis.

Future work could (and should, since computer data applications/traffic have an increasing importance in telecommunications networks) address the performance of ATM network links to which also ABR traffic has access. The prioritised cell-rate simulator could again be used for this study. However, the assignment of priorities would now be done only in an implicit way (i.e., all the cells of a determined type of traffic - e.g., ABR traffic - would have the same priority) as opposed to the other possibility (i.e., the assignment of explicit priorities - see Chapter 1) also considered in the priority studies presented in this thesis. Apart from this, separate buffers could also be used for different types (i.e., levels of priority) of traffic.

ABR traffic only gives indication (to the network) of its minimum traffic requirements. Therefore, the representation of this type of traffic within the simulator
would imply a mapping of the existing traffic indicators (e.g., peak cell rate and duration of states) into the parameters of a typical ABR traffic source. The type and extent of the modifications to the simulator that this would involve cannot be evaluated without a careful study of the behaviour of real ABR traffic sources.

The studies that involved using the policed simulator for traffic without priorities only considered one source being policed. This led to very restrictive conclusions both about the performance of the policing scenarios for traffic without priorities and about the best UPC actions to take on violating traffic without priorities. Therefore, traffic experiments should be designed and analysed that consider the policing of a wider range of sources.

The validation of the policing scenarios for traffic with priorities used an approximate bufferless analysis adapted by the author to the case of policing traffic with priorities (see Section 7.4.1). However, the analysis is only valid for the case of homogeneous sources and it only gives global values for the cell tagging/discarding probability at Test 0, for the cell discarding probability at Test 0+1 and for the cell loss probability at the queue. It would be interesting to modify the analysis in order to obtain the low and high priority loss ratios at each point in the network link and also consider heterogeneous sources. This could be done by using Kröner's description of an upper bound analysis - equivalent to that described in Section 7.4.1 - (see [Krön91] and Section 5.3.2) for traffic with priorities, that gives an upper bound for the cell loss of a network link where no queuing is taken into account.

The several versions (with/without priorities, with policing) of the cell-rate simulator used throughout this thesis only address what happens at one particular ATM link. It would be interesting to extend the simulator to the network level. This would allow more realistic traffic studies, as well as the possibility of analysing a link inside the network. Also, it must be noted that, by having just one network link, it will not be possible to know the characteristics of the output traffic (which will almost certainly differ from the input traffic). The (very simple) switching architecture considered by the simulator is another aspect that could be improved. Indeed, it may be worth implementing (in the future) switching architectures such as shared memory and space division switching; these would extend the cell-rate simulator’s range of application, making it a more useful tool (see [Kouv94a], [Kouv95a] and [Yama91b]).
Finally, one last aspect of the studies with the cell-rate simulator could be improved. It refers to the fact that no Connection Admission Control (CAC) function has been used within the simulator. In other words, it is assumed that all the traffic generated (and analysed) by the simulator has previously been accepted to the network by some CAC function. The implementation of a CAC function in the prioritised cell-rate simulator would add more complexity to the tool. It would also be necessary to choose from a variety of possible methods (i.e., linear approach, two-moment allocation, convolution approach, … - see Section 3.6.1) the most adequate to carry out the task of allocating network resources and deciding which traffic connections can be accepted by the network. The extent of the modifications necessary to include this facility in the prioritised cell-rate simulator cannot be evaluated without a careful study of the available CAC mechanisms.
10. Conclusions

In this thesis, an existing cell-rate simulator was extended by the author to study traffic with priorities and the policing actions on misbehaving traffic in ATM based networks. The research work was developed by taking into account what happens at the ATM layer.

A priority mechanism, the Partial Buffer Sharing (PBS), was implemented by the author in the cell-rate simulator. This represents new work by the author, since burst level simulation had not been used before to study traffic with priorities. The PBS mechanism was preferred to the Pushout mechanism (this is the priority mechanism that leads to the highest load improvements) because of its implementation simplicity. The simulation results for cell loss obtained and compared with both other simulation and analytical approaches proved the accuracy of the simulator for low priority traffic (that usually represents the bulk of the traffic) and an overestimation of the high priority traffic cell loss results. Moreover, the priority mechanism implemented in the cell-rate simulator proved to satisfy the typical properties of priority mechanisms.

One of the analytical methods used to validate the prioritised cell-rate simulator was the result of an extension by the author to the case of space priorities (for both the approximate and exact PBS priority mechanisms) to a model that represents an On/Off source feeding an ATM buffer. The comparison of the two extensions indicated that the use of the approximate PBS mechanism produces accurate low priority cell loss results and it overestimates the prediction of the high priority cell loss. This means that the high priority cell loss results given by the prioritised cell-rate simulator are conservative.

The cell-rate simulation method used by the author has some limitations, such as the low speed gain for fairly short burst lengths and the non-modelling of the cell scale queuing component. However, the method was preferred to the corresponding cell level approach because it is faster at simulating rare events (such as cell loss) in ATM based networks.

Policing was also studied by implementing a UPC function in the prioritised cell-rate simulator, using the Leaky Bucket mechanism. This represents new work by
the author, since so far (and to the author’s knowledge), no burst level approach had
yet been applied in the study of policing traffic. The policing studies addressed traffic
without priorities that is either discarded or tagged when found to be misbehaving. The
policing scenarios studied for traffic without priorities were validated by using an
approximate fluid flow analysis for one On/Off modelled traffic source being policed
by a Leaky Bucket. Two policing scenarios for traffic with priorities were also
implemented by the author that take into account the latest ITU recommendations
(i.e., that tag or discard violating high priority traffic and always discard any violating
global traffic). These policing scenarios were validated by using an approximate
analysis for a multiplexing of homogeneous On/Off modelled traffic sources, derived
by the author for the particular case of policing traffic with priorities.

The performance of the cell-rate simulator (for traffic with and without priorities)
was compared by the author with that of an ATM testbed under several experimental
conditions. The simulator proved to be fairly accurate, especially for the global cell
loss results of traffic without priorities and the low priority cell loss results.

The enhancement of the cell-rate simulator with the insertion, both of a priority
mechanism and a policing function, implied a reduction in the processing speed of the
prioritised and policed cell-rate simulators, respectively. However, it was observed that
the reduction in speed is almost negligible for moderate network loads and for up to
reasonably high mean burst lengths of the traffic sources.

This thesis has described how a simulator that uses the cell-rate simulation method
can be used to study traffic with priorities and monitor traffic (with/without priorities)
in an ATM based network. In view of the results obtained with the several tool
versions, it can be said that the new enhanced simulator is a useful prediction tool in
the study of traffic control mechanisms and behaviour of ATM networks.
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